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ANNOTATION 

Software product Complex for documents preparation of aeronautical information (Complex for AI 

documents preparation) PARB.00127-01 is designed to create and maintain a database of aeronautical 

information, generate aeronautical charts, design flight routes for aircraft and exchange data with other 

information systems. Information is exchanged in formats ARINC and AIXM5.1.  

The main source of aeronautical information is the relational database for aeronautical data created 

on basis of AICM (Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model), with additions for storing planned 

information and route design results. 

The model is recommended by international organization of planning and coordination of air traffic 

«Eurocontrol». The database structure allows you to store and process all elements of aviation activity, 

store intermediate and final information about planned routes, create aeronautical charts, pages of 

collections for aeronautical information (Air navigation Information Publication, hereinafter compilation 

AIP) in national and international languages. Sheets are formed according to specification (Specimen AIP 

incl. Amdt.2).  

Data generation is carried out in accordance with the document ICAO «Dictionary of International 

Civil Aviation» (hereinafter Doc 9713). The additional source of aeronautical data to database can be 

information in exchange format ARINC. 

Route design is carried out in accordance with documents ICAO Doc8168 «Procedures for Air 

Navigation Services. Aircraft Operations. (PANS-OPS) Volume II. Construction of Visual and Instrument 

Flight Procedures» and Doc 9371 «Template for Holding, Reversal and Racetrack Procedures». The 

detailed description of route creation procedure is specified in document «Flight procedure designer 

guide» PARB.00127-01 92 01 EN. 

The database of complex is a common repository of information for all tasks that make up the 

complex. Data and generated documents can be used for planning the use of airspace and air traffic 

control. A detailed description of database structure is specified in document «AICM database 

specification». PARB.00127-01 90 01 EN. 

Complex of Aeronautical Information (AI) documents preparation is run in operating environment 

64-bit of Windows 7 and higher on computers with architecture of Intel processors (Core i5, Core i7 or 

later). The complex is installed in folder with the installed program Geoinformation system «Panorama» 

(GIS «Panorama x64») PARB.00046-06 or Geoinformation system «Operator» (GIS Operator) 

PARB.00048-03 (hereinafter – GIS). For work with vector maps, Complex of Aeronautical Information 

(AI) documents preparation uses the dynamic libraries of GIS. 
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1 ASSIGNMENT OF COMPLEX 

In document describes procedure for working with «Flight procedure design». The task for creating 

projects of routes for aircraft flights at the stages of arrival, loss and landing. Routes taking into account 

the terrain and aeronautical situation in airport areas. The applied task allows you to analyze the 

environment and the air navigation situation for the projected route, make decisions on changing the route 

and configuration of airspace elements. 

 

1.1 Purpose of complex 

«Flight procedure design» task allows you to create diagrams of departure, approach and landing 

route sections, as well as obstacle assessment surfaces in terminal area. In accordance with documents 

Doc 9368 and Doc 9371, schema – this is a set of main and additional (buffer) zones, entry zones, the 

projected part of route section, special lines and control points of flight stage, calculated by computer 

according to specified parameters. In a complex, a scheme is a set of map objects. Projected flight route 

contains a sequential chain of procedures that can be combined, combined, cut and agreed in accordance 

with the procedure described in documents Doc8168 and Doc9368. 

Schemes are created in accordance with ICAO documents: 

 Doc8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation Services - Aircraft Operations.» (PANS-OPS) Volume 

II. Construction of Visual and Instrument Flight Procedures; 

 Doc9368 «Instrument Flight Procedures Construction Manual»; 

 Doc9371 «Template for Holding, Reversal and Racetrack Procedures»; 

 Doc9643 «Manual on Simultaneous Operations on Parallel or Near-Parallel Instrument 

Runways (SOIR). 

 

Route projects are combined into schemes and then overlapping zones are removed. The scheme is 

being tested in accordance with the requirements of Doc 8168, approved and marked in database as 

current. New routes become available for the task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» 

and can be updated and published.  

Preparation of scheme designer is carried out in accordance with the ICAO program described in 

document Doc9906 «Flight Procedure Designer Training (Development of a Flight Procedure Designer 

Training Programme)». 

 

1.2 Installation and registration procedures 

Installation and configuration of complex is possible if there is GIS installed on computer. All GIS 

tasks of complex (* .dll), libraries for working with DBMS PostgreSQL, help files (*.html) and icons 

(*.ico) are copied to installation GIS folder.  

Documents «User's guide», «Flight procedure designer guide», «Administrator guide», «AICM 

Database Specification» and other operational documents are copied to folder \Doc.Ani. 

Examples of aeronautical charts, thematic charts, examples of draft routes and files in exchange 

formats ARINC and AIXM 5.1 are copied to folder \Data.Ani. 

Templates for aeronautical charts and sheets of collection AI are copied to folder \Ani.Dot. 

SQL scripts are unpacked to folder \Setup.Ani to create database. Procedure for deploying and 

updating database is described in paragraph 3.9 in document «System Programmer's Guide» 

PARB.00127-01 32 01 EN. 

Installing the font Morse.ttf is in progress.  
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2 CONDITIONS OF PROGRAM EXECUTION  

The execution task «Flight procedure design» is performed on prepared map with a connected 

matrix and plotted aeronautical situation. Order of interaction between the elements of complex is shown 

in following figure. 

 

 

Figure 1 -  Functional diagram of task «Flight procedure design» 

In accordance with the document Doc8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation Services: Aircraft 

Operations Volume II: Construction of Visual and Instrument Flight Procedures» and Doc9371 «Template 

for Holding, reversal and racetrack procedures», complex allows you to design and analyze the following 

types of schemas:  

 all straight line departures schemes; 

 all schemes in arrival;  

 «Ippodrome» schema; 

 backturn schemes «Turn to landing», «Turn 45x180», turn «80x260»;  

 landing schemes for ILS, VOR, NDB; 

 straight missed approach schemes;  

 Merge-Point scheme;  

 MSA and TAA maps; 
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 Parallel and near parallel runway schemes; 

 Schema «OAS». 

 

Projected routes are created in electronic form on one of types of aeronautical charts. Aeronautical 

maps are generated when the task is started, based on a special aeronautical classifier dfc.rscz. 

 

2.1 Hardware and software requirements 

To complete the Complex for preparing API documents, the following hardware and software is 

required:  

 Intel Core i3 processor or higher; 

 RAM from 4 GB and above;  

 Hard drive with a capacity of 30 GB and above;  

 Availability of USB port available for application; 

 Screen size not less than 1280x1024 pixels;  

 Mouse manipulator;  

 Keyboard;  

 Ethernet network card with a performance of 100 Mbit/s or above;  

 Operating system MS Windows 7 and higher;  

 GIS «Panorama x64» or GIS Operator version 13.6. or above;  

 DBMS PostgreSQL version 9.4 or above;  

 Microsoft Office Word 2007 or above for preparing and printing reports. 

 

2.2 Types of processed data  

Complex for preparing aeronautical information documents (hereinafter referred to as Complex) 

ensures the formation of a database in accordance with the AICM model under the control of PostgreSQL.  

Complex allows processing information from aeronautical charts and exchange formats ARINC and 

AIXM5.1. The design of departure, approach and landing routes is performed on a pre-prepared set of 

geospatial data, which is: 

 area topographic map in scales corresponding to type of generated aeronautical map. The types 

and characteristics aeronautical charts are described in document «User's guide» 

PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN;  

 one or several surface matrix. Surface matrix are created by tasks that are part of GIS, or are 

connected (loaded) from WCS servers;  

 general aeronautical situation in operation area. 

 

The overall geospatial picture of aerodrome area allows the design and analysis of any routes. The 

analysis results are saved in database and can be used for further analysis. 

 

2.3 General rules for designing routes 

Basic principles for constructing sections of routes and the route in general are described in ICAO 

Doc8168. Designed schemes in such a way as to implement possibility of departure or arrival at 

aerodrome from all possible directions.  

Design order begins with the preparation of geospatial data. First of all, a map of area is created. 

The projection and its parameters are selected in such a way as to exclude distortions in azimuth and 

length as much as possible. In aviation, it is recommended to use two types of projections - a conical 

conformal with two parallels and a local one based on UTM (Gauss-Kruger). The first projection is used 

to create aeronautical and flight maps of small scales, the second - to create aeronautical aerodrome 

infrastructure charts.  
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When modeling departure and approach routes, the terrain map should contain an information load 

corresponding to a topographic map of a scale of 1:500 000. Modeling of landing routes is carried out 

with a topographic load of maps of a scale of 1:100 000 or 1:50 000. On all maps that are used to create 

new routes, generalization of objects containing absolute and relative heights is not allowed.  

Topographic base is supplemented with surface matrix built without taking into account the relative 

heights of objects. Surface matrix should represent the earth's surface in design area. The accuracy of 

surface matrix is established depending on size of area and the features of surface structure. In plateaus, 

plains and terrain with a relatively flat surface, the step of matrix element can be increased up to 50-100 

meters per point. In mountainous areas, areas with many ledges, hills, mesas and other sharp changes in 

heights, it is recommended to build the matrix in increments of 20 meters or less surface matrix appned to 

map. 

Design of departure, approach or landing procedures is carried out on corresponding aeronautical 

map, which is created in terrain map projection. Procedure for creating and characteristics of aeronautical 

map are described in document «User's guide». PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN. 

In addition to terrain map, matrix and working aeronautical map, a separate aeronautical map is 

created, which serves to plot the situation in modeling area. Using the applied task «Preparation of AI 

documents» and the aeronautical data base, the following information is applied to modeling area: 

 significant points and routes of lower airspace;  

 all aerodromes together with their areas and areas of responsibility (TMA and CTR);  

 prohibited, protected and dangerous zones;  

 obstacles;  

 valid or projected routes of adjacent aerodromes. 

 

The runway of airfield is drawn on working map, for which the scheme is calculated. Basic points 

of access to airways, radio-technical means of landing and navigation are determined. When simulating, it 

should be borne in mind that a single runway should only have one layout for each type of radio 

navigation aids.  

Arrival and departure routes are designed taking into account interest of efficiency, regularity and 

economy, every effort should be made to ensure that equipment is sited and procedures are evolved so as 

to keep to minimum consistent with safety, both the time taken in executing an instrument approach and 

the airspace necessary for the associated manoeuvres.  

Obstacle clearance is the primary safety consideration in developing instrument approach 

procedures, and because of variable factors such as terrain, aircraft characteristics and pilot ability, the 

detailed procedures set out in this part are based on present standard equipment and practices. When 

designing approach procedures, degrees relative to true meridian are used. Radials are also expressed in 

degrees relative to magnetic meridian and are further denoted by letter «R» in front of magnetic bearing 

from the navaid. 

Each segment has an associated area. Normally the area is symmetrical on both sides of intended 

track. In principle, this area is subdivided into primary and secondary areas. However, in some cases, only 

primary areas are permitted. When secondary areas are permitted, outer half of each side of area (normally 

25% total width) is designated as secondary area. The width of secondary areas at any point between two 

fixes may be obtained by linear interpolation from the widths at these fixes according to equation below 

Minimum obsctale clearance (MOC) on route sections provides the required clearance above 

obstacles. For the routes of approach and final stages of departure, this height is assumed to be 300 meters 

with standard equipment. In mountainous areas, the height reserve is doubled to 600 meters. The 

clearance at initial stage of departure routes is calculated in accordance with type of section and departure 

parameters. The reserve of height on sections of final stage of landing routes is calculated individually for 

each type of landing. 
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Full obstacle clearance is provided throughout the entire area unless secondary areas are identified. 

In this case full obstacle clearance is provided in primary area and in secondary area the obstacle clearance 

is reduced linearly from full clearance at the inner edge to zero at the outer edge. (see figure). 

 

 

Figure 2 -  Cross-section of straight segment area showing primary and secondary areas 

Zones in horizontal plane on flight segment are a rectangle (trapezoid), in area of which the surface 

and obstacles affecting the flight of aircraft in segment are evaluated. 

 

 

Figure 3 -  Width of secondary area 

Task generates ready-made schemes for the sections of departure, approach, landing route, 

«Ippodrome» and turns schemes  

Depending on type of route and construction features, the scheme may not contain the route part 

(OAS surface), buffer (additional zone) at the initial stage of departure. Schemes can contain additional 

elements: special points and protection lines. Each scheme contains an insertion point and an orientation 

axis, which are included in a set of map objects to be consistent when building a single route. 
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Figure 4 -  Example of linear section scheme in map  

 

Figure 5 -  Example of linear section scheme in 3d window 

All objects that are included in set are three-dimensional and contain the height in metric. The 

heights in metric are set depending on algorithms for constructing zones for each individual scheme. 

Zones serve as a cutting plane for the analysis of influence of objects on route section and calculation of 

flight parameters (see the figures below). 

 

 

Figure 6 -  Visual analysis of impact terrain on route section (side view)  

 

Figure 7 -  Visual analysis of impact terrain on route section (front view)  
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In figure shows a diagram of a typical arrival area in 3D map display window. The numbers 1 and 2 

represent obstacles that affect the route section. Number 3 - an obstacle that is below the additional zone 

and has no effect. Items (1) and (2) display areas of ground surface that are above the main and reserve 

zones. The span heights of starting and ending points of route section should be selected in such a way 

that the plane of main and additional zones does not intersect the earth's surface. You can learn more 

about the obstacle assessment criteria in corresponding sections of schematic design. 

 

2.4 Coordinate systems and elevation systems 

In accordance with ICAO requirements, all metric aeronautical information is processed in 

coordinate system WGS-84 and in mean of sea level altitude system (hereinafter - MSL). The operator or 

designer of flight procedures must control the altitude system when entering the database. When 

processing input information in a coordinate system other than WGS-84, preliminary data conversion is 

performed. Data on excesses of radio equipment means, height of airport control points and obstacles in 

altitude system WGS84 is converted into the system MSL through the geoid model EGM-2008. The 

conversion is performed automatically when the correction matrix is connected. The corrections matrix is 

connected in settings form and it is available for download at – http://gisinfo.ru/download_map?id=127  

The accuracy of entered coordinates depends on object. Aeronautical information that is used to 

create maps of scale 1:500 000 or 1:1 000 000 is entered into the database with an accuracy of 1 second. 

This category includes turning points, airport control points, and metric points for airspace elements. 

Artificial obstacles can be applied to maps of various sizes. In this regard, the coordinates of 

artificial obstacles are entered with an accuracy of 0.1 seconds. 

The coordinates of metric for the airport infrastructure elements are entered into the database with 

an accuracy of 0.01 seconds. Greater accuracy of these objects is necessary to eliminate distortions in 

form of created objects on small-scale maps. 

The coordinates of object in database are stored in coordinate system WGS-84. 

When marking the aeronautical charts, strokes of meridians and parallels are signed in coordinate 

system WGS-84 with the following step: 

 up to inclusive scale of 1:50 000: 10"- small division; 1'- large; 

 from 1:50 000 to 1:200 000: 1'- small division; 5' - large; 

 from 1:200 000 to 1:500 000: 5'- small division; 30' - large; 

 from 1:500 000 to 1:1 000 000: 10'- small division; 1° - large; 

 on scale larger than 1:1 000 000: 1° - fine division; 10° - large. 

 

Grid spacing is uniform in latitude and longitude. Big touches are signed. 

 

http://gisinfo.ru/download_map?id=127
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3 PROGRAM EXECUTION 

3.1 General information 

The application task «Flight procedure design» is intended for modeling and creating routes of 

standard departure, approach, instrumental and visual approach, analysis of impact on elements of 

airspace structure, taking into account the terrain. 

The task allows you to create obstacle assessment surfaces for route sections (maneuvers) in 

accordance with the rules and algorithms described in document Doc8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation 

Services» (PANS-OPS) Volume II. Construction of Visual and Instrument Flight Procedures. In addition, 

the task includes the ability to build an obstacle assessment surface in terminal area (OAS surface). The 

design of route is carried out on aeronautical map by sequentially drawing diagrams of individual 

maneuvers (sections) of route. 

The scheme consists of projected part of route section, obstacle assessment zones (protection zones) 

and buffer zones. 

Ececuting task in GIS is accompanied by checking the composition of current set of maps. All 

charts based on dfc.rsc classifier are considered aeronautical charts and are included in processing, other 

charts are ignored. If there is no aeronautical map in set, the «Creation of aeronautical map» dialog, 

standard for the complex, opens. 

 

 

Figure 8 -  Dialogfor creating aeronautical charts  

In upper part of dialog, the name of open map is indicated, which is the base for creating a set of 

custom aeronautical maps, depending on selected type. Below is the full path to aeronautical classifier. 

The choice of classifier is carried out by button «...» in field «Air navigation classifier».  

In central part of form there are fields for choosing the type of aeronautical map and the method of 

its creation. The application works exclusively with maps on which routes are plotted. Maps of airfield, 

airfield traffic, aprons and parking lots, class A obstacles and the route map are excluded from the 

creation dialog.  
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At bottom of form there is a field for choosing a method for creating a map:  

 «By open map» - maps are created according to base map passport and added;  

 «WGS 84 system» - maps are created in folder with the basemap in «latitude / longitude» 

projection in WGS 84 coordinate system. In this mode, the basemap change button becomes 

active;  

 «user» - dialog for creating a card passport is activated. The created map is basic and 

aeronautical maps are created according to its passport. 

 

In case of a positive answer, a set of user cards is created in accordance with the composition 

described in paragraph 2.4 on «User's guide». If the answer is negative, the task ends its work with the 

message: 

 

 

Figure 9 -  Message about the termination of task 

When you click on «Help» button, the corresponding help section is called up. 

 

3.2 Description task interface 

3.2.1 Task settings  

Panel is functionally divided into two parts - operating and service. Operating part contains groups 

of buttons for calling various tasks, the service part includes a button for connecting and setting up a task, 

a button for calling help and a button for closing panel. 

 

 

Figure 10 -  General view task panel  

At beginning of panel there is a button for setting up a task and authorization in DBMS 

PostgreSQL. At the end of panel there are buttons for calling help and closing.  

In the initial state, all buttons, except those that depend on connection to database, are in an active 

state. The Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS) button is disabled.  

Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS) – a specified surface designed to identify obstacles to be 

considered when calculating obstacle clearance/height for new vertical guidance or precision approach 

procedures (Doc 8168 page I-1- 1-6). 

Button  «Settings and authorizations» calls the form of authorization in DBMS PostgreSQL 

and settings of initial parameters for modeling flight routes. A database connection is not required to 

simulate flight routes. It serves to be able to select an aerodrome that exists in database and create an OAS 

surface. 
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The upper part is used to connect to database and authorize the user. PostgreSQL DBMS 

authorization scope contains the following fields:  

 «Server» and «Port» - are used to enter the TCP / IP address or domain name of PostgreSQL 

server and its port. Port 5432 is used by default;  

 «Database» - serves for entering the name of ANI database;  

 «Role in DB» and «Password» - are used to enter the DBMS PostgreSQL user.  

 

DBMS PostgreSQL users are created by administrator at the stage of installing the complex for the 

entire period of work. Aeronautical user authorization area is visible in multi-user mode and contains the 

following fields:  

 «User» - serves to select one of registered aeronautical users from drop-down list.  

 «Password» - is used to enter password for aeronautical users.  

«Saved» - to save the parameters aeronautical users in GIS configuration file. 

 

  
Database mode Databaseless mode 

Figure 11 -  Configuration and authorization dialog 

Aeronautical users created database administrator sets them passwords and empowers them.  

Fields marked in red are required for manual filling. White fields are saved and read from an 

external configuration file. After filling in all the fields, connect with the «Connect» button. In case of 

successful authorization, button signature becomes «Disconnect». The «Exit» button is used to close the 

authorization form.  
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During authorization, compliance of database structure with the complex version is checked. If the 

version does not match, a database update is offered. The update process is described in more detail in 

document «User's guide» PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN. 

The «Task settings» field is used to set the unit of measurement of height (meters, feet) and 

coordinate system of GCP and base points (PZ-90.02, WGS84). When you set the unit of measure for 

height in feet, the values of heights are entered in feet and converted to meters with a factor of 0.31. When 

selecting the «PZ-90.02» coordinate system at the stage of creating schemes on map, the positions of 

anchor and insertion points are converted to WGS84 coordinate system. When you save the metric to 

database and import the metric from MS Excel, all coordinates are converted to WGS84 coordinate 

system.  

Lower part contains the parameters of an existing in base or a projected aerodrome. The Aerodrome 

Checkpoint field is used to indicate the ARP and the aerodrome altitude in meters or feet in AMSL 

system.  

The «THR position» field is used to indicate the coordinates and height of landing (departure) 

threshold. Height is indicated in meters or feet in AMSL system.  

Field «Conditional RWY» - contains the fields «length», «width» and «TLC», in which the metric of 

runway and true course of landing are filled in.  

The «Other parameters» field contains information about the magnetic declination and the average 

annual temperature at aerodrome. 

Field «MCA amendment» (sheet «Airport list from database») - if this option is enabled, the value 

specified in the field for the airfield from the database will be used in the calculations. If the flag is not 

set, the value of the MCA amendment is taken from the field «Design aerodrome temperature» 

(«Preparation of AI documents» - «Imput airports» dialog). 

Projected aerodrome panel is displayed by default when the dialog is opened. All information about 

the projected runway is saved to GIS configuration file and restored next time task is run.  

«Setup» button - sets the current airfield and the selected threshold. If there are no records, the 

region for the object is not changed.  

«Exit» button - closes the dialog without making a choice.  

«Help» button - calls contextual help.  

After connecting to database, panel is supplemented with the «Aerodrome from database» tab, the 

contents of which are as follows:  

 

 

Figure 12 -  Airport list from database  

When choosing an aerodrome from the database, the parameters for calculations are filled in from 

the runway tables and runway headings. It should be borne in mind that the correct design and calculation 

of routes depends on availability and correctness of information about the runway and the threshold of 

landing (departure) course.  
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When you press the «Set» button, depending on active tab, the parameters of current aerodrome 

from the database or a conventional aerodrome with the specified parameters in dialog are applied. The 

setting of parameters is accompanied by message «Set parameters of a conventional aerodrome» or «Set 

parameters of aerodrome XXX», where XXX is name of aerodrome in database. 

 – help call button. 

 – task completion button. 

 

3.2.2 Description of task functions 

Task bar functional is divided into four parts. First part contains 4 buttons is used to designing 

departure, approach and landing schemes, and OAS surface:  

 – designing departure schemes; 

 – designing arrival schemes; 

 – designing approach schemes; 

 – wizard designing schemes of parallel runways; 

 – designing OAS surface. Button is active when connected to database. 

 

Second part of panel contains buttons for calling the dialogs for creating schemes for designing 

RNAV routes. 

  – designing RNAV schemes; 

 – designing turn «Fly By»; 

 – designing turn «Fly Over»; 

 – designing approach and missed approach RNAV chemes; 

 – designing scheme «T»; 

 – designing scheme «Y». 

 – wizard designing Merge-Point schemes. 

 

Third part of panel contains buttons for forming landing and waiting routes for civil and military 

aircraft according to national rules.  

 – designing national civil schemes; 

 – designing national military schemes. 
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Fourth part of panel contains buttons for calling analysis tasks and assessing the impact of obstacles 

on projected routes and calculating safe parameters for the flight for each projected route element.  

 – find in map and save terminal points to database; 

 – designing, processing and saving flight routes; 

 – analysis impact of obstacles on flight routes; 

 – calculated OCA/OCH and MSA; 

 – coding of flight route maneuvers; 

 – wizard designing approach route; 

 – wizard designing MSA and TAA maps. 

 

Buttons contain a hint and can be displayed in two sizes 28 * 28 and 40 * 32. Switching the sizes of 

buttons is performed through the menu, invoked by pressing the right mouse button on panel. 

 

 

Figure 13 -  Route design dialog 

Route plans are created in one of dialogs. The creation process is described using the example of a 

straight-line departure scheme for the departure route (see the figure below). The form is conventionally 

divided into three parts.  

Upper part is a field for selecting a working map. In the drop-down list, all aeronautical maps 

identified by task at startup.  
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Central part is a setting part, intended for choosing a scheme, setting general parameters and 

specific for each scheme.  

Lower part - operating room, contains the buttons «Apply», «Exit» and «Help». The last two buttons 

close the form or call help, respectively. The button «Apply» allows you to interactively create on map the 

selected scheme with the specified parameters and set flags.  

First of all, a basemap is selected, on which the diagram will be applied. The map must be editable 

and visible. Displaying the map and managing the editing mode is carried out in GIS by map composition 

button located in main panel (see the figure below). 

 

 

Figure 14 -  Button for managing map composition  

After installing the working card, the desired departure scheme is selected at the top of form. 

Depending on selected scheme, the central part of form will contain the parameters necessary for its 

correct construction. After setting the parameters of scheme, an interactive drawing of a group of objects 

is performed on map. By default, the drawing of departure scheme is performed with reference to 

threshold. The threshold point is set during the initial configuration of task (see the section «Task 

settings»). When drawing with the flag set, move the map window to threshold point.  

Unchecking the «Snap to threshold» flag allows you to apply the scheme to an arbitrary point on 

map. The figure below shows process of interactively drawing one of departure patterns on map. 

 

 

Figure 15 -  Interactively creating a template from scheme on map  

When a schematic template is drawn on a map, the current shape becomes invisible. A semi-

transparent schematic template is displayed at the cursor position on map. The insertion point with the 

height and name of scheme, as well as the azimuth of base axis is displayed in status bar. Before inserting 

the schematic template, you can rotate to specified true azimuth in rotational steps. The rotation step is 1 

degree - using the «+» and «-» buttons on numeric keypad. Turn with a large step is carried out with the 

buttons «A» and «S» - a step of 5 degrees, with a smaller «Z» and «X» - 1 minute.  
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Headlands control allows you to set the axis of route with an accuracy of 1 minute. The «Set 

Insertion Parameters» property allows you to accurately plot the route on map. The accuracy of 

application is 0.01 seconds and turn is 1 second. Insertion point and rotation angle are set in Insertion 

Options dialog. 

 

 

Figure 16 -  Insert params dialog 

Insert point dialog allows designer to set an exact coordinate and/or an exact angle of rotation. Set 

flag «Fixed insertion point» means that scheme will be fixed on ground at specified coordinates and 

specified height. In this mode, the ability to move the diagram during interactive paste will be blocked.  

The «Fixed azimuth» flag blocks the ability to rotate pattern fixed at the specified value. The ability 

to move and paste to an arbitrary location will not be blocked. When two flags are set, the form does not 

enter interactive state. A one-time drawing of scheme is carried out at a given base point and azimuth of 

rotation. This mode is used to accurately plot the route according to previously prepared parameters.  

Before displaying the dialog in «Latitude» and «Longitude» fields, the threshold coordinate is 

duplicated, in azimuth field - the true landing course, and in «height (m)» field - the threshold height. 

Information is duplicated from the corresponding windows of task settings form or database fields, 

depending on settings (see the «Task settings» section). 

Calculate procedures are performed in accordance with the formulas and algorithms given in 

Doc8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Aircraft Operations. (PANS-OPS) Volume II. 

Construction of Visual and Instrument Flight Procedures» and Doc 9371 «Template for Holding, Reversal 

and Racetrack Procedures». Calculated scheme is shifted to specified point, rotated by specified azimuth 

and shifted vertically by insertion height. After fixing on map, the diagram will display the actual picture 

of mutual influence of projected area on terrain and the air navigation situation.  

By the method of sequential insertion of schemes, the projected route is formed taking into account 

the main zones and buffers. When forming an integral coordinated chain of schemes, editing of its 

elements by means of GIS is allowed. A collection of routes to a separate runway threshold is a diagram. 

It is recommended to store the designed circuit as a separate map that can be used for modeling and 

analysis. Schemes are applied as a set of objects. The choice of technology for a set of objects allows 

performing group and single operations with objects by means of GIS. 

 

3.2.3 Common schemes 

Common schemes are available in form of constructing a departure route and an approach route. 

They are used to create a continuous route between standard procedures and airways. 
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Linear segment scheme 

Designing of linear scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button . Button is available 

in dialogs for designing departure and landing routes. Scheme is constructed in accordance with section 1 

of Doc 8168.  

 

 

Figure 17 -  Straight line parameters  

Building is performed according to following parameters:  

«Section length» - the length is set to more than 1 kilometer. The parameter defines the longitudinal 

size of zones and the length of route section.  

«Clearance (MOC) (m)» - a parameter that sets the clearance over obstacles in this area. The value 

may vary depending on type and phase of route for which the straight section is being built.  

«Starting point» - field is filled with the absolute height of starting point and the full width of route.  

«End point» - field is filled in with the absolute height of end point span and full width of route. 

Building is executed from the starting point to distance specified in «Section length (km)» field. The 

route is a line with the heights set in Altitude (m) parameters at the start (H1) and end (H2) points.  

Starts zone at starting point and has an initial width equal to half of specified in «Route width (km)» 

field at the starting point (W1). The zone continues to end point, expanding or contracting to a size equal 

to half the Track Width (km) value at the end point (W2).  

Zone buffer is built on both sides of route axis up to full width at the start and end points (see the 

yellow part in figures below). 

 

 

 

 

Calculated See in map 

Figure 18 -  Straight line scheme  
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Turn scheme 

Designing of turn scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button . Button is available in 

dialogs for designing departure and landing routes. Scheme is constructed in accordance with section 3 of 

Doc 8168. Building is performed according to following parameters:  

«Turn ± (16.210°)» - the relative angle of turn. Turns are drawn if the angles of flight course change 

are more than 15 degrees.  

«Starting point» - field is filled with the absolute height of starting point and full width of route.  

«End point» - field is filled in with the absolute height of end point span and the full width of route.  

«Aircraft» - set the indicated rate of turn or the category of aircraft for which the turn is considered. 

The selection is made by corresponding flags. When you set the aircraft category, the speed is set 

depending on type and phase of route for the selected category. The table below shows the aircraft speeds 

for different phases and route types. 

«Length after turning» - a parameter indicating the length of straight section after the aircraft exits 

the bank (the end of turn). 

 

 

Figure 19 -  Turn params 

The reversal zone is constructed based on initial parameters. The parameters on which the reversal 

zones are based are:  

 an absolute height or a given pivot point. A turn, which is calculated at an absolute (relative) altitude, 

should not start at altitudes less than 120 meters (for helicopters - 90 meters) above the ground. The 

turn, which is calculated at a given turn point, must be performed at the following altitude: aerodrome 

elevation plus 10% of distance from the threshold to turn point, that is, with a 10% climb;  

 average annual temperature in aerodrome. When calculating turns at a projected aerodrome, this 

value is set to + 15 ° C by default. When working with an aerodrome from the database, the 

value is selected from the corresponding field of aerodrome table;  

 Instrumental Aircraft Speed. The speed value is selected manually or set depending on selected 

aircraft category (see table). 

 

Table 1 -  Speeds (IAS) for procedure calculations in kilometres per hour (km/h) 

Aircraft 

category 

Speed in 

Threshold 

 

Range of 

speeds for 

initial approach 

Range of final 

approach 

speeds 

Max speeds 

for visual 

manoeuvring 

Max speeds for missed 

approach 

Intermediate Final 

A <169 165/280(205*) 130/185 185 185 205 

B 169/223 220/335(260*) 155/240 250 240 280 

C 224/260 295/445 215/295 335 295 445 
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Aircraft 

category 

Speed in 

Threshold 

 

Range of 

speeds for 

initial approach 

Range of final 

approach 

speeds 

Max speeds 

for visual 

manoeuvring 

Max speeds for missed 

approach 

Intermediate Final 

D 261/306 345/465 240/345 380 345 490 

E 307/390 345/467 285/425 445 425 510 

H - 130/220** 110/165*** - 165 165 

* Maximum speed for reversal and racetrack procedures. 

** Maximum speed for reversal and racetrack procedures up to and including 6 000 ft is 185 km/h 

and maximum speed for reversal and racetrack procedures above 6 000 ft is 205 km/h. 

*** Helicopter point-in-space procedures based on basic GNSS may be designed using maximum 

speeds of 220 km/h for initial and intermediate segments and 165 km/h on final and missed approach 

segments or 165 km/h 

 

During calculation of departure routes, the speed is increased by calculated part by 10% in order to 

take into account the greater mass of aircraft. For flight conditions requiring obstacle avoidance, reduced 

speed values may be used. The change to standard speed should be published on diagram with the phrase: 

«Turn to route type limited by maximum IAS value of km / h (kt)»: 

 true airspeed. The parameter is calculated automatically based on IAS indicated speed, corrected 

for altitude and temperature;  

 wind. The parameter takes into account the influence of maximum wind from any direction with 

a probability of 95% if statistical data are available. If wind statistics are not available, a wind 

speed of 56 km / h from any direction should be used;  

 bank angle. When turning at relative heights of up to 305 meters, the roll is set to 15°, at heights 

from 305 to 915 meters - 20°, above 915 meters - 25°;  

 control point tolerance is calculated according to control point type;  

 the piloting technique tolerance is equal to a distance equivalent to 6 seconds of flight. Pilot 

reaction time - 3 seconds and 3 seconds - time to roll at the specified speed (see the figure below); 

 additional zones. 

 

The building of reversal is carried out with the calculation of inner and outer boundaries. Building 

of inner zone boundary starts from that edge of turn start zone that provides the best lateral protection, the 

inner edge is calculated for turns <75°, the outer edge - for turns ≥75°. It then deviates 15° from the 

nominal track set after the turn. 

 

 

 

 
Turn less than 75° Turn more than 75° 

Figure 20 -  Turn inner boundary protection 
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On the inner edge of turn, the primary area boundary starts at the K-line. The edges of primary and 

secondary areas are connected to their counterparts in subsequent sections. For these connections, the 

following rules apply: If the point to connect is outside the protection area associated with the subsequent 

section, then the boundary converges with the nominal track after the turn at an angle equal to half the 

angle of turn (A/2) else with the subsequent section, then the boundary diverges from the nominal track at 

an angle of 15 degrees. 

The outer boundary of a headland begins at the location of latest pivot point tolerance (see figure 

below) and continues along the wind spiral or bounding circles. The curved portion of boundary starts at a 

point. The parameters that determine its position are the control point tolerance and the piloting technique 

tolerance. The wind spiral calculation method is used to construct the curved part of outer turn boundary 

from this point. After the end of U-turn at the bank exit point, the outer part of zone, built by wind spiral 

method, ends. From this point, parallel to track after the turn, a continuation of zone is constructed with a 

divergence at an angle of 15° to distance specified in field «Length after turn (km)».  

 

 

 

 

Calculate See in map 

Figure 21 -  Start of construction of outer boundary less 75° 

For turns of more than 90°, the construction of zone after the turn is shown in figure below. 

 

 

 

 

Caclulate See in map 

Figure 22 -  Outer turn boundary construction more 75° 
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Protection area for VOR and NDB 

Designing of procetion area in navaids and filling in parameters is activated by button  in 

departure routes design dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 2.8 of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«Navaid type» - selects an NDB omnidirectional beacon or a VOR radio navigation aid.  

«Clearance (MOC) (m)» - a parameter that sets the clearance over obstacles in this area. The value 

may vary depending on type and phase of route for which straight section is being built.  

«Starting point» - field is filled with absolute height of starting point and full width of route.  

«End point» - field is filled in with the absolute height of end point span and full width of route. 

 

 

Figure 23 -  Navaids protection zones scheme parameters 

Building of circuit is carried out around the radio device, which is the center of circuit. The starting 

point is considered to be located in negative plane along the path line, the final point - in positive one. The 

reference axis is directed from the radio navigation aid to end point. The scheme serves for the possibility 

of correcting and coordinating other sections of routes when guiding along the track by radio equipment 

and can be used as a unique or common section of route for several routes.  

The scheme consists of a track line, a main protection zone and additional protection zones. The 

main and additional zones are created on map in form of blue objects to be visually distinguishable from 

the route schemes. The track line acts as an additional object when using the scheme, as part of route and 

can be removed if the zone is used as a correction or guidance surface. 

Building performed along the longitudinal axis, passing through the radio navigation aid. The values 

for protection areas are based on system use accuracies shown in are extrapolated to value 99.7 per cent 

probability of containment and a 95 per cent in buffer. 

The route starts at starting point at altitude «Absolute height (m)» at the starting (H1) point. Taking 

into account height at the end (H2) point, the climb / descent gradient is calculated, according to which, 

together with the «Range to navaid (km)» value of starting point, the height of flight over navaid is 

calculated. The third in route is end point with a given flight height and a specified distance from navaid.  

The defense zone is built from navaid. The zone has a constant width (Wo), which expands to both 

sides of navaid traverse by an angle α.  

Constant width Wo and angle α are equal: 

 for VOR: Wo = ±3.7 km, α = 7.8°; 

 for NDB: Wo = ±4.6 km, α = 10.3°. 
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Main protection zone is constructed from a quarter of total width (Wo/4) in both directions with an 

angle of divergence α/2 to start and end points. Additional protection zones are built on both sides of 

scheme axis from half the total width (Wo/2) with an angle of divergence α to start and end points. In 

result of construction, the width of common zone in points is equal to half the width of additional zones. 

The resulting circuit is shown in figure below.  

When constructing a zone with points that are more than 60 km from the navaid, angular tolerances 

will increase the width of zone.  

 

 

 

Calculate See in map 

Figure 24 -  Fix tolerance area overhead an navaid 

3.3 Departure procedures design 

A departure procedure is established and published for each aerodrome runway on which instrument 

departures are expected and should be designed for all categories of aircraft, where possible. Where 

departures are limited to specific categories, the respective categories are clearly indicated on departure 

chart. The design and Calculate of departure routes is carried out in accordance with the requirements of 

section 2.1 of Doc 8168. All figures and requirements for the construction of procedures are based on 

information from ICAO Doc 8168. 

 

3.3.1 General information 

Departures can be created as straight or turned departures. A departure pattern in any direction may 

be provided, allowing turns in any direction once the indicated altitude/height is reached. When departing 

in a straight line, a turn of 15° or less may be allowed. Prior to start of turn, aircraft maintains direction of 

runway until it reaches a minimum height above the runway of 120 m for aircraft and 90 meters for 

helicopters and aircraft category. When departing with a U-turn, either the pivot point or the absolute / 

relative altitude is indicated. 

Standard procedure design gradient (PDG) is 3.3 per cent (Cat H, 5.0 per cent). The PDG begins at a 

point 5 m (16 ft) above the departure end of runway (DER). 

Take-off end of runway is designated (DER). The main obstacle marking area is constructed in such 

a way as to provide a minimum clearance at 120 meters, equal to 90 meters. This clearance is provided by 

an area whose gradient is 0.8% less than the climb gradient in departure segment. For helicopters, the 

zone gradient is 2.5% less than the climb gradient.  

The obstacle identification surface (hereinafter OIS - obstacle information surface) is applied by 

task as the main zone on departure areas. Where obstacles penetrate the OIS, a larger climb gradient may 

be published to provide headroom. Changing the gradient changes the slope of OIS and the elevation in 

zone metric.  

OIS terrain should be periodically surveyed to confirm obstacle information in order to maintain a 

minimum obstacle clearance and maintain the integrity of departure procedures. The competent authority 

should be notified of any facility constructed that will penetrate these surfaces. 

H1 

 
H2 

 

d1 

 
d2 

 

α 

 

Wo 
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Figure 25 -  Procedure design gradient  

Obstacles are published in section AD2 for each course separately. Distances to obstacles are 

indicated in meters relative to threshold. PDGs exceeding 3.3% and the altitude to which the increased 

gradient continues are subject to publication. The PDG drops to 3.3% at a point after a critical obstacle, 

over which a 0.8% obstacle clearance of distance from the DER can be maintained, where the PDG is 

increased to avoid a penetrating obstacle. Increased gradient is required up to a height of 60 m (200 ft) or 

less. The location and elevation / height of closely spaced obstacles penetrating the OIS are published. 

The figure below shows the cases of publication of obstacles A and B when crossing the OIS 

surface. Obstacle A is not published with a gradient of P1 as the height of obstacle is less than 60 meters. 

Obstacle B is published with a P2 gradient, since its height is more than 60 meters. With a standard climb 

gradient, both obstacles are published. 

 

 

Figure 26 -  Close-in obstacles 

To avoid confusion and errors in route planning, the old set should be removed from the map before 

plotting the departure leg with the new parameters. When designing a departure with a turn at relative 

angles of more than 15 degrees, it is necessary to take into account that at the point where the turn starts, a 
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minimum clearance must be ensured, equal to 90 meters for airplanes and 80 m for helicopters. This 

criterion is included in parameters for creating pivot departure procedures.  

Departure procedure for airplanes begins above the take-off end of runway (DER), which is the end 

of designated take-off area. Due to fact that the take-off point is located in different places of runway, the 

protected area begins at a point 600 m from the start of runway. The 600 meter offset provides turn 

protection to threshold and provides a minimum clearance of 120 meters. The departure pattern for 

helicopters begins above the take-off end of runway (DER). Considering the climb characteristics of 

helicopters and the protection of early turns, the protected area begins at the beginning of runway. The 

zone ends at the point where the minimum turn height of 90 m above the threshold is reached. 

 

 

Figure 27 -  Beginning of departure procedure - helicopters 

Departure procedure ends at the point where the route meets the next leg and the PDG reaches the 

minimum altitude / height allowed for the subsequent leg.  

Flight path is calculated for each category of aircraft separately. Routes can be combined between 

categories «A» and «B» or «C», «D», «E». Combined route schemes are indicated when published. In 

cases where strict adherence to nominal track is important, actual flight path data can be used to determine 

the average flight path. The aircraft characteristics used to determine the average flight path should not be 

used for the purpose of calculating obstacle clearance. 

 

3.3.2 Departure sheme types 

A standard instrument departure route is a specified instrument flight rules (IFR) departure route 

that links an aerodrome or runway to a designated major point, usually on a specified ATS route, at which 

the en-route phase begins.  

There are two main types of departure routes: straight departure and U-turn departure. For straight 

departures, track guidance is provided within 20.0 km of runway take-off end (DER). On departures with 

a U-turn, track guidance is provided within 10.0 km after making U-turns. Surveillance radar can be used 

to provide guidance along the track. 

Creating departure routes dialog is invoked by button  on application panel and has the form 

shown in figure below. All departure procedures are created in accordance with algorithms described in 

Chapter 3 of Doc 8168. 
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Figure 28 -  Designing departure routes dialog 

In upper part there is a panel with departure schemes. Below are the general fields that are applied to 

all route schemes: «General parameters of departure» and «End of zone».  

The «General Departure parameters» field contains the schema identifier. When designing a new 

route, it is recommended to indicate the name of departure route as an identifier.  

The climb gradient is entered in "PDG%" field. By default, the gradient is minimal at 3.3%. 

Possible climb gradients for the specified aircraft category are filled in drop-down list. For airplanes, the 

values are set from 3.3%, for helicopters - from 5.0% to 10% (combat) with a step of 0.1%. The end of 

zone is set at a given distance after the main maneuver of procedure has been completed or the altitude 

has been reached. The choice of end point of zone makes it possible to join surfaces and zones of adjacent 

schemes according to specified parameters of height / distance.  

All departures are divided into straight departures and reversal departures. In turn, straight 

departures fall into two main categories based on availability of initial track guidance. 

1) Departure in a straight line without guidance along the track:  

 no correction along the track;  

 with correction along the track without a correction point;  

 with correction along the track with indication of correction point.  

2) Departure in a straight line with guidance along the track:  

 radio equipment located in front and behind;  

 offset path guidance. 

 

3.3.3 Departure with no track adjustment 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in departure routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.2.4.1 of Doc 8168. scheme is built with a 

single parameter – «Line deviation». 
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Figure 29 -  Straight departure parameters without track guidance 

Building 

Start of departure route begins above the threshold. The route is built to specified distance or 

relative height specified in «End of zone» field. When you deviate the path, the route is built with a turn at 

a given angle. The sign of angle corresponds to sign of azimuth. The height of route above the threshold is 

5 meters, the height at the end of route is calculated in accordance with the specified gradient in «PDG%» 

field.  

The zone begins at the DER and has an initial width of 300 meters, for helicopters it is 90 meters. It 

is located symmetrically about the runway center line with a 15° difference on each side of extended 

runway center line. 

 

 

Figure 30 -  Straight departure area without track guidance  

When the track deviates, the zone expands to a predetermined distance corresponding to a relative 

height of 120 meters (for helicopters - by 90 meters) at an angle equal to track deviation plus 15°, and in 

opposite direction to deviation - by 15°. After the point «120 meters», the side opposite to deflection is 

expanded by an angle of 15° minus the deflection value. 
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Figure 31 -  Straight departure area with track adjustment (track adjustment point not specified) 

End of route zone at distance specified in «End of zone» field. 

 

Result 

 

  

Figure 32 -  Straight departure with track  

3.3.4 Departure with track adjustment 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in departure routes 

design dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.2.4.2 of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«Path correction point» - set at a distance or when climbing relative altitude. The parameter is 

limited by task in such a way that at the point of track correction the aircraft height is not less than 120 

meters relative to runway threshold.  

«Line deviation» is set within the range from -15 to 15 degrees. 

«Length after turning» - the distance indicating the limitation of pattern after the change of course. 
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Figure 33 -  Straight departure parameters without track guidance  

Building 

Start departure route begins above the threshold. The route is built to specified distance or relative 

height in «End of zone» field. When you deviate the path, the route is built with a turn at a given angle. 

The sign of angle corresponds to sign of azimuth. The height of route above the threshold is 5 meters, the 

height at the end of route is calculated in accordance with the specified gradient in «PDG%» field. The 

starting line of departure track can be adjusted by an angle of ± 1° -15°. In case of correction, the 

discrepancy of zone boundaries on side of track line correction is increased by value of track line 

correction angle, starting from DER.  

The zone begins at the DER and has an initial width of 300 meters, for helicopters it is 90 meters. It 

is located symmetrically about the runway center line with a 15° difference on each side of extended 

runway center line. On the side opposite to track line correction, the boundary is adjusted by same value at 

the point where the relative height reaches 120 meters (for helicopters - by 90 meters). The distance from 

the sill is usually 3.5 km at PDG 3.3% (1.7 km for helicopters at PDG 5.0%).  

If a track offset point is specified, the offset of zone boundary on track offset side increases from the 

earliest tolerance to track offset point by offset angle value. The divergence of zone boundary on side that 

is opposite to track correction line is reduced from the latest tolerance at the track correction point by 

value of track correction angle. 

 

 

Figure 34 -  Straight departure area with a specified track adjustment point 
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End of zone at end of route at distance specified in «Length after turning (km)» field. 

 

Result 

 

 

Figure 35 -  Straight departure area with a specified track adjustment point in map 

3.3.5 Straight departure with offset departure track (track parallel to runway heading) 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in departure routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with image I-3-3-6. of Doc 8168. 

The dialog is filled in with the location parameters and the type of radio navigation aid: 

«Navaid type» - the type of radio equipment is selected. Depending on type, the width of zone and 

the angles of divergence differ. 

«From navaid to DER (m)» is distance from the threshold to radio equipment along the runway axis. 

It is considered that the radio equipment is always behind threshold towards the departure.  

«Offset from axis (m)» - the distance from the runway axis to radio equipment.  

The navaid position is selected taking into account the fact that offset from axis should not exceed 

300 meters for aircraft and 90 meters for helicopters. A negative off-axis value means that navaid is to 

right of departure course, and a positive value is to left. 

 

 

Figure 36 -  Params of straight departure with offset departure track scheme 

Building 

Start of departure route begins above the threshold. The route is built to specified distance or 

relative height in «End of zone» field from the threshold to point of intersection of end of procedure with 

the axis drawn from the radio navigation aid parallel to runway. The height at the intersection is 

calculated.  
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The zone begins at the DER and has an initial width of 300 meters plus a parallel axis offset, for 

helicopters it is 90 meters. It is located relative to runway center line at a distance of 150 meters from the 

side opposite to navaid position, and 150 meters plus offset from the axis - from the navaid side.  

The zone on both sides diverges at an angle of 15° from the extended runway center line. The 

departure area is limited to areas of radio navigation aid. The common area is divided by navaid zones 

into three parts. The outer boundaries of additional navaid zones delimit the departure zone, starting at the 

intersection point on both sides. The limit line is shown in figure below. Starting from this line, the 

aircraft performs a navaid guidance flight. The boundaries of inner zone cut the departure zone into three 

parts: the main zone and two additional ones.  

In cases where the main navaid zone does not cross the departure zone, there is no limitation. The 

climb is performed up to a relative height of 120 meters (for helicopters - 90 meters). After reaching the 

preset altitude, the track line correction can be performed on radio navigation aid. 

 

 

Figure 37 -  Calculate straight departure with offset departure track  

Obstacle counting in area is done in same way as for other straight departures. The zone has a 

gradient that is 0.8% less than the departure gradient. Unlike flying in a straight line, the additional zones 

have the same gradient as the main zone. 

 

Result 

 

 

Figure 38 -  Straight departure with offset departure track (track parallel to runway heading) in map 

Scheme contains a correction line (in the figure – dark red). The line is an extension of axis from the 

radio navigation aid beyond the runway threshoid. 
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3.3.6 Straight departure with offset departure track (track diverging from runway heading) 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in departure routes 

design dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with images I-3-3-7, I-3-3-8 of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«Navaid type» - the type of radio equipment is selected. Depending on type, the width of zone and 

the angles of divergence differ. 

«From navaid to DER (m)» is distance from the threshold to radio equipment along the runway axis. 

It is considered that the radio equipment is always behind threshold towards the departure.  

«Offset from axis (m)» - the distance from the runway axis to radio equipment.  

Navaid position is selected taking into account the fact that the offset from the axis should not 

exceed 300 meters for aircraft and 90 meters for helicopters. A negative off-axis value means that navaid 

is to right of departure course, and a positive value is to left.  

«Rotate departure axis» - set in range from -15 to 15 degrees. 

 

 

Figure 39 -  Params of scheme straight departure with offset departure track 

Depending on parameters, the task builds one of two schemes. 

 

Scheme straight departure with offset departure track (track diverging from runway heading): 

Schema it constructed in case when the center line with the specified angle from the radio 

navigation aid crosses the runway axis to threshold.  

The zone has an initial width of 300 meters (for helicopters - 90 meters) plus an offset equal to 

distance from the sill to point of intersection of axis from navaid with a given angle to sill traverse line 

(see figure below). The side in which this point is located will hereinafter be referred to as the «departure 

side».  

The zone begins with DER and is located in relation to runway center line at a distance of 150 

meters on side opposite the departure side and 150 meters plus the distance to traverse intersection on 

departure side. The zone diverges from the runway center line extension by 15° on side opposite the 

departure side and 15° plus the angle between the track and the runway center line on departure side. 
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Figure 40 -  Calculate scheme straight departure with offset departure track (track diverging from runway 

heading) 

Result in map 

 

 

Figure 41 -  Straight departure with offset departure track (track diverging from runway heading) in map 

Straight departure with offset departure track (track crossing runway heading) 

Scheme it is constructed in case when the center line with the specified angle from the radio 

navigation aid crosses the axis of runway in front of threshold in direction of departure.  

Zone has an initial width of 300 meters (for helicopters - 90 meters) plus an offset equal to distance 

from sill to point of axis intersection from navaid with a given angle to sill traverse (see figure below).  

Departure track starts from the radio navigation aid and is drawn at the angle specified in parameter 

dialog. Line crosses the traverse of threshold. Distance to crossing point should not exceed 300 meters.  

Zone begins at DER and is located 150 meters from the runway center line on side opposite to 

traverse intersection. From side of traverse intersection, width of zone is 150 meters and is measured from 

the intersection point. The zone diverges from the runway center line extension by 15° on both sides. 
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Figure 42 -  Calculate straight departure with offset departure track (track crossing runway heading) 

 

Figure 43 -  Straight departure with offset departure track (track crossing runway heading) in map 

Start position in departure route begins above the threshold. The route is built for a given distance or 

relative height in «end of zone» field from the threshold to point of intersection of end of procedure with 

the axis drawn from the radio navigation aid with a given angle to runway.  

The climb is performed up to a relative height of 120 meters (for helicopters - 90 meters). After 

reaching the preset altitude, the track line correction can be performed on radio navigation aid.  

The zones are limited to zones of radio navigation aid. The common area is divided by navaid zones 

into three parts. The outer boundaries of additional navaid zones delimit the departure zone, starting at the 

intersection point on both sides. The limit line is shown in figure above. Starting from this line, the 

aircraft performs a navaid guidance flight. The boundaries of inner zone cut the departure zone into three 

parts: the main zone and two additional ones.  

Obstacle counting in area is done in same way as for other straight departures. The zone has a 

gradient that is 0.8% less than the departure gradient. Unlike flying in a straight line, the secondary zones 

have the same gradient as the main zone. 

 

3.3.7 Omnidirectional departures 

At many aerodromes, a departure route is not required for ATC purposes or to avoid particular 

obstacles. Nevertheless, there may be obstacles in vicinity of aerodrome which affect departures and an 

omnidirectional departure procedure is a convenient and flexible method of ensuring g obstacle clearance. 
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An omnidirectional departure procedure is designed on basis that an aircraft maintains runway direction 

until a height of 120 m (394 ft) (Cat H, 90 m (295 ft) above the elevation of DER before commencing a 

turn. 

Where additional height is required for obstacle clearance the straight departure is continued until 

reaching the required turn altitude/height. A turn of no more than 15° is permitted during this extension of 

straight departure. 

On reaching the specified turn altitude/height a turn in any direction may be made to join an en-

route segment. omnidirectional departure may specify sectors with altitude or PDG limitations or may 

specify sectors to be avoided. Omnidirectional departures shall be published in accordance with. 

Designing scheme omnidirectional departuresand filling in parameters is activated by button  in 

departure routes design dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with section 4 of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«Turn height (m)» - are set at a distance or when gaining relative altitude. The parameter is limited 

by task in such a way that at the point of track correction the aircraft height is not less than 120 meters 

relative to runway threshold. 

«Zone radius N3» - set in range from the minimum value, which is dynamically calculated from the 

maximum turn height, the gradient of procedure and the runway length, and up to 30 km.  

«RWY length (m)» - length of runway. Length is duplicated from the setting form and is intended to 

determine the center of zone number 3. 

 

 

Figure 44 -  Omnidirectional departures parameters 

Building 

When reversing in any direction, the reversal start zone is divided into three zones:  

Zone 1 starts from the runway threshold at a distance of 150 meters (for helicopters - 90 m) and 

continues to point at which the relative height is 120 m (for helicopters - 90 m) at a given gradient. The 

zone expands at an angle of 15° on either side of axis. The OIS surface with a 2.5% gradient (helicopters - 

4.2%) starts from 5 m above the DER elevation and ends with the turn start zone.  

Zone 2 starts at the turn start point and expands at a 30 ° angle relative to departure track until the 

specified heading altitude / reference is reached. Clearance above obstacles in zone corresponds to highest 

value of following values 90 m (for helicopters - 80 m) or 0.008 * (dr + do), where:  

dr – distance along the departure track, from the border of departure start zone;  

do – shortest distance from the border of departure zone to obstacle.  

Zone 3 is intended to accommodate departures with turns of more than 15° and covers the rest of 

circle centered on runway center line at a distance of 600 m from the start of takeoff. The radius of circle 

is determined by distance required for the PDG gradient to reach the next leg or MSA. 
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Figure 45 -  Calculate omnidirectional departures 

Result 

 

 

Figure 46 -  Omnidirectional departures scheme in map 

3.3.8 Straight departure with track guidance (navaid in front) 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button in departure routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.2.5 of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: Areas associated with a navigation aid. 
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«Navaid type» - the type of radio equipment is selected. Depending on type, the width of zone and 

the angles of divergence differ.  

«from navaid to DER (km)» - distance from threshold to radio equipment along departure course. 

 

 

Figure 47 -  Params of straight departure with track guidance (navaid in front) 

Building 

Start position of departure route is above the threshold. The route is built to specified distance or 

relative height, which is selected in «End of zone» field. The height of route above the threshold is 5 

meters, the height at the end of route is calculated in accordance with the specified gradient in «PDG%» 

field.  

The zone begins at the DER and has an initial width of 300 meters, for helicopters it is 90 meters. It 

is located symmetrically about the runway center line with a 15 ° difference on each side of extended 

runway center line. The divergence of main zone continues until there is an intersection with the outer 

zone of radio equipment. The line of intersection is marked «A-A». The main zone cuts off the buffer 

zones of radio navigation aid and merges with the main zone (white part). In case of impossibility of 

crossing or in absence of it (at small distances to navaid), the departure area is combined with the main 

navaid area. 

 

 

Figure 48 -  Calculate straight departure with track guidance scheme (navaid in front) 

Zone end at distance specified in «at distance (km)» field. 
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Figure 49 -  Straight departure with track guidance scheme (navaid in front) in map 

3.3.9 Straight departure with track guidance (navaid in back) 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button in departure routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.2.5 of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«Navaid type» - the type of radio equipment is selected. Depending on type, the width of zone and 

the angles of divergence differ.  

«from navaid to DER (km)» - the distance from the threshold to radio equipment along the 

departure course. 

 

 

Figure 50 -  Params of straight departure with track guidance (navaid in back) 

Building 

Start position in departure route begins above the threshold. The route is built to specified distance 

or relative height, which is selected in «End of zone» field. The height of route above the threshold is 5 

meters, the height at the end of route is calculated in accordance with the specified gradient in «PDG%» 

field.  

The zone begins at the DER and is 300 meters wide, for helicopters it is 90 meters. It is symmetrical 

about the runway center line with a 15° toe on each side of extended runway center line. The divergence 

of main zone continues until there is an intersection with the outer zone of radio equipment (the 

intersection line is marked).  

The departure zone is conventionally dissected by boundaries of radio navigation aid zones (dashed 

lines) into the main (white) and buffer (gray) zones. If the radio device gets too far, the departure zone 

will not be cut off, resulting in a departure zone in a straight line without guidance.  
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The zone ends at the end of route at the distance specified in «distance (km)» field. It will be 

considered an error if the radio equipment is too far from the threshold and the guidance zone does not 

cross the departure zone. 

 

 

Figure 51 -  Calculate straight departure with track guidance scheme (navaid in back) 

 

Figure 52 -  Straight departure with track guidance scheme (navaid in back) in map 

3.3.10 Departures with a turn at control point (target altitude)  

A departure involving a turn of more than 15° is a turn departure. Turns can be provided at 

altitude/height, fix or navaid position. It is assumed that the flight in a straight line is carried out until a 

relative height of at least 120 m (for helicopters - 90 m) is reached above the DER elevation. If the 

location and / or height of obstacles does not allow for the construction of turn departures that meet the 

minimum turn height criterion, the departure procedures should be designed taking into account local 

conditions. Each turn has two zones – «Zone of beginning turn» and «Zone of turn».  

Begin in turn zone is the area within which the aircraft climbs in a straight line to achieve the MOC 

clearance required before the turn begins. For aircraft, this value is 90 meters, for helicopters - 80 meters. 

The turn zone is the area in which the aircraft is turning. The zone begins at a point 600 m from the start 

of runway. For helicopters, the start-of-turn zone begins at the beginning of an existing runway area or at 

the beginning of a runway. From the beginning of turn start zone to DER, the zone width is 300 m (for 

helicopters - 90 m).  

End in turn zone at turn base point. The pivot point can be determined by earliest fix point tolerance 

at the pivot point or the location at which the PDG reaches the specified heading altitude / height. The 

first type of reversal is called a reversal at a given point, the second - at an absolute (relative) height. The 

turn point cannot be closer than the distance required to reach 120 m (for helicopters - 90 m) or the 
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specified turn altitude / height. The configuration of turn start zone is identical to «Straight departure zone 

without track guidance».  

Turn zone is constructed according to standard reversal construction algorithm described in 

«Common section». 

 

Turn at a given pivot point  

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in departure routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.3.6 of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«End of zone» - the distance to point of beginning of reversal or the absolute height of reversal is 

filled in;  

«Instrument Speed (km/h)» is the indicated speed of airplane for which the turn is being calculated.  

«Turning angle» - set at the front from -270 to -16 and from 16 to 270 degrees.  

«Length after turning» - distance that indicates the pattern limitation after the change of course. 

 

 

Figure 53 -  Params of departures with a turn at control point 

Building a turn at control point 

The target pivot point is selected to enable aircraft to avoid obstacles straight ahead. Straight 

departure criteria apply up to earliest turning point. The longitudinal pivot tolerance limits are the earliest 

limit, the end of pivot start zone (line K), and the latest limit. The latest limit is determined by «K» line, 

plus the pivot fix point tolerance and plus piloting technique tolerance «c» (see figure below).  

In cases where the turn point is determined by flying over the navaid, the fix tolerance is calculated 

to exceed the DER plus 10% of distance from the DER to turn point. Where the turning point is defined 

by DME distance, the maximum angle between the line connecting the points and the DME and the 

nominal departure track does not exceed 23°.  

To ensure minimum clearance, use the following equation to test maximum clearance: 

H max= PDG (dr + do) + H – MOC 

there:  

H max – maximum obstacle height; 

do – shortest distance from the obstacle to K-K line;  

dr –horizontal distance from the threshold to K-K line (the earliest turning point);  

PDG – published design gradient of schematic;  

H – relative height OIS above the threshold (5 m);  

MOC – largest of 0.008 * (dr + do) and 90 meters (for helicopters - 80 meters). 

 

The zone ends at end of turn at distance specified in «Length of straight section (km)» field.  
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Errors when building a circuit:  

 indicated speed is too low, which makes it impossible to build a turn;  

 turn parameters do not allow building a zone for a given relative reversal angle;  

 too small distance or absolute height to build a zone at a given angle;  

 too large or small tolerance for the test point. The tolerance should be such that, for a given 

gradient, the range to turning point, subtracting half the tolerance, would exceed 3.5 km. 

 

 

Figure 54 -  Turning departure not overheading a facility - turning point tolerance area defined by 

intersecting radial 

Result 

The figures show the reversal zones with the same parameters at different angles. In the left picture, 

the angle of rotation is 45°, on right – 210°.  
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Figure 55 -  Turning departure not overheading a facility schemes in map 

3.4 Arrival procedures design  

Standard Instrument Arrival Route (STAR) - A specified instrument flight rules (IFR) arrival route 

linking a major point, usually on an ATS route, to a point from which a published instrument approach 

procedure may commence (Doc 9713). The route can start from a section of route on airway. 

 

3.4.1 General information 

Routes represent the airfield runway on which instrument landings are required. Design and 

calculation of approach routes are carried out in accordance with the requirement of section 2.1 of Doc 

8168. All figures and construction requirements are based on information from ICAO Doc 8168. Routes 

are combined according to direction and/or course of landing into procedures.  

The arrival pattern should, if possible, be designed for all categories of aircraft. The procedure 

includes only those navigation aids, fixes or waypoints that are necessary to determine the flight path of 

aircraft or to safely provide air traffic services. In some cases, arrivals may be combined with an initial 

and intermediate instrument landing. These routes start on airway and end at the initial approach point 

(FAF). Only routes that receive operational benefits are calculated and published. Each route should take 

into account the local traffic flow. The length of route does not provide a practical range of navigation 

aids providing information for navigation. Requirements for route design approach:  

 route should be based on maximum possible number of aircraft categories;  

 route must start at a fix, such as a radio navigation aid, an intersection, a DME fix, or a 

waypoint;  

 route should provide a transition from phase to landing by linking the main point, usually along 

ATS route, to point from which the instrument approach procedure begins;  

 route should be established in such a way that the aircraft can fly with minimal radar guidance;  

 route can be for one local or international airport within a hub area;  

 where airspeed and altitude/level restrictions are in place, routes should be designed with these 

restrictions in mind. Limitations are reviewed after discussion with operators regarding the 

operational capabilities of aircraft in respective categories;  

 are set as far as possible by DME fixes or waypoints rather than intersection points.  

 

The approach scheme includes main and additional zones. Distance over obstacles in main area is at 

least 300 m. In the additional obstacle reserve area, 300 m height at the inner edge, decreasing linearly to 

zero at the outer edge.  

The absolute/relative altitude of procedure should not be less than MOC and is determined taking 

into account the requirements of air traffic control. The altitude/height of setup procedure can be set so 

that the aircraft, after the intermediate leg, can reach the desired descent gradient/angle for the final 
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approach leg. Arrivals in any direction or sector can be accommodated with minimum sector altitudes 

(MSA). The MSA sector is calculated within a radius of 46 km from the base radio navigation aid or 

aerodrome fix.  

All schemes at absolute height of point span, excluding threshold height. Templates for ippodrome. 

inverse and racetrack procedures are at relative altitude, and are plotted with an offset to height of 

threshold. 

 

3.4.2 Arrival scheme types 

Arrival scheme design dialogue is invoked button  on application panel and at looks like one 

shown in figure below. Algorithms in accordance with algorithms described in part 2 and 3 of Doc 8168.  

In upper part of form there is a panel with diagrams of elements of routes of approach and the initial 

stage of approach. Below are general fields that apply to all route schemes: «Common parameters» and 

«Aircraft».  

 

 

Figure 56 -  Arrival scheme design dialog  

The «Common parameters» field contains the schema identifier. When designing a new route, it is 

recommended to indicate the name of approach route as an identifier. Exceeding the threshold is set in 

meters. The excess value is transferred from the task setup form.  

In the «Aircraft» section, the indicated rate of turn or the category of aircraft for which the turn is 

considered is set. The selection is made by corresponding flags. When you set the aircraft category, the 

speed is set depending on type and phase of route for the selected category. The correspondence of speeds 

to aircraft categories is described in «Common Schemes» subsection. 

The «Save parameters» flag is intended for saving intermediate parameters of Calculates of reverse 

circuits and circuits type «Ippodrome».  

Lower part contains buttons «Create» for drawing the scheme on map, «Exit» and «Help» for calling 

help on current scheme. On the left side there is a flag «Set insertion parameters», which calls the dialog 
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for setting point, azimuth and insertion height. The dialog is described in detail in section «Creating 

schemes of route sections». The Snap to Threshold flag is disabled.  

Prescribed minimum altitudes for all return procedures are not less than 300 meters above all 

obstacles within the respective primary approach segment. In additional zones, the minimum obstacle 

clearance is 300 m at inner edge, decreasing linearly to zero at the outer edge. 

 

3.4.3 Arriaval straight line scheme  

Designing of straight line scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button . Button is 

available in dialogs for designing departure and landing routes. Scheme is constructed in accordance with 

section 1 of Doc 8168. Scheme differs from the straight-line zone of departure route. 

 

 

Figure 57 -  Params of straight line scheme 

Building scheme is carried out in clause 2.1.2 of Section 2 of Doc 8168 is performed according to 

following parameters:  

«Section length» - the length is set to more than 1 kilometer. The parameter defines the longitudinal 

size of zones and the length of route section.  

«Clearance (MOC) (m)» - a parameter that sets the clearance over obstacles in this area. The value 

may vary depending on type and phase of route for which the straight section is being built.  

«Starting point» - field is filled with absolute height of starting point and full width of route.  

«End point» - field is filled in with absolute height of end point span and the full width of route. 

Building is executed from the starting point to distance specified in «Section length (km)» field. The 

route is a line with the heights set in Altitude (m) parameters at the start (H1) and end (H2) points.  Zone 

is built depending on specified length of section. 

Section length of arrival is 46 km or more. Route criteria apply up to 46 km from the IAF fix (end 

point). The width of zone decreases from 46 km, tapering at a 30° angle on either side of axis, until it is 

equal to width determined by initial approach criteria of Route Width (km) value at the final point. 
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Figure 58 -  Scheme of a straight section over 46 km  

Sample route section in map. 

 

 

Figure 59 -  Scheme of a straight section over 46 km in map  

In case when the length of arrival route is less than 46 km, the width of zone decreases from the 

point of origin of arrival route, narrowing at an angle of 30° on both sides of axis, until it becomes equal 

to width determined by criteria for the initial stage of approach. 
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Figure 60 -  Scheme of a straight section less 46 km  

Sample route section in map. 

 

 

Figure 61 -  Scheme of a straight section less 46 km in map 

3.4.4 Turn to arc DME 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in arrival routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 2.1.2.4 of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«Distance to DME (km)» - set in front from 18.5 kilometers.  

«Starting point» - the field is filled with the absolute altitude of starting point and the initial azimuth 

from the DME, from which the orbital flight begins.  

«End point» - the field is filled in with the absolute altitude of end point and the final azimuth from 

the DME, in which the flight ends. 

Track guidance for all portions of arrival route can be provided using a DME arc. The minimum arc 

radius is 18.5 km. The arc may connect to a straight track at or before the starting point of approach. In 

this case, the angle of intersection of arc and the track line should not exceed 120°. Clearance in scheme is 

300 meters. 
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Figure 62 -  Params of scheme turn to arc DME 

In cases where the value of angle exceeds 70°, to facilitate the implementation of turn, a lead radial 

is determined, which provides a lead distance not less than R * tg (α) / 2; where R is the turning radius; α 

is the turning angle. 

 

  

Arc length more 46 km. Arc length less 46 km. 

Figure 63 -  Calculate schema turn to arc DME 

Building zone is performed along the arc with the radius specified in «Distance to DME (km)» 

parameter and taking into account the following features:  

 distance is measured along the DME arc;  

 reduction of width of zone is carried out within a distance of more than 9.6 km, measured along 

the DME arc (see figure below). 

 

From the center of DME arc (point O), a line is drawn in IAF, the intersection of which with the arc 

is the end point of IAF route and serves as the base direction of scheme.  

A route with a length equal to α*R built along an arc; where α – azimuth difference specified in 

parameters, R – radius arc DME.  

If the distance to end point does not exceed 46 kilometers, two beams are drawn from the center: to 

end point OA and a point 9.6 km closer to beginning of OB. If the OB beam cannot be guided due to short 

section length, an error message is issued. If the arc length is more than 46 km, the OA axis is drawn with 

an azimuth, the intersection of which with the route arc will cut off 46 km from it. The rest of route, up to 
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final azimuth, will be formed with zones whose limits are equal to limits at the intersection with the OA 

beam.  

Crossing rays arcs with the limits specified in figure from the main arc form points A1, A2, A3, A4 

and B1, B2, BZ, B4. Between the points, lines are drawn connecting the corresponding points A and B. 

Limits A1, A4 are equal to 14.8 km, A2, A3 - 7.9 km to sides of arc of route axis. The limits of B1, B4 

are 9.3 km, B2, B3 - 4.6 km to sides of arc of route axis.  

Route is drawn as an arc with a gradually decreasing or fixed height, depending on pair of 

parameters «Absolute height» at the start and end points. 

 

Result 

 

 

Figure 64 -  Schema turn to arc DME in map 

Errors for build scheme:  

 azimuth difference is small, which does not allow building a zone along arc;  

 too short range to DME;  

 flight altitude over points is less than 300 meters. 

 

3.4.5 Base turn scheme 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in arrival routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.5.4.3 of Doc 8168 and Doc 9371.  
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Building is performed according to following parameters: 

 

 

Figure 65 -  Params of base turn scheme 

Field «Radio Navigation Facitily» - designed to select the type of radio navigation aid, which is used 

to Calculate the tolerances on track of Calculate zone;  

Field «Straight line time» - designed to enter the time of flight in a straight line without taking into 

account the tolerances for piloting technique. The value should be specified between 60 and 180 seconds, 

increasing after 30 seconds. It may vary between aircraft categories in order to reduce the overall length of 

protected area where airspace size is critical. An increase in countdown of removal time beyond 3 minutes 

should be considered only in exceptional cases.  

When the VOR / DME radio navigation aid is installed, the straight line distance is set by distance 

in «Distance from DME» field.  

Field «Starting altitude AMSL (m)» - is used to enter the altitude at which the U-turn and the 

Building route are performed.  

Field «Entry angle» - set in front from 16 to 44 degrees. The configuration of zone and the position 

of protection lines «E» depend on parameter.  

Flag «Left turn» - flag of mirroring about the mathematical axis «X».  

Flag with the «Add buffer (km)» field - the flag allows you to build a zone with a different buffer 

width or without it at all.  

Flag with «Average wind speed (km/h)» field is a parameter that is enabled by flag and filled with 

wind speed value when calculating turns and zones. By default filled with an average speed of 56 km/h.  

All intermediate parameters of calculates scheme can be saved in a tab-delimited text file to be able 

to save them as a table. Saving is performed when the «Save parameters» flag is set with the file 

attachment to object - the vector of insertion via the «text file» semantics. Double clicking on semantics 

value in object editing dialog opens a window with a file of intermediate parameters (see the figure 

below). 
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Figure 66 -  Intermediate parameters report file base turn 

Scheme base turn consists of an outbound track that is limited by time, radial, or DME distance. 

Following the outbound line, a turn to enter the inbound track. The discrepancy between the outbound and 

inbound tracks is calculated from the true airspeed (TAS) less than or equal to 315 km/h using the 

formula φ = 36/t, and for speeds exceeding 315 km/h using the formula φ = (0.116 * TAS) / t, where: 

TAS is the speed in km / h and t is the time in minutes of flight along the outbound track, and TAS is the 

maximum indicated airspeed (IAS) specified for procedure.  

Distance track or timing for different categories of aircraft. Separate charts are published if different 

outbound tracks or timing are provided for different categories of aircraft.  

Main zone is calculated and built according to following algorithm: 

 line is drawn representing the axis of diagram, and the point «a» at the control point is indicated; 

a nominal outbound path is drawn and a turn towards the inbound path is drawn with an angle 

between the outbound path line and the axis of scheme - θ (parameter is the entry angle) with the 

outbound path length L and the turning radius; 

 protection of outbound leg From 'a' draw two lines at an angle of 5.2° for a VOR and 6.9° for an 

NDB on each side of nominal outbound leg. Points bl, b2, b3 and b4 are placed on each line. 

These points define the inbound turn start zone and protect the outbound track. 
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Figure 67 -  Calculate entrance to zone 

 an arc of radius r is drawn from the center c2 at a distance r from b2 at the perpendicular to 

nominal line of outbound path. Points «d» and «e» are located 50 ° and 100 ° after b2. Similarly, 

an arc from b4 is drawn and point «f» is placed after 100 ° of turn after b4, an arc is drawn from 

b3 and points «i» and «j» are placed after 190 and 235 ° of turn after b3. The lines are dashed 

and provide protection for an inbound reversal. 

 

 

Figure 68 -  Calculate base turn scheme 
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The created points and lines are used to construct the contour of protection zone, which consists of:  

a) enveloping arcs with centers in «d» and «e»;  

b) enveloping arcs centered at «g» and «h»;  

c) enveloping arcs centered at «i» and «j»;  

d) tangent to spiral a) passing through «a»;  

e) tangent to spirals of points a) and b) or tangent to spiral of point a) and arc f, a segment of arc f 

and tangent to arc f and point b);  

f) tangent to spirals b) and c);  

g) tangent to spiral of point c) passing through «a».  

 

The reverse path length may be limited by specifying DME distance or radial / bearing from radio 

navigation aids. The figures below show a turn to a landing course with and without a buffer. 

Build errors:  

 indicated speed is too low, which makes it impossible to build a turn or zone;  

 too small an absolute height to turn at a given angle;  

 short or long flight time in a straight line, which, together with the turning radius, leads to an 

incorrect route;  

 invalid value of buffer size. 

 

 

 

With buffer Without buffer 

Figure 69 -  Base turn scheme in map 

3.4.6 Holding/racetrack template «Ippodrome» 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in arrival routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.4 of Doc 8168. 

Holding/racetrack template are used where there is not enough distance within the rectilinear section 

to ensure the necessary loss of absolute height and where the entrance to reverse circuit is impractical. 

Schemes can also be indicated as alternatives to reverse circuits in order to increase operational flexibility. 

The scheme has the same configuration as the standard standby scheme, but with different flight speeds 

and removal times. The approach line usually becomes an intermediate or final section of approach 

scheme. 
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Figure 70 -  Parameters of holding/racetrack template «Ippodrome» scheme 

Base position sheme starts at the Navaid location or checkpoint. Calculate is executed with the 

following parameters:  

Field «Initial height AMSL (m)» - height at which the scheme is entered;  

Flags with fields «Straight line time» and «Distance to navaid (km)» - allow you to enter one of 

parameters of flight in a straight line from the start point of maneuver. When the «Straight line time» flag 

is set, the time is entered without taking into account the tolerances for the piloting technique. The time 

value must be between 60 and 180 seconds, in increments of 30 seconds.  

Flag «Left turn» - flag of mirroring about the mathematical axis «X». Extension of removal time 

over 3 minutes should only be considered in exceptional cases.  

The «Used as waiting area» flag - allows you to create an «Ippodrome» scheme with stepped buffer 

zones. Constructions are carried out in accordance with paragraph 1.5 of Section II-4-1-9 of Doc8168. 

The flag should only be used when designing schemes in flat, low-lying terrain. 

Flag with the «Add buffer (km)» field - the flag allows you to build a zone with a different buffer 

width or without it at all.  

Field «Clearance MOC (m)» - the parameter is filled in with the minimum safe obstacle clearance. 

The possibility of adjusting the clearance in Ippodrome scheme is supplemented due to fact that the 

scheme can be used both on route in mountainous terrain and on landing and using area navigation 

systems, in which the clearance ranges from 150 to 600 meters.  

The «Average wind speed (km / h)» field is a parameter that is enabled by flag and filled with the 

wind speed value when calculating turns and zones. By default filled with an average speed of 56 km/h.  

The flag with the «Scheme considering» field is intended for choosing the construction of a scheme 

with a flight over VOR or NDB. If the flag is not set, then only the first stage will be performed - the 

construction of the schema template. 
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Field «Navaid antenna elevation (m)» - the parameter is used when calculating the tolerance zone 

for the location of the VOR or NDB control point. When calculating the cone coverage radius using the 

formula zN = h*tg a, the height (h) (according to 2.5.1.2 (Part 1, Section 2, Chapter 2 of DOC 8168/2)) is 

the height above the navigation aid: 

h = Initial height AMSL (m) – Navaid antenna elevation (m). 

The protection zone of Ippodrome scheme consists of a main zone and an additional zone; The 

holding area protection zone consists of a zone and a buffer zone. Since the construction of main zone of 

Ippodrome scheme is similar to construction of waiting zone, one term is used to refer to them - the main 

zone of scheme.  

All intermediate scheme parameters can be saved to a tab-delimited text file to be able to save them 

as a table. Saving is performed when the «Save parameters» flag is set with the file attachment to object - 

the vector of insertion via the «text file» semantics. Double-clicking on semantics value in object editing 

dialog opens a window with a file of intermediate parameters (see the figure below). 

 

 

Figure 71 -  Report file of intermediate parameters template of holding / racetrack 

Building the main area circuit is carried out in two stages.  

At the first stage, a zone is built according to a given time, speed and absolute height. All factors 

that could cause the aircraft to deviate from the nominal procedure are taken into account, with the 

exception of those related to fix zone tolerance. It is applicable for all types of procedures, including 

overfly VOR or NDB procedures, with intersecting VOR, VOR / DME radials and their inputs.  

In a second step, the main area procedure is drawn by rotating the origin around the fix tolerance 

zone for flyover or intersecting VOR procedures, or using the VOR / DME procedure description, adding 

the required input protection.  

Finally, an additional 4.6 km zone is added around the main zone of Ippodrome scheme and a buffer 

zone. Building is executed in following sequence (see figure below): 

 a line is drawn representing the axis of circuit and the nominal circuit. At the control point of 

circuit, point «a» is placed at the location;  
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 points «b» and «c» are indicated on chart axis, which represent the earliest (5 seconds after «a») 

and at the latest (11 seconds after "a") the position of beginning of turn in direction of departure 

when flying in calm conditions. The dots indicate the boundaries of influence of navigation 

tolerances;  

 an arc of 180° with a radius of r is drawn, tangent to axis of procedure at «c», which represents 

the latest turning point in direction of distance when flying in calm conditions. Points «d», «e», 

«f» and «g» are spaced from «c» after 45, 90, 135 and 180° of turn;  

 a 270° arc of radius r is drawn, tangent to axis of procedure at «b», which represents the earliest 

turning point in outward direction when flying in calm conditions. Points «h», «o» and «p» are 

spaced from «b» through 180, 225 and 270°; 

  from «g» two lines are drawn at an angle of 5° on each side of nominal outbound track. Points 

i1, i2, i3 and i4 are placed on these lines. i1 and i3 correspond to (60T - 5) seconds after «g»; i2, 

i3 and i4 correspond to (60T + 15) seconds after «h». For the sake of simplicity, they are applied 

in (60 T + 21) seconds after «g», i1, i2, i3, i4, limit the location of beginning of turn on inbound 

track under calm conditions;  

 from a point at a distance r below i2, perpendicular to nominal outbound track, a 180° arc of 

radius r is drawn, which starts at i2 and ends at n2. Points «j» and «k» are placed after 45° and 

90° of turn from i2. The corresponding arc is drawn from i4 to n4. Points «j» and «m» are 

spaced at 90° and 135°. reversal from i4. 

 

The end of turn to inbound track in calm conditions is in zone n1 n2 n3 n4, obtained by moving i1 

i2 i3 i4 by one diameter of nominal turn. The influence of wind at each point is calculated by multiplying 

the wind speed by flight time from point «a» to this point. From the centers at points «b», «c», «d», «e» 

and «f», arcs are drawn with radii calculated at these points, taking into account the effect of wind.  

The end zone of turn on outbound track is defined by two arcs with centers «g» and «h» and the 

calculated radii and their four common tangents. The start area turn to inbound track is defined by four 

arcs centered at points i1, i2, i3 and i4 and the calculated radii and their four common tangents. The effect 

of wind during the turn on inbound track. From points «j», «k», «l», «m», n4 and n3, o and p, arcs are 

drawn with the radii calculated at these points.  
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Figure 72 -  Holding/racetrack template with associated construction points in «Ippodrome» 

As a result of calculation, points and lines are obtained, along which the contour is constructed in 

following sequence:  

a) a spiral enveloping arcs centered in «c», «d», «e», «f» and «g»;  

b) an arc centered at i1 and a common tangent to this arc and spiral a);  

c) common tangent to arcs centered at i1 and i2;  

d) spiral enveloping arcs centered at i2, «j» and «k», spiral enveloping arcs centered at «l», «m» and 

n4 and their common tangent;  

e) arcs centered at n3 and n4 and their common tangent;  

f) tangent to arc centered at «n3» and to helix a), unless the arc does not cross the helix (occurs in 

certain combinations of low TAS and high wind speed). In this case, the geometric Building is used, and 

the arc ends at its intersection with the AC axis. From this point of intersection, a second arc is drawn 

with the center at point «a» until it intersects with the spiral a).  

 

Then a common tangent to arc and spiral a) is drawn to complete the construction of zone. The 

protection of outbound track in direction of D axis is represented by common tangents to arcs centered at 

«g», i3, i4, called line «3». The figures show the schemes. 

The figures show Ippodrome-type schemes with a buffer zone and in form of a waiting zone with a 

stepped buffer. 

Note. The value of 2 km is set for clarity of figure. It is recommended to set the minimum buffer 

size for the main zone at 4.6 km. 

Build errors:  

 altitude too low to complete the turn;  

 short or long flight time in a straight line, which, together with the turning radius, leads to an 

incorrect route;  

 invalid value of buffer size. 
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and 2 km buffer waiting area (staggered buffer) 

Figure 73 -  «Ippodrome» schema in map 

3.4.7 Procedure turn 45x180° 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in arrival routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.5.4.1 of Doc 8168. 

Field «Initial height AMSL (m)» - height at which the scheme is entered;  

The «Average wind speed (km / h)» field is a parameter that is enabled by flag and filled with the 

wind speed value when calculating turns and zones. By default filled with an average speed of 56 km/h.  

Flag «Left turn» - flag of mirroring about the mathematical axis «X».  

Flag with the «Add buffer (km)» field - the flag allows you to build a zone with a different buffer 

width or without it at all.  

Procedure turn 45x180° template start at the location of facility or at a control point and consist of a 

straight section with guidance along the 45° turn track, a 180° turn in opposite direction to enter the 

inbound track and a straight section without guidance along the track. 

 

 

Figure 74 -  Procedure turn 45x180° template params 

The straight leg can be limited by flight time, radial, or DME distance. The time limit sets the 

following values:  

 1 minute from the beginning of turn for aircraft of categories «A», «B» and «H»;  

 1 minute and 15 seconds from the start of turn for aircraft of categories «C», «D» and «E».  
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Building standard turn protection zone is carried out in two stages. The first step is to build a 

standard turn route for the appropriate speed and altitude. All factors that may cause the aircraft to deviate 

from the nominal track are taken into account, except for those that determine the tolerance zone at the 

beginning of outbound track. All intermediate parameters of Calculate schema can be saved to a tab-

delimited text file for the ability to save as a table. Saving is performed when the «Save parameters» flag 

is set with the file attachment to object - the vector of insertion via the «text file» semantics. Double 

clicking on semantics value in object editing dialog opens a window with the intermediate parameters file 

(see the figure below). 

 

 

Figure 75 -  Report file of intermediate parameters procedure turn 45x180° 

At second stage, the protection zone of a standard turn is applied by moving point «a» around the 

tolerance zone at the beginning of turn towards the distance. 

Building begins by drawing a nominal track line. A line is drawn representing the axis of diagram 

and points «a» and «b» are marked on it. A nominal 45° turn towards the outbound direction is drawn, 

starting at point «b» and ending at point «c». Between «c» and «d», the nominal outbound track is drawn, 

and from d, a nominal 180° inbound turn centered at e2 at a distance r from d2 perpendicular to nominal 

outbound track (line through d2 and d4) an inward turn of radius r with origin at d2 is drawn. Points «f» 

and «g» are spaced 50° and 100° from d2. The corresponding arcs are drawn with centers at e3 and e4 

with the origin at d3 and d4. Points «h», «i» and «j» are spaced at 100, 150 and 200. from d4 and points k 

and l after 200 and 250° of turn from d3. 

The wind effect is calculated for each point by multiplying the wind speed w by flight time from 

point «a», from points c, d2, «f», «g», «h», «i», «j», «k» and «L» are drawn arcs with radii corresponding to 

turning radius, taking into account the influence of wind at the points. 

By points, lines and contours, the border of zone is built in following sequence: 

a) a tangent passing through «a» in an arc centered at «c»; 

b) common tangent to arcs centered at «c» and d2; 

c) an envelope spiral centered at d2, «f» and «g»; 

d) an envelope spiral centered at «h», «i» and «j»; 

e) an envelope spiral centered at «k» and «l»; 

f) common tangent to spirals c) and d); 
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g) common tangent to spirals d) and e); 

h) tangent to spiral e) passing through the point «a». 

 

 

 

Calculate See in map 

Figure 76 -  Procedure turn 45x180° scheme 

Build errors: 

 low altitude leads to distortion of zone or an error in plotting a reversal; 

 small or large value of buffer width. 

 

3.4.8 Procedure turn 80x260° template 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in arrival routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.5.4.2 of Doc 8168.  

 

 

Figure 77 -  Params of 80x260 procedure turn template 

Building is performed according to following parameters:  

«Initial altitude AMSL (m)» is the altitude at which the scheme is entered.  
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«Average wind speed (km / h) - a parameter that is enabled by flag and filled with the wind speed 

value when calculating turns and zones. By default filled with an average speed of 56 km / h.  

«Left turn» - flag of mirror creation about the mathematical «X» axis.  

«Add buffer (km)» - flag allows you to build a zone with a different buffer width or without it at all. 

Procedure turn 80x260° begins at facility location or fix and consists of a straight 80° turn and a 

260° turn in opposite direction to enter the inbound track. Procedures turn at 45x180° and 80x260° are 

alternative, therefore a protection zone should be built for both schemes, unless one of them is specifically 

excluded. 

 

  

Calculate See in map 

Figure 78 -  80x260 procedure turn template 

Nominal track - a line is drawn representing axis of scheme, and points «a» «b» are indicated on it. 

With center «c» at a distance r from «b» on perpendicular to axis of scheme passing through «b», a 

nominal 80° turn is applied to outbound side and point «d» is placed at the end of this turn. From point 

«d», a tangent is drawn to nominal turn towards the outbound, and point «e» is placed on this tangent. 

From the center at point «f», a nominal turn of 260° in direction of approach with radius r and starting at 

«e» is plotted. 

On the nominal turn towards the outbound, points d1 and d2 are placed after 75 and 85° of turn 

from «b». From d1 and d2, tangents are drawn to turn in direction of removal, and points e1 and e2 are 

placed on these tangents. From the point f2 at a distance r from e2 on perpendicular to d2e2, a reversal is 

made towards the approach with the beginning at e2. After 45, 90, 135 and 180° of turn from e2 points 

«g», «h», «i» and «j» are placed. A turn towards the approach is drawn with the center at f1 and the origin 

at point e1, and points «k» and «m» are placed after 180, 225 and 270° of turn from e1, as a result of 

which the influence of tolerances on piloting technique is taken into account. 

Wind effect is calculated for each point by multiplying the wind speed w by flight time from point a 

at the start of turn. From the points e2, «g», «h», «i», «j», «k», «l» and «m», arcs are drawn with the 

calculated radii, taking into account the effect of wind. 

Building contour is based on points, lines and arcs calculated above and is built in following order: 

a) a spiral envelope of arcs centered in e2, «g», «h», «i» and «j»; 

b) a spiral envelope of arcs centered at «k», «l» and «m»; 

c) common tangent to spirals a) and b); 

d) tangent to spiral a) passing through «a»; 
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e) tangent to spiral b) passing through «a». 

 

 

Figure 79 -  Report file of intermediate parameters procedure turn 80x260° 

Build errors: 

 low altitude leads to distortion of zone or an error in plotting a reversal; 

 small or large value of buffer width. 

 

All intermediate parameters of scheme calculations can be saved to a tab-delimited text file for the 

possibility of saving as a table. Saving is performed when the «Save parameters» flag is set with the file 

attachment to object - an insertion vector via the «Text file» semantics. By double-clicking on semantics 

value in «Object editing» dialog, a window with a file of intermediate parameters opens (see the figure 

below). 

 

3.4.9 Visual circle maneuvering  

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in arrival routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with section 7 of Doc 8168, VSS visual approach segments - 

in accordance with Chapter 5 of Doc 8168. The form of parameter setting is shown in figure. 

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

On right side of form, there is a table with buttons  that serves to select and exclude 

runways. The selection is made on map from a number of linear objects. The first and last metric point of 

line object serves as thresholds, and the azimuth between them serves as the true landing course. The 

azimuth is rounded to nearest ten and displayed as a conditional runway identifier. The number of selected 

objects is not limited. Columns GPA1 and GPA2 «Code №» and «Type» are available for editing and are 

filled with default values. 

In the columns «GPA1» and «GPA2», the glide path slope angles are entered, in absence of LOC - 

descent angles for the junior and senior courses, respectively. 
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Column «Code №» - is intended to indicate the code number of runway on which the landing is 

made. Aerodrome code numbers are used to construct visual approach surfaces (VSS) and are defined in 

paragraphs 1.6.2-1.6.4 of ICAO Annex 14 «Aerodromes». 

 

 

Figure 80 -  Visual circle maneuvering parameters 

Column «Type» - designed to indicate the type of landing. If the values are LOC, LOC, APV, APV 

I, APV II or PA, the VSS surface is constructed according to paragraph «5.4.6.1a» of Section I-4-5-8 of 

Doc8168, otherwise, according to paragraph «5.4.6.1 b» See section I-4-5-8. In the vertical plane, the VSS 

segment begins at the threshold of runway and has a slope 1.12 degrees less than the published approach 

procedure slope. 

The flag «Create VSS zones» - is intended to form the surfaces of visual approach segment (VSS) 

on runway. If the flag is not set, columns values GPA1, GPA2 «Code №» and «Type» are not taken into 

account when plotting. 

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

The field «Flight altitude (m AGL)» - is used to enter the relative altitude of flight in a circle. The 

reference point for altitude is the elevation of aerodrome. 

The «ARP elevation (m)» field is used to enter aerodrome elevation. 

The «Turning radius (km)» field is a non-editable field that is used to display the calculated radius, 

with which the zone is calculated. 

 

 

Figure 81 -  Building visual circle maneuvering 
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The building of zone is performed starting from the first threshold of first runway selected. An arc is 

drawn from the threshold of each runway, the radius of which is calculated in accordance with the aircraft 

category or the speed indicated in upper part of dialog in «IAS speed (km / h)» field. Lines are drawn 

tangentially to limit points of adjacent arcs and connected together (see figure below). 

The configuration of zone and its dimensions depend on relative position of runways, their size and 

turning radius at the maneuvering altitude.  

When building, the following errors may occur:  

 flight altitude in a circle is less than the MOC in table.  

 zone will not be built; no runways selected. 

 

 

Figure 82 -  Visual circle maneuvering scheme in map 

When creating a zone, the altitude in metric points is equal to difference between the absolute 

altitude in a circle and the value of minimum clearance for the specified category of aircraft. The values 

are shown in table below. If the category is not selected or helicopters are selected, the height reserve is 

set to 75 meters. 

 

Table 2 -  MOC and OCA/H of a visual maneuvering approach 

Aircraft category 
Minimum obstacle 

clearance (meters) 

Lower limit for OCH above  

aerodrome elevation (meters) 

Category A 90 120 

Category B 90 150 

Category C 120 180 

Category D 120 210 

Category E 150 240 

 

The above figure shows the visual flight area plotted for aircraft category «C» at 500 meters MSL. 
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3.5 Final landing design  

Final landing designs are performed and published for each threshold of runways for specific or 

groups of aircraft categories. The calculation of final stages of landing route is carried out in accordance 

with the requirement of Chapter 5 of Doc 8168.  

Obstacle clearance is the primary safety factor in design of instrument approach procedures, but due 

to variability of terrain, aircraft characteristics and pilot qualifications specified in this part, the detailed 

rules are based on existing standard equipment. The values clearance over obstacles included in these 

specifications are considered as the minimum for the criteria for safe passage over them, and therefore 

they cannot be reduced without reducing the level of safety. 

 

3.5.1 General information 

Final approach segment completes heading alignment and descent for landing. Instrument portion 

final approach segment begins at final approach fix and ends at the missed approach point (MAPt). Track 

guidance is provided during the instrument phase final approach segment. Final section approach ends 

with an exit to runway for a straight landing or to an aerodrome for a circular approach. 

When designing, whenever possible, the final approach segment should be aligned with the runway 

in direction. The optimal final approach length with FAF is 9.3 km. The minimum length of final 

approach segment is at least 5.6 km. This is also the minimum distance from the FAF to runway 

threshold, except for non-RNAV procedures due to limitations in existing installations. Exceptions are 

RNAV procedures with large track changes in FAF and Category H aircraft. 

Design should try to align the terminal section towards the runway, including the center lines of 

radio guidance areas. A displaced final approach leg complicates the pilot's work and should therefore 

only be constructed when positioning or obstacle issues do not allow any other options. In cases where 

guidance on a runway aligned track is not possible, an offset of up to 5 ° does not lose OCA / OCH. When 

these limits are exceeded, or when other criteria cannot be met, a circling approach is used. 

 

3.5.2 Types of final approach phases 

Final approach stage is divided into «Straight Approach» and «Circular Approach», by type - visual 

and instrumental. Instrumental approaches are calculated for each radio equipment separately, visual 

approaches are calculated for the entire aerodrome. 

 

Landing approach in a straight line:  

Final stage of approach along a track that does not cross the extension of runway center line is 

constructed with a track angle θ ≤ 5 °. 

 

 

Figure 83 -  Final straight-in approach alignment (θ more than 5°) 
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Building is carried out on condition that the track is laid within 150 meters away from the extension 

of center line of runway at a distance of 1400 meters from the threshold on approach side. 

Final stage approach along track crossing extension runway center line is constructed with a 

maximum angle formed by final approach track and the runway center line, 30° - for procedures designed 

only for aircraft of categories «A» and «B» and 15° - for other categories of aircraft. 

 

 

Figure 84 -  Final straight-in approach alignment (θ equal to or less than 5°) 

Minimum distance between the runway sill and the point at which the final approach track intersects 

the runway center line is at least 1400 m.  

For helicopters, the final approach track intersects the axis of final approach and take-off zone 

(FATO) at an angle not exceeding 30° at a distance of at least 400 m from the FATO. In the event that the 

final approach track does not intersect the extension of FATO axis, the track shall be within 75 m to side 

of a point 400 m from the FATO. 

 

Final circling approach alignment 

Circular approach refers to visual phase of flight following the completion of an instrument 

approach with the aircraft in a runway landing position that is not operationally unsuitable for a straight 

approach. In addition, when the final approach track or the descent gradient does not meet the criteria for 

a straight-line landing, only a circular approach is permitted, with the track ideally aligned to center of 

landing area. If necessary, the final approach track may be leveled to cover any portion of landing surface 

being used. In exceptional cases, it may be leveled outside the boundaries of aerodrome, but in all cases - 

no further than 1.9 km (1.0 NM) from the landing surface in use. 

 

 

Figure 85 -  Final circling approach alignment 
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3.5.3 Interface of approach schemes 

Dialog for approach schemes and landing routes is invoked by button  on application panel and 

has the form shown in figure below. 

 

 

Figure 86 -  Dialog of approach schemes  

In upper part of dialog there is a panel with buttons for invoking the dialogs of parameters for 

landing schemes, below them are the fields: «Common parameters» and «Aircraft».  

In field «Aircraft», set indicated rate of turn or the category of aircraft for which the turn is 

considered. The selection is carried out by corresponding checkboxes. When you set the aircraft category, 

the speed is set depending on type and phase of route for the selected category. The table in Common 

Schemes section shows the aircraft speeds for different phases of landing. 

Field «Common parameters» contains the schema identifier. When designing a new route, it is 

recommended to indicate the name of departure route as an identifier. 

Below in dialog «H THR (m)» - height of threshold in meters. Parameter is basic for calculating the 

absolute heights of all landing patterns. 

To right is angle of inclination landing glide path. In the drop-down list, possible slope angles glide 

path from 2.5° to 3.5° with a step of 0.1° are filled. Below it is go-around climb gradient. Drop-down list 

is filled with possible gradients of climb 2.5%, 3%, 4%, 5%. 

The minimum/optimum gradient/angle of descent in final segment of a non-precision approach with 

FAF is 5.2% (3 ° for precision or vertical guidance). Greater than optimal descent gradients should not be 

used unless all other obstacle avoidance has been attempted, as these large descent gradients can lead to 

descent rates that exceed the recommended limits for some aircraft in final approach.  

Where, due to need to clear obstacles, an approach that meets maximum descent angle requirement 

cannot be implemented, more advanced approach types that provide vertical guidance and no descent 

gradient should be considered first. beyond established limits. If, for operational reasons, this is not 

possible, a descent gradient is selected for procedure that exceeds maximum. In these cases, approach 

procedure is subject to an aeronautical study and requires specific approval by national authority. 

Maximum descent gradient / angle for a non-precision approach with FAF is: 

 6.5% for non-precision approach for aircraft of categories A and B; 
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 6.1% for aircraft of categories C, D and E; 

 10% for Category H aircraft. For operational reasons, a 13.2% gradient may be permitted with 

an FAF turn angle of 30° or less, provided the final approach speed is limited to an IAS 

maximum of 130 km / h. In such a case, the gradient used is indicated on approach charts. 

 

The maximum descent gradient / angle for a non-precision approach in absence of an FAF is: 

 3.5° for approach with vertical guidance; 

 3.5° for Category I precision approach; 

 3° for precision approaches in categories II and III. 

 

3.5.4 Langing with ILS 

Creation and filling of ILS landing scheme parameters is activated by button  on aproach route 

design dialog. The procedure is constructed in accordance with the section 1.1. of Doc 8168. 

Scheme is constructed from the start of approach to final stage of missed approach. The scheme has 

no parameters to be filled in by designer. The initial parameters are formed from the standard conditions 

for constructing circuits: 

 maximum aircraft dimensions for categories «A» and «B» - up to 60 meters, «C» and «D» - up to 

65 meters, «E» - up to 80 meters, helicopters - up to 30 meters; 

 category II flight is performed using a flight director; 

 gradient of climb during the go-around - 2.5%; 

 width of ILS course sector at the runway threshold - 210 m; 

 minimum angle of inclination glide path is 2.5°, optimal one is 3.0°, maximum is 3.5° (for 

landing in categories II / III - 3.0°); 

 relative height ILS reference point - 15 m; 

 relative height of obstacles is measured from the excess of runway threshold. 

 

When flying in categories II and III, inner approach surface, inner transition surface and the rejected 

landing surface are not crossed by aerodrome obstacles when the OCA/OCH of category II exceeds the 

level inner horizontal surface, but is below 60 meters. In order to support Category III operations, the 

inner approach surface and rejected landing surface must be extended to Category II OCA/OCH. 

Building of zone is carried out in accordance with paragraph 1.4.7, section «Precision approaches». 

The ILS landing zone is surfaces that are docked with each other in height and boundaries and represent a 

single whole, called the «ILS surface». All objects below these surfaces are free of any design restrictions. 

Objects or parts of objects that rise above these surfaces must have a minimum mass and be brittle or be 

considered in calculation of OCA / OCH. 

Definition of basic ILS surfaces (see figure below): 

 an approach surface extending to final approach point (FAP), the first part with a 2% gradient, 

the second part with a 2.5% gradient; 

 runway assumed to be horizontal and located at the level of runway threshold; 

 missed approach surface is an inclined surface that begins at a point 900 m beyond the runway 

threshold at the level of runway threshold, rises with a gradient of 2.5%, expands so as to remain 

between the transition surfaces. It continues with constant expansion to level of inner horizontal 

surface, and then continues with the same gradient until the end of exact section, but with an 

expansion of 25%. For helicopters and aircraft of category «H», the starting point may be 

located at a distance of 700 meters beyond the runway threshold; 

 extended transition surfaces that extend longitudinally along the sides of approach surface and 

the missed approach surface and also extend up to 300 m above the runway threshold. 
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All surfaces are free planes in space, bounded by lines of intersection and limits of scheme in 

horizontal plane and a relative height of 300 meters in vertical. In the Cartesian coordinate system, each 

plane of ILS surface is described by equation Z=ax+by+c. The figure below shows the equations for each 

surface, where the coefficients a, b and c are written. 

 

 

Figure 87 -  Surface equations -basic ILS surfaces 

ILS landing surfaces and missed approach surfaces are symmetrical with respect to runway axis, 

with side surfaces symmetrically on either side (see figure below). 

 

 

Figure 88 -  Equations of ILS surfaces in Cartesian coordinate system  

Where major ILS surfaces do not intersect with obstacles, the OCA / OCH for Category I and 

Category II is determined by clearance shown in table below, and there is no limit to Category III flights. 

 

Table 3 -  Height loss/altimeter margin  

Aircraft category (Vat) 
Clearance on margin using  

radio altimeter pressure altimeter 

A – 169 km/h (90 kt) 13 40 

B – 223 km/h (120 kt) 18 43 
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Aircraft category (Vat) 
Clearance on margin using  

radio altimeter pressure altimeter 

C – 260 km/h (140 kt) 22 46 

D – 306 km/h (165 kt) 26 49 

H – 167 km/h (90 kt) 8 35 

 

If major ILS surfaces intersect with features, OCA / OCH can be calculated by directly adding 

clearance / altimeter to obstacles. The obstacles listed in table below can only be excluded if the following 

criteria are met: the localizer heading sector has a standard width of 210 and the relative decision height 

of category I is at least 60 m (for category II - at least 30 m). 

 

Table 4 -  Objects which may be ignored in OCA/H calculations  

Object name 
Maximum height 

above threshold 

Minimum lateral distance 

from runway centre line 

GP antenna 17 120 

Aircraft taxiing 22 150 

A/C in holding bay or in taxi holding position at a 

range between threshold and –250 m 
22 120 

A/C in holding bay or in taxi holding position at a 

range between threshold and –250 m (Cat I only) 
15 75 

 

An object that penetrates any of main ILS surfaces and becomes the dominant obstacle, but which, 

due to its functional purpose, must be retained in order to meet aeronautical requirements, may under 

certain conditions be disregarded in calculations of OCA / OCH if the following provision is present. The 

appropriate authority should determine that the part that penetrates the surface has a minimum mass, is 

fragile and will not adversely affect the safety of aircraft. In figure bellow shows an ILS surface on a map.  

 

 

Figure 89 -  -Basic ILS surfaces in map 

3.5.5 Radio navigation aids landing  

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters is activated by button  in aproach routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3 and 4 part 2 of Doc 8168.  Designing is 

carried out according to algorithm for constructing the final stage of an approach using VOR or NDB with 

the presence of an FAF point. Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«Navaid type» - type of radio equipment is selected. Depending on type, the width of zone and the 

angles of divergence differ. 
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«Position from THR» - it is understood that the radio equipment is located on landing course and is 

guiding the final landing site. Typically, NDBs located on landing courses are used as radio equipment for 

calculating these types of landings. 

«Along runway axis (km)» - the distance from the threshold to radio equipment along the departure 

course. 

«Along beam (m)» - the distance the vehicle is displaced relative to landing course. The parameter 

is relevant when the scheme is inserted without the possibility of rotation. 

«Distance THR-FAF (km)» - the parameter is a limitation of size of procedure and contains the 

distance from the beginning of segment (FAF point) to runway threshold. 

«Span of RDH (m)» - is set in front from 10 to 20 meters and contains the relative height of span 

over the sill. 

 

 

Figure 90 -  Params of navigation aids landing scheme 

Final approach segment can be constructed according to flight «from» or «to» VOR. The final 

approach leg starts at FAF and ends at MAPt. The scheme consists of main and additional protection 

zones of radio navigation aids, performing guidance along the landing course. 

Track line is built from the FAF point to touchdown point with the runway, taking into account the 

selected PDG. The alignment of final approach track with respect to runway center line determines 

whether a straight approach can be established or only a circle approach can be established. In the event 

that several means are located on track of final approach segment, the means to be used for guidance 

along the track of final segment of approach is highlighted on published map. 

Due to fact that this type of landing is inaccurate, track correction by DME is allowed. With 

appropriately positioned DME equipment, it can be used to determine the distance / height ratio for the 

desired track angle. The information may be published on an appropriate approach chart, preferably at 2 

kilometer intervals. 

Final approach clearance starts at the FAF and ends at MAPt. The zone is part of a 37 km trapezoid 

(for NDB 28 km), which consists of a main and additional zones. The main area is located symmetrically 

on either side of final approach track. The width of zone at the VOR location is 3.7 km, which expands 

evenly at an angle of 7.8° (NDB 10.3°) on both sides of zone to a distance of 37 km from the VOR (28 

km from the NDB). 

Inner part of zone, which is 50% of full width, constitutes the main zone, while 25% of width on 

each side of main zone is the secondary zone. 
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Final stage of approach can be formed towards an aerodrome located at a maximum distance of 37 

km from the VOR (28 km from the NDB). In order to provide headroom, only the 37 km portion of 

trapezoid between the FAF and the MAPt is considered the final approach segment. 

 

 

Figure 91 -  Final approach segment (from VOR/NDB) 

Optimal final approach length is 9 km (for helicopters - 3.7 km) The maximum length should 

usually not exceed 19 km. The minimum length provides a sufficient distance for the aircraft to make the 

necessary descent and re-align in heading if a turn over the FAF is required. 

 

 

 

Figure 92 -  Final approach segment (to VOR/NDB) 

In cases where the turn in FAF exceeds 10°, the final approach area should be extended to outside of 

turn. 
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Landing with NDB Landing with VOR 

Figure 93 -  Navigation aids landing scheme in map 

In figures show diagrams of final stages of an approach using an omnidirectional NDB (left) and 

VOR with an offset relative to landing axis (right). 

 

3.5.6 Approach to PAR  

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters on final approach with PAR is activated by button 

 in aproach routes design dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with section 2 chapter 3 part 2 

of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters:  

«Distance THR-IAF (km)» - parameter is a limitation of size of procedure and contains the distance 

from the beginning of segment (point IAF) to runway threshold. From this point on, the building of 

missed approach is produced. 

«Distance THR -FAF (km)» - contains the distance from the threshold to point where the descent 

starts (point FAF). Starting from this point, a descent is made along the route. 

«Distance THR -MAPt (km)» - parameter indicates the position of decision point on route. 

«Span of RDH (m)» - set in front from 10 to 20 meters and contains the relative height of span 

above the threshold. 

«Zone end width (km)» - parameter contains the limitation of scheme. The end of scheme is not 

limited by anything in landing route using the locator. To be able to interface with the missed approach, 

the end of zone is limited by distance from the threshold in opposite direction of landing course, at which 

the width of standard zone will have the value specified in this parameter. 

 

 

Figure 94 -  PAR scheme parameters dialog 
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First stage 

Flight during the arrival phase, the initial and intermediate stages of approach to exit to extension of 

runway center line, as a rule, is performed using a joint en-route navigation aid or within the radar 

guidance zone. Such an approach is carried out along predetermined track lines between the 

corresponding control points or on instructions of radar controllers, who, after radar identification, 

provide radar control within the radar guidance zone. The flight time from the last known fix should be 

sufficient to provide radar identification. In the event that radar contact is not established or if the pilot 

does not know his exact location, a return to last fix should be ordered. The descent trajectory should be at 

least 4 km from the radar range. 

 

Intermediate stage 

Routes are indicated from a navaid, fix, predetermined tracks or, as directed by radar controller, to 

extension of runway center line so that the aircraft, when entering the inbound track, is in a position from 

which the final approach can begin. landing. The distance between the exit point on extension of runway 

center line and the point of exit on descent path should be sufficient to stabilize the speed and position of 

aircraft and to maintain a stable position on extension of runway center line before entering the descent 

path. The optimal length of intermediate section is 9 km (for helicopters - 3.7 km). The minimum length 

depends on angle at which the initial approach track enters that segment. The minimum values should 

only be used when the usable airspace is limited. 

 

Final stage 

The scheme ensures that the aircraft enters the glide path along the inbound track with minimum, 

optimum and maximum angles equal to 2.5°, 3.0° and 3.5°, respectively. Entry should be on a center line 

that coincides with the extension of runway as instructed by radar controllers at the specified altitude for 

the procedure being at least 150 meters above the horizontal surface of obstacle limit heights (see figure 

below). 

 

 

Figure 95 -  Determination of final approach OCA/H for PAR 

After receiving the radar indication of descent trajectory, descent is performed in accordance with 

the instructions of radar controllers to OCA / OCH. 
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Building zones 

Arrival width and initial approach zones is at least 19 km (9.3 km on each side) of predetermined 

track. If navigational aids are available that ensure that the track is maintained at the initial stage of 

approach with a high degree of accuracy, the above distance of 9.3 km can be reduced to a minimum 

value of 5.6 km. The arrival phase and the initial approach phase are not performed below an altitude that 

provides 300 m of clearance above all obstacles in area. This altitude should not be lower than the altitude 

at which the glide path is entered, or, if a standard turn is required, not lower than the standard turn 

altitude. 

The combined intermediate and final approach area is located symmetrically on either side of 

extended runway center line, extending from a point D from the runway threshold to point at which the 

final approach begins. The intermediate stage of approach usually begins at a distance not exceeding 28 

km from the runway threshold. The intermediate phase proceeds to final phase of approach at the point 

where the aircraft enters the descent trajectory. 

The zone starts at a distance D in front of threshold. The zone has a constant width of 600 m up to a 

distance of 1060 m. If the value of distance D is more than 1060 m, it is equal to 1060 m. From point «D» 

the zone expands to a distance of 24 km, 15% in each direction until reaching a width of 7.4 km. Above 

28 km from threshold, width of zone remains constant until outer edge of combined intermediate/final 

approach zone, which is no more than 28 km from threshold (see figure below). 

 

 

Figure 96 -  Final approach and missed approach areas and surfaces PAR 

 

Figure 97 -  Approach and surfaces PAR in map 
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Errors when building a circuit:  

 low threshold span;  

 small width of end of zone;  

 the distance from the threshold to main points does not correspond to sequence first MAPt, then 

- FAF, then - IAF. 

 

3.5.7 Approach using dead reckoning (DR) 

Dead reckoning landing is constructed in accordance with Appendix A to Chapter 3 of Doc 8168. 

Further in text, the document will consider two landing patterns: the «U» pattern and the «S» pattern. Both 

schemes are based on dead reckoning (DR) landing. 

A dead reckoning (DR) track procedure may be used to reduce the angle of turn onto the final 

approach track where such a turn would otherwise exceed the limits specified in Part II, Section 1, 

Chapter 1, 1.2.2, «Initial approach segment alignment» of Doc 8168. Its main purposes are to save time 

and airspace by avoiding a reversal manoeuvre, to provide pilots with a comfortable flight pattern. The 

chances of overshooting the final approach track in case of a suitably designed intercepting DR track are 

less than in case of a large turn initiated by a lead radial and to provide air traffic control (ATC) with 

flexibility by designing DR track segments of different length to accommodate two ranges of speeds. This 

will allow a slower aircraft followed by a faster one to be assigned to a shorter track to advantage of both 

aircraft. 

This type of procedure requires either two VORs or a VOR/DME to define the fix from which the 

DR track begins. Track guidance on final and intermediate approach may be provided either by VOR, 

NDB or localizer (LOC). Because this procedure is intended for use at major airports, it has been 

illustrated for the instrument landing system (ILS) case. When any portion of DR segment between the 

nominal position of start point and the localizer course lies outside of service volume of localizer, a 

homing facility close to final approach track (for example at the airport) is required. 

 

 

Figure 98 -  Scheme for constructing a landing route using dead reckoning 

Initial approach  

First leg of initial approach. This track is defined by a VOR radial. In order to limit the tolerance 

area associated with the start point of turn preceding the dead reckoning segment, the length of this track 

should not exceed 56 km (30 NM). 

In all cases the angle between the dead reckoning track and the final approach path shall be 45°. The 

maximum length is 19 km (10 NM). The minimum length is calculated so that an aircraft meeting the 

most adverse wind conditions is able to complete the turn preceding the dead reckoning segment before 

initiating the turn onto the final approach track. The minimum length depends on type of procedure. 
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Intermediate approach segment  

The intermediate approach segment begins where the DR track intercepts the intermediate approach 

track. An intermediate fix is required at this point. The minimum length of intermediate approach segment 

depends upon speed and altitude. The minimum length of this segment is calculated to allow an aircraft 

arriving at an angle of 45° – without any indication of start of joining turn other than the ILS information 

– to join and stabilize on intermediate approach track even in most adverse conditions.  

Intermediate stage ends with the passage of DR line and entering the landing course. The last 

section of intermediate stage from the IF point to FAP point.  

 

Final stage  

The beginning of final stage at point FAP. The descent is performed taking into account guidance 

along the landing course by ILS system. Finally, the schematic zones are mated with the OAS zones. If it 

is necessary to mate zones with other schemes of final stage of approach, the creation is performed 

separately, and the mating is performed by means of GIS. 

 

3.5.8 Scheme «U» 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters on scheme «U» is activated by button  in aproach 

routes design dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.3 and 4.1 «Annex A» part 3 

of Doc 8168.  Button for drawing a diagram is available only when the database is connected. 

 

 

Figure 99 -  Scheme «U» parameters 

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«THR-IF» is length of straight intermediate and final approach segment from THR to IF point. 

«THR-FAF» - contains distance from THR to point of descent start (point FAF). From this point on, 

the final phase of approach begins. 

«DR - IAF (<= 56)» - length of initial stage of approach from point IAF to point of intersection of 

track with dead reckoning DR. The length should not be more than 56 kilometers. 

«DR length (<= 19)» - length of notation line DR path. Should not be more than 19 kilometers. 

«Approach angle (> 46°, <-46°)» - angle between the direction of initial section and the dead 

reckoning line. The angle is measured from the landing course. A negative angle denotes a pattern with a 

landing on right side of runway axis, a positive angle on left. The maximum angle values are described 

below in text. 
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«Schema type» - set the type of guidance. VOR / VOR - guidance to two VOR stations, VOR / 

DME - guidance to a VOR station with DME arc correction. The types of circuits are described in more 

detail below in text. Depending on type of scheme, different restrictions on approach angles are set. 

«OAS Surface» - Characteristics of OAS surface. The values of parameters affecting the landing 

plane (X, X ', W) are set - «Category» and the distance to localizer. 

«Span IAF (m)» - the value of initial span of IAF point. The path is calculated on condition that the 

descent is smooth throughout the diagram. If it is necessary to analyze the stepwise descent, it is allowed 

to correct the height of «Projected route» object by means of GIS. 

«Span of RDH (m)» - value of height above THR. 

 

Characteristics and initial data 

The figure below shows two types of guidance in a «U» pattern for two VOR stations and for a 

VOR and DME station. For clarity purposes, Calculate information is mirrored from the runway axis. The 

upper part shows the parameters when aiming for VOR and DME, in lower part - for two VOR stations. 

The initial approach fix (IAF) position can be a VOR or VOR / DME facility, or a fix from which 

track guidance is provided. The fix, facility and IAF are outside the sector between the final approach path 

and the straight hatched line in figure below. 

Line is perpendicular to line D drawn from the FAP at an angle φ to side of final approach path. The 

length of segment D depends on type of product. The φ values are 70° for VOR and DME targeting (top), 

55° for dual VOR targeting (bottom). 

The limitation of turn angle preceding the dead reckoning at the turn start point is determined by 

intersection of VOR radials. The angle between the first leg of initial approach and the dead reckoning leg 

should not exceed 105°. The angle of intersection of VOR radials must be at least 45°. If the origin of turn 

is determined by VOR radial and DME arc reference point, the turn angle should not exceed 120°. 

 

Building 

The initial approach zone consists of a turn zone and a dead reckoning zone. The designations given 

in text are shown in figure below. 

 

 
Figure 100 -  Scheme «U» elements 
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Outer edge of U-turn and the dead reckoning segment is formed by a straight line connecting point 

A with point B. Point A is located on surface X OAS from the side of DR segment, abeam FAP - from the 

side of DR segment. Point B is located on first leg of initial approach, distance D to nominal start point of 

turn. Distance D is 4.6 km when it is determined by intersection of VOR radials and 1.9 km when it is 

determined by VOR and DME indications. 

The inner edge and additional landing zone end on this straight line on inside of headland. The outer 

edge of main area is defined by an arc of a circle centered at the point where the turn starts and with a 

radius R, which depends on aircraft speed and altitude. The values of the radius R are shown in table. 

 

Table 5 -  Values of θ in scheme «U» 

IAS km/h 

Altitude 

from 165 to 335 km/h 

(angle θ) 

from 336 to 465 km/h 

(angle θ) 

1500 to 3000 m 10.2 km 22° 12.0 km 14° 

above 3000 m 11.1 km 13.9 km 

 

Arc forming outer edge is limited by a straight line tangent to circular arc, which deviates from the 

track line of dead reckoning segment at an angle that depends on speed (see table above). 

 

 

Figure 101 -  Calculate scheme «U» 

Straight line ends at the intersection with a straight line starting at point C parallel to intermediate 

approach track. The area continues in a straight line from point A to point C, which deviates from the 

intermediate approach track. Point A is located on surface X of OAS abeam the final approach point FAP. 

Point C is abeam of intermediate approach fix IF. 

Outer edge of additional zone is located outside the U-turn preceding the dead reckoning segment. 

The additional zone extends to outer limits of protection zone defined above and is the buffer zone of 

straight section cut off by lines A-B on inside and the bounding arc on outside. 

In addition to zones and the track line, a line for limiting the location of IAF point and guidance 

devices has been added to scheme (dashed line – see figure up). Line is intended for calculating the values 

of angles and the length of initial stage and the length of DR line for possible correction of circuit 

parameter. 
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Figure 102 -  Scheme «U» in map 

Build errors:  

 short section length «THR-FAF» and «THR-IF». At small lengths to fix points of final approach, 

it is impossible to calculate the main area of procedure due to fact that the point may be above 

the surface of OAS;  

 short length of initial segment «DR – IAF» or large value of approach angle. Causes the IAF 

point to be below the forbidden line. 

 

3.5.9 Scheme «S» 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters on scheme «S» is activated by button  in approach 

routes design dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.2 and 4.2 «Annex A» part 3 

of Doc 8168. Button for drawing a diagram is available only when the database is connected. 

 

 

Figure 103 -  Scheme «S» parameters 

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«THR-IF» is length of straight intermediate and final approach segment from THR to IF point. 

«THR-FAF» - contains distance from THR to point of descent start (point FAF). From this point on, 

the final phase of approach begins. 

«DR - IAF (< 56)» - length of initial stage of approach from point IAF to point of intersection of 

track with dead reckoning DR. The length should not be more than 56 kilometers. 
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«DR length (< 19)» - length of notation line DR path. Should not be more than 19 kilometers. 

«Approach angle (-44°…44°)» - angle between the direction of starting segment and the dead 

reckoning line. The angle is measured from the landing course. A negative angle denotes a pattern with a 

landing on right side of runway axis, a positive angle on left. The maximum angle values are described 

below in text. 

«Schema type» - set the type of guidance. VOR / VOR - guidance to two VOR stations, VOR / 

DME - guidance to a VOR station with DME arc correction. The types of circuits are described in more 

detail below in text. Depending on type of scheme, different restrictions on approach angles are set. 

«OAS Surface» - Characteristics of OAS surface. The values of parameters affecting the landing 

plane (X, X', W) are set - «Category» and the distance to localizer. 

«Span IAF (m)» - the value of initial span of IAF point. The path is calculated on condition that the 

descent is smooth throughout the diagram. If it is necessary to analyze the stepwise descent, it is allowed 

to correct the height of «Projected route» object by means of GIS. 

«Span of RDH (m)» - value of height above THR. 

 

Characteristics and initial data 

In figure to below shows two types of S-pattern guidance with two VOR stations at the top and a 

VOR with DME arc corrected at the bottom of figure. 

Initial approach fix (IAF) position can be a VOR or VOR / DME facility, or a fix from which track 

guidance is provided. 

 

 

Figure 104 -  Scheme «S» elements 

Turn start point is defined on DR track with a tolerance that does not exceed 3.7 km when pointing 

at two VOR stations and 1.9 km when aiming at a VOR station with DME arc correction (see yellow 

highlight in figure below). 

The minimum dead reckoning distance DR is calculated depending on type of guidance at the point 

where the turn starts. The turn start point, defined by intersection of radials of two VOR stations, allows a 

minimum segment of 9 kilometers to be used. If the turn start point is determined by VOR / DME 

indication, the minimum dead reckoning length is 7 kilometers. The maximum reckoning distance 

exceeds 19 kilometers. 
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Figure 105 -  Calculate scheme «S» 

Building  

Initial approach zone consists of a turn zone and a dead reckoning zone. 

The outer edge of zone is formed by a straight line connecting point A to point S. Point A is located 

on surface X OAS abeam FAP, point S is located on outer edge of initial approach zone abeam the turning 

point. 

The inner edge is drawn from calculate point B', which is placed on first line at a distance from the 

point where the reversal starts. The distance from the origin of turn to point B' towards the IAF is 1.9 km 

if the origin of turn is determined by VOR/DME and 3.7 km if the origin of turn is determined by 

intersection of two VOR radials. 

The beginning of inner edge of zone is created from point B. Point B is located abeam of point B 'at 

a distance of 9.3 km to inner side of scheme. From point B, a straight line is drawn deviating from the DR 

track by an angle of 22°, which is the yaw tolerance plus the maximum drift angle for the lowest speed 

category of aircraft. On the surface X of OAS, point A' is located abeam the FAF. A straight line is drawn 

from point A ', deviating from the track of intermediate stage of approach at an angle of 15° and ending at 

point C located abeam IF. From point C, a straight line is drawn parallel to intermediate approach track. 

The main area is mapped in two parts. The first part, located before the IF point, is filled with 

heights corresponding to an MOC of 120 meters. The second, main part of zone is MOS 300 meters. 

Heights in additional zones are filled with values corresponding to MOC of 300 meters with a 

decrease to flight altitude, in accordance with rules created of protected zones a straight-line section. 
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Figure 106 -  Scheme «S» in map 

Build errors:  

 short section length «THR-FAF» and «THR-IF». At small lengths to fix points of final approach, 

it is impossible to calculate the main area of procedure due to fact that the point may be above 

the surface of OAS;  

 short length of initial segment «DR - IAF» or large value of approach angle. Causes the IAF 

point to be below the forbidden line. 

 

3.5.10 Straight missed approach segment 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters activated by button  in aproach routes design 

dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 3.5 Part II Section 1, Chapter 3 of Doc 8168.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

«Point type IAF» refers to principle that a radio navigation aid is located at an IAF to provide 

guidance along a track to a decision point (MAPt). Select the type of radio equipment in field. 

«Distance THR-FAF (km)» - the parameter is a limitation of size of procedure and contains the 

distance from the beginning of segment (point FAF) to THR of runway. Starting from this point, 

Construction of missed approach is performed. 

«THR - end zone (km)» - the parameter is the limitation of size of procedure in direction opposite to 

landing course (in direction of runway from THR). 

«End point type» - the type of point that is flown along the initial missed approach leg. The scheme 

is calculated taking into account the fact that guidance along the missed approach path can be performed 

on MAPt-THR section. In the case of guidance, one of types of radio navigation aids is selected in field. If 

there is no guidance, the «calculated» point type is selected. 

«Distance THR-MAPt (km)» - the parameter indicates the position of decision point on route. 

Construction of missed approach route begins at this point. 

«Decision height (m)» - the relative height at the «MAPt» point, which is set by «Distance - THR 

MAPt (km)» parameter. 
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Figure 107 -  Straight missed approach segment params 

Final missed approach criteria are based on general aircraft straight and turn criteria. Some changes 

take into account the different areas and surfaces associated with the precise landing radar section, as well 

as possible OCA / OCH changes in this section depending on aircraft categories. The building area 

corresponds to navigation system specified for the missed approach. 

Reference point for determining distances and gradients in obstacle clearance calculations is called 

the «start of climb» (SOC). It is determined by relative altitude and range at which the GP 'plane - a plane 

parallel to glide path (elevation) and starting at a distance of -900 m and at the runway THR - reaches the 

OCA / OCH - (Hl) altitude. OCA/OCH and HL must be in same aircraft category. 

The exact leg ends at the point where surface Z reaches 300 m above THR of runway. The surface 

width Z at this distance determines the initial width of final missed approach zone, which increases from 

point mentioned above with an angle of 15°, as shown in figure below. There are no additional zones. 

 

 

Figure 108 -  Final segment of straight missed approach 

Clearance over obstacles is calculated based on maximum possible obstacle height in missed 

approach area. The excess or relative height of obstacle in final missed approach zone is less than:  

(OCA/OCHps – Hl) + dotg(Z), where: 

 OCA / OCH precise site. The (OCA / OCHps) and Hl values are calculated for the same aircraft 

category;  

 do is measured from SOC parallel to straight missed approach path;  

 Z is the angle between the missed approach surface and the horizontal plane. 
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Figure 109 -  Straight missed approach obstacle clearance 

If it is not possible to fulfill this requirement, a turn is provided to bypass the obstacle in question. If 

the reversal is ineffective, the OCA/OCH increases. In case the missed approach is performed with 

guidance, the boundaries of standard zone, which is shown in figure above, are cut off by boundary lines 

of radio navigation aid zone. The figure below shows the VOR guidance missed approach pattern. 

Blue outline in figure shows limits of protection zone of navaid selected as IAF point. Blue lines are 

not drawn in diagram, but are view to visually represent principle of guidance in missed approach area. 

Errors when building a circuit: 

 distance to MAPt less than 600 meters or beyond the FAF; 

 distance to MAPt is greater than to IAF; 

 end of zone distance too short. 

 

  

Figure 110 -  Straight missed approach in map 

It is recommended to build the procedure taking into account the fact that the points should be 

located at distances from the runway along the landing course in sequence MAPt, then FAF, then IAF. 

The range to end point must be greater than or equal to range to end of procedure. The decision-making 

height should not be less than 50 meters. 
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3.6 Building schemes in parallel and near-parallel runways  

Building schemes for landing, departure and missed approach on parallel and nearly parallel 

runways is carried out in accordance with document «Manual on Simultaneous Operations on Parallel or 

Near-Parallel Instrument Runways (SOIR) «(Doc9643). «Master» allows you to build schemes for 

separate and independent operations on runway.  

Parallel runways are considered to be two non-intersecting runways, the angle of convergence / 

divergence of center lines between which does not exceed one degree. 

Near-parallel runways. Non-intersecting runways whose extended centre lines have an angle of 

convergence/ divergence of 15 degrees or less. 

 

Semi-mixed parallel operations.  

Simultaneous operations on parallel or near-parallel instrument runways in which one runway is 

used exclusively for departures while the other runway is used for a mixture of approaches and departures, 

or one runway is used exclusively for approaches while the other runway is used for a mixture of 

approaches and departures 

In the case of separate approaches and departures, mixed operations may be performed: 

 one runway is used for departures only and the other is used for both approaches and departures; 

 one runway is used for approaches only and the other is used for both approaches and 

departures; 

 simultaneous parallel approaches and departures on both runways. 

 

If it is impossible to use mixed operations, the maximum throughput can be achieved due to 

separate operation mode, i.e. when one runway is used for landings only and the other for departures. 

Separate operations from parallel runways are carried out under the following conditions: 

 the distance between the center lines of runway is at least 760 m; 

 the minimum deviation angle of departure track immediately after take-off from the missed 

approach track over an adjacent runway is not less than 30°. 

 

Approach types in split operations on parallel runways: 

 an approach using ILS and / or MLS; 

 landing approach using surveillance radar or landing radar; 

 visual approach. 

 

Independent parallel approaches 

Simultaneous approaches (parallel or near parallel runways} are performed when separation minima 

for aircraft on extended center lines of adjacent runways have not been established Independent parallel 

approaches to parallel runways may be performed when the distance between the center lines of runways 

is not less than 1035 meters. 

ILS and / or MLS approaches are made to both runways. It is desirable that the runway be equipped 

with rangefinder equipment (DME). 

The missed approach path over either runway is at least 30° away from the missed approach path 

over the adjacent runway. Radar guidance is used to enter the ILS localizer heading or the final approach 

trajectory using the signals from the MLS radio station. 
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Figure 111 -  Segregated parallel operations where thresholds are even 

 

Figure 112 -  Segregated parallel operations where runways are staggered  

Between the extension of center lines of two runways in center, no transgression zone (NTZ) of at 

least 610 m (2000 ft) is established, which is displayed on radar display.  

 

 

Figure 113 -  NOZ and NTZ example for one runway centre line spacing  
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In figure 113 indicated dimensions normal operating zone (NOZ) and no transgression zone (NTZ).  

Landing approaches to each of two lanes are carried out under the control of dispatchers, which 

contains the requirements:  

 aircraft should not enter the intermediate protection zone shown on display;  

 specified longitudinal separation minimum must be met between aircraft following the same ILS 

localizer or on final approach track on MLS radio statio. 

 

 

Figure 114 -  Segregated parallel operations where runways are staggered 

In the event of a missed approach by a heavy jet aircraft, wake turbulence separation should be 

applied or, alternatively, measures taken to ensure that the heavy jet aircraft does not overtake an aircraft 

departing from the adjacent parallel runway. 

Regardless of timing of parallel approaches, the approach controller is responsible for ensuring the 

sequencing and separation of aircraft arriving on each runway. 

If THR and parallel runways are collinear and the distance between the center lines of these runways 

is not less than 760 m (2500 ft), simultaneous departure from one runway and the final approach to 

another parallel runway may be allowed, provided that the course of departing air immediately after take-

off, deviates at least 30° from the missed approach path of an aircraft making an approach to an adjacent 

runway until separation minima apply. 

 

3.6.1 Procedure Design Wizard for Parallel Runways 

Wizard is invoked using button  «Wizard for constructing schemes for parallel runways» 

located on panel. The wizard master can work in modes with connected and disconnected database. 

When the database is connected, the list of aerodromes includes aerodromes that have 2 or more 

active runways and both runway selection modes are available, when disabled - only the map selection 

mode. The transition from stage to stage is carried out using the buttons «Next >>« and «<< Back». 

In upper part of dialog, characteristics of surveillance radar are set, or mode in which it is absent. 

Fields «Azimuth Accuracy» and «Update Rate» are intended to enter the characteristics of an 

overview locator that affect the ability to perform separate or joint operations (see paragraph «a» of 

Section 2.2.1.1 of Doc 9643), taking into account the relative position of runways. In the absence of a 

radar, only separate operations are possible. 
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database disconnect by connected database 

Figure 115 -  Setup properties dialog to paralell RWY 

 

Figure 116 -  Dialogfor selecting parallel runways on Koltsovo 

When selecting runway from a database: 

Selection is made in first column of table by checking the selection box. Only two runways can be 

selected. Creation of schemes is required to be performed on a map that matches the parameters of 

selected aerodrome. 

 

When selecting a runway from map: 

The choice is made in fields «First runway» and «Second runway». The fields are identical and are 

intended for selection on line object map. 

When an object is selected, the THRa height is set equal to value of object height from the metric, 

the width is the value of object semantics «Width of object parts». Length and true headings are 

calculated. The RDH is set to 15 meters by default. After setting the initial parameters, the characteristics 

of initial data are calculated, which will be used for further calculations. 
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Figure 117 -  Characteristics selected runway from Koltsovo map 

Transition to next stage of building departures is performed using «Next >>» button. 

 

3.6.2 Departure scheme 

«Departure Scheme» dialog allows you to plot departure schemes on map, depending on parameters. 

By default, the operation «independent departures» is set and the «Next >>» button is inactive. 

Dialog is shown in figure below and contains of fields: 

 

 

Figure 118 -  Dialog for building independent flights 

Field «Instrument speed (km / h)» - speed at the moment of climb; 

Field «PDG%» - gradient of climb, by default 4%; 

Field «H zone above DER(m)» - height in meter of obstacle assessment zone above THR, intended 

for constructing departure procedures with a mixed course and departure turn procedures with a specified 

height. 

Field «Operation types» - allows you to select types of joint or separate operations selected RWY. 

Departure directions are calculated depending selected RWY in previous step and are 

conventionally named «east» - with departure rates between 0° and 179°. and «west» - with departure 

rates between 180° and 359°. Direction selection allows you to design forward or reverse designs for a 

pair of runways. 

 

«Independent departures» mode 

In «Independent Departures» mode, two departure routes are created in accordance with Chapter 3 

of Doc 9643. Embarkation and missed approach routes are not created. For procedures with independent 
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departures, landing procedures can be constructed separately by other means of task. It is prohibited to 

design independent landing procedures for cases where the continuation of center lines of landing courses 

intersect (see Figure 5-1, Chapter 5, Doc 9643). 

Building of independent departure schemes is carried out in accordance with the requirements 

specified in Doc9643 (paragraph 3). The «Create» button is available provided that the distance between 

the runways is more than 760 meters and is accompanied by message: 

 
When you enter the correct parameters for the relative position of runway, the «Create» button 

becomes active. The value of course divergence is set in «Course divergence (15°.30°)» field and the 

divergence parameters. 

In accordance with the document Doc 9643, departure with a divergence of track lines at angles of 

at least 15 degrees is envisaged in tevenlywo schemes. (see Figure 3-1 and 3-2, Chapter 3). 

Taking into account the flag «discrepancy parameters», the following departure schemes are built: 

 «evenly» - on each departure course, a straight-line departure pattern with an offset runway axis 

is built, which allows you to deviate along the course up to 15 degrees. The general mutual 

divergence of courses in such a scheme can be achieved up to 30 degrees. The values of course 

divergence in this mode are divided by 2 and two schemes are built.  

 «in RWY1» or «in RWY2» - on selected runway, a straight-line departure scheme is built, on a 

funny runway, a departure scheme with an offset departure course is built. 

 

 

 
In «evenly» mode In mode «in RWY1»  

Figure 119 -  Result of building independent departures 

The «Create» button maps departure schemes depending on parameters. When changing parameters 

and re-creating - the schemes on map change. 

 

«Mixed Operations» and «Mixed Operations» modes 

In these modes, departures from the runways are constructed with a difference of more than 15 

degrees on one runway and a mixed departure on other runway. In these modes, it is possible to build a 

landing and go-around scheme. Landing and missed approach patterns will depend on departure pattern 

that will be built in this step. 
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Figure 120 -  Dialog for creating departures for semi-mixed or mixed operations 

The form contains the following fields: 

Field «Turning angle (16° - 179°)» - changes the range from 15-30 to 16 -179 and the initial value. 

Field «Correction point by height (m)» - sets the height at which a turn will be made in direction 

opposite to parallel runway. 

Field «Zone length (km)» is used to enter the length of zone after the turn, to limit the length of 

obstacle analysis surfaces in procedure. 

Field «Turn params» - set the procedure for constructing procedures and allow the operator to build 

a turn on one runway, and a departure with an offset heading on second runway. 

 

 
 

in RWY1 mode, offset departure,  

RWY2 turn by 30 ° 

in RWY1 mode turn by 20 °  

RWY2 offset departure 

Figure 121 -  Departures for mixed operations in map 

The transition to next stage of «Landing Scheme» construction is performed using «Next>>1» 

button. 
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3.6.3 Landing schemes 

Landing Procedures mode creates landing procedures for parallel runways, which are built 

according to ILS system in accordance with Chapter 2 of Doc9643. Depending on parameters specified, 

two ILS surfaces with NOZ and NTZ zones or two independent ILS schemes without missed approach 

surfaces can be generated. 

 

 

Figure 122 -  Dialog for creating landing for mixed operations 

The landing pattern settings dialog contains the following fields: 

Field «Instrumental speed (IAS)» and «Aircraft category» - are intended to determine initial aircraft 

parameters of ILS surface construction. Speed in km/h; 

Field «Landing course» - contains two lists of parameters for the final stage track line; approach. 

The landing direction is automatically set to opposite of departure direction calculated in previous step 

(runway1 and runway2 headings are inverse to departure courses); 

Field «Land slope» - the angle of inclination of final stage glide path; 

Field «H MAPt (m)» - the height at the decision point. Used as the starting point of missed approach 

in next step; 

Field «2nd circle%» – missed approach gradient. Used to calculate the length of NTZ surfaces along 

the runway and as a parameter to construct a missed approach path in next step; 

Field «Distance FAP-DER length (m)» - is intended to enter distance between FAP point and THR; 

Field «Distance FAP-MAPt length (m)» - is used to enter distance between FAP and MAPt point. 

Field «Distance FAP-DER (m)» and «Distance FAP-MAPt Length (m)» are used to determine the 

position of FAP and MAPt points when constructing the final approach track. 
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Figure 123 -  ILS landing pattern on parallel runways in map 

It is possible to create ILS surfaces and NOZ and NTZ zones on map using the «Create» button. 

Button «Create» is intended for creating on map the ILS surface and the NOZ, NTZ landing pattern. 

Go to next stage of building the «Missed approach schemes» is carried out using the button 

«Next>>». 

 

3.6.4 Missed approach scemes in parallel RWY 

In «Parallel runway missed approach procedures» mode, procedures are created in accordance with 

Chapter 3 of Doc9643 (they are a continuation of landing procedure).  

The wizard performs building departure schemes and OCA / OCH analysis. In result, the «Straight 

missed approach» and «Missed approach with a turn in opposite direction to parallel runway» schemes 

will be built. 

The missed approach parameters setup dialog contains the following fields: 

Field «Turn parameters» - intended to select the construction mode; 

Field «Start turn» - sets the choice of reversal start point. For the «in MAPt» parameter, the turn will 

start at the MAPt point calculated at the previous stage taking into account the runway (at which Calculate 

with a turn is performed); 

Field « Turning angle (45° .179°)» - is intended for entering the value of lapel angle. 

Field «End point» - designed to indicate the length of obstacle assessment surfaces after a turn; 

Field «At height» - indicates the relative height (m) at which the spread will be performed with the 

gradient of set specified in previous step; 

Field «At distance» - indicates the distance in meters from the end of turn. 

Button «Create» is used to create a missed approach procedure for the runway on map. If the current 

map contains obstacles, the OCA / OCH will be automatically calculated at all stages. 

The «Obstacle» buttons allows you to view the maximum obstacles at each stage that cross the 

obstacle height assessment surface. 
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Figure 124 -  Dialog for entering parameters of missed approach schemes 

 

Figure 125 -  Parallel runway missed approach pattern in map 
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Figure 126 -  Viewing obstacle in map affecting to missed approach  

If it is necessary to calculate departure, landing or missed approach patterns that differ from those 

proposed in wizard, the operator can apply and tie using the task toolkit - «Departure Patterns», «Landing 

Patterns», «Missed Approach Patterns». Calculate OCA / OCN for non-standard schemes can be 

calculated by function - Calculate OCA / OCN.  

 

3.7 Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS) 

Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS) - A specified surface designed to identify obstacles to be 

considered when calculating obstacle clearance altitudes / heights for an instrument approach using lateral 

guidance and vertical guidance (APV) or precision approach. 

 

3.7.1 General 

In section describes the OAS surfaces, the constants that are used to define these surfaces, and the 

conditions under which adjustments can or should be made. 

OAS dimensions depend on ILS geometry, flight category and other factors including aircraft 

geometry, missed approach climb gradient. The configuration of zones is influenced by distance from the 

localizer to THR, the angle of inclination of glide path, the height of flight over the THR (RDH) and the 

width of localizer heading sector. For operations on a specific airfield for ILS Categories I and II, a table 

of OCA / OCH values can be calculated for each aircraft category. It is noted that OAS surfaces are not 

intended to replace obstacle accounting surfaces that remove obstacle magnification limitations. 

Location of obstacles is indicated in usual X, Y, Z coordinate system, origin of which is THR of 

runway (see figure below). 
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Figure 127 -  Structure of Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS) 

The x-axis is parallel to track line of exact leg, with positive values on x-axis corresponding to 

distance to THRa, and negative values to distance after THRa. The y-axis is perpendicular to x-axis. For 

all calculations involving OAS geometry, y-coordinate values are always assumed to be positive. The z-

axis is vertical, with the relative heights above THR being positive. All OAS related dimensions are in 

meters only. The dimensions should include any adjustments necessary to accommodate the tolerances in 

survey data. 

For category I and II operations, the constants A, B and C for each slope are selected from a 

database. The database contains all possible factors that are used in OAS PANS-OPS program included in 

ICAO documentation set. 

Coefficients are distributed between the two database tables in such a way that the parameter setting 

interface allows you to choose any combination for constructing the surface. The total number of options 

is equal to number of glide path slope angles from 2.5 to 3.5° with an increment of 0.1° for all values of 

distance between the localizer and the runway THR from 2000 to 4500 m with a step of 200 meters. 

Extrapolation beyond these limits is not permitted. Distance values between localizer and runway THR 

are limited to 2000 and 4500 meters. 

 

3.7.2 Determination of obstacle assessment surfaces 

The OAS surface consists of six sloped planar surfaces, indicated by letters W, X, Y, and Z in figure 

below. They are located symmetrically on either side of precision leg track and the horizontal plane 

through the THR of runway. The configuration of inclined surfaces is determined by four linear equations 

of form z = Ax + By + C. 

In these equations, x and y represent the coordinates of a location, and z is the relative elevation of 

surface corresponding to that location. For each surface, a set of constant values (A, B and C) is selected 

from the database corresponding to operational range of localizer beacon from the runway THRa and the 

glide slope angles. Separate sets of constants are provided for categories I and II. With the exception of W 

and X surfaces, Category I OASs are limited to precise leg length and maximum altitude of 300 meters. 

Category II OASs are limited to a maximum altitude of 150 meters. 

Calculating the relative height z of any ramp for an x ', y' location begins by selecting a set of 

coefficients from the database. According to configuration of zones, the belonging of a given point to a 

specific surface is determined. The coefficients obtained from the database are substituted into the 

equation z = Ax ’+ By’ + C for the active surface. If the point is on a surface boundary, the OAS is the 

highest of plane heights, or zero if the plane heights are negative. 

Horizontal projections of OAS surfaces are used to identify obstacles. Parameters and Building are 

configured in sequence described in next subsection. Due to fact that OAS surfaces do not belong to a 

certain type of routes, the design is moved to a separate dialog. 
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3.7.3 Create obstacle assessment surfaces 

Designing of scheme and filling in parameters on OAS is activated by button  in aproach routes 

design dialog. Scheme is constructed in accordance with section 1.4.8, chapter II part I of Doc 8168. 

Button is active when database is connected, which stores coefficients of formulas for building a diagram. 

OAS surface design form contains 4 drop-down lists for selecting fixed values of ILS configuration 

parameters corresponding to a certain set of coefficients. In the upper part in field «Identifier» the text 

identifier is set. 

The «OAS Category» field is used to select the category of landing tool system, by which the OAS 

surfaces are constructed. 

«Glide slope angle» - set the actual angle of descent of aircraft on landing course. In the drop-down 

list, the possible slope angles of glide path from 2.5° to 3.6° with a step of 0.1 ° are filled. 

«Slope Go-Round%» - the gradient of aircraft climb during the missed approach. The drop-down 

list is filled with possible gradients of climb 2%, 2.5%, 3%, 4%, 5%. 

«Distance to LOC (m)» - the distance from THRa to installation point of localizer, along which 

guidance to runway is carried out (see the figure bottom). 

 

 

Figure 128 -  Obstacle Assessment Surface build params 

Drawing is performed at a given point on map with or without reference to an element of aerodrome 

infrastructure. When saving to a map, surfaces are displaced vertically by a value equal to THR height. 

 

 

Figure 129 -  Obstacle Assessment Surface in map 

3.8 Common information on area navigation (RNAV) 

Area navigation (RNAV) - performance based navigation (PBN) is defined as a type of area 

navigation in which navigation performance requirements are prescribed in navigation specifications. 
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3.8.1 General 

A navigation specification is defined as the set of aircraft and flight crew requirements required to 

support PBN operations within specified airspace.  

There are two types of navigation specifications - RNAV, which does not include performance 

monitoring and warnings on board aircraft, and RNP, which does not. Area navigation applies the 

following obstacle clearance criteria when designing procedures in accordance with the following 

navigation specifications:  

RNAV 5 - used during the RNAV en-route phase in continental airspace;  

RNAV 1 and 2 - used for en-route, departure (SID), arrival (STAR) and RNAV-based approaches 

up to final approach point (FAF / FAP);  

RNP 4 - used during the RNAV en-route phase of flight to provide lateral and longitudinal 

separation minima in oceanic airspace or remote areas;  

Basic RNP-1 - used for RNAV based flights with SID, STAR and approaches to FAF / FAP without 

or under limited ATS surveillance and low to medium density traffic;  

RNP APCH - used to support RNAV approach procedures up to RNP 0.3, built with straight legs. 

This type may include a requirement for baro-VNAV equipment.  

RNP designation with a number, means the average width of route segment or the entire flight route 

in nautical miles. For example, «RNP 5» means that the route is 5 nautical miles (9.3 km) wide. RNP 

performance monitoring and alerting specification requirements are defined for lateral measurement to 

assess aircraft performance by three major lateral navigation errors related to track keeping and aircraft 

positioning. 

 path determination error (PDE);  

 flying technique error (FTE);  

 navigation system error (NSE). 

 

It is assumed that the aircraft is within the calculated route segment or zone if the above errors do 

not exceed 5%. In longitudinal dimension, flight technique error (FTE) is not considered. The calculated 

procedure is effective if the probability of aircraft location within the calculated procedure should not be 

less than 95%.  

The probability of an airborne location according to FTE parameter is 95% (pilot technique error), 

on basis of which the construction criteria for PBN are developed, are presented in table below. 

 

Table 6 -  PBN applications have been derived are detailed 

Phase of flight 

FTE (95 per cent) 

Specific to required navigation specification 

Specification Width div 2 (m) 

En-route (greater than or equal to 56 km (30 

NM) from departure or destination ARP) 

RNAV 5  

RNP 4 

RNAV 2 

RNAV 1 

Basic RNP-1 

4630  

3704  

1852  

926  

926  

Terminal (SIDs, STARs, initial and intermediate 

approaches less than 56 km (30 NM) of ARP) 

RNAV 2 

RNAV 1 

Basic RNP-1 

RNP APCH 

1852  

926  

926  

926  

Final approach RNP APCH 463 

Missed approach RNP APCH  926  
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Total width of route segment or RNAV area that is taken into account in analysis, in addition to 

object width, includes an external buffer. External buffer widths are based on aircraft characteristics 

(speed, maneuverability) and phase of flight (pilot reaction time, exposure time, etc.) are summarized in 

table below. 

 

Table 7 -  Criteria for building routes using PBN 

Phase of flight 
for CAT 

A–E 
for CAT H 

En-route, SIDs and STARs (greater than or equal to 56 km (30 NM) from 

departure or destination ARP) 

3 704 

 

1 852 

 

Terminal (STARs, initial and intermediate approaches less than 56 km (30 

NM) of ARP; and SIDs and missed approaches less than 56 km (30 NM) of 

ARP but more than 28 km (15 NM) from the ARP) 

1 852 

 

1 296 

 

Final approach 926 648 

Missed approaches and SIDs up to 28 km (15 NM) from the ARP 926 648 

 

In cases where multiple types of navaids may be used in a procedure (eg DME / DME and basic 

GNSS for RNAV 1), half the zone width is calculated for each specific navaid and obstacle clearance is 

based on larger of these values. 

 

3.8.2 Merging areas at flight phase interfaces  

For arrivals and approaches, at the point where the flight phase and/or XTT changes, the area width 

is defined using the buffer value for the preceding phase and the XTT value for the subsequent phase. 

When the area width of subsequent segment is smaller than the area width of preceding one, the merge is 

achieved using a line at 30° to nominal track anchored by area width at the point of change (e.g. IF, FAF). 

The outer edge of primary area delineates half the total area. In below figure shows the interface between 

intermediate and final approach zones. 

 

 

Figure 130 -  Merging at phase-of-flight interfaces – FAF 

Principle of mating the intermediate and final stages is applied at the mating point of en-route 

flight stage and the initial stage of approach. In the event that the width of zone of subsequent section is 

greater than the width of zone of previous section, merging is achieved by expanding the zone of previous 

section at an angle of 15° at the earliest point where the flight phase and / or the width of zone changes. 
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The outer edge of main zone defines half the width of entire zone. The merging of zones at the 

points of conjugation of flight phases during departure is shown in figure below. 

 

 

Figure 131 -  Merging at phase-of-flight interfaces – departures 

3.8.3 RNAV based in GNSS 

RNAV based in Global Navigation Satellites System - area navigation from the point of view of 

flight procedure design is a method for calculating zones and route sections taking into account the 

correction of parameters by. GNSS includes a navigation satellite system, ground and airborne satellite 

base receivers. Onboard receivers are used for direct navigation of aircraft, ground ones - to correct the 

accuracy of system in a given area. 

A basic GNSS receiver refers to airborne equipment of a satellite navigation system for operations 

in terminal area. The equipment should include: 

 GLONASS signal receiver and / or satellite geolocation receiver (GPS). The receiver provides 

an integrity control function, the ability to anticipate a turn and execute a scheme selected from a 

read-only electronic navigation database; 

 a system for indicating deviation from a given course line, which provides the possibility of 

piloting at all stages of flight, or a communication system with onboard navigation devices, 

which provides an indication of deviation from the course line on flight instruments; 

 signaling system of operating modes of onboard equipment GNSS. 

 

The base GNSS receiver has three modes: route, terminal area and approach. The terminal area 

mode is selected (automatically or manually) prior to take-off or when the system is deployed within 56 

km of aerodrome reference point (KTA). It is considered that at distances greater than 56 km from the 

airfield the system is in en-route flight mode, and at distances up to 56 km - in airfield area mode. Upon 

reaching 3.7 km from the final approach point (FAF), the system switches to approach mode. 

Calculate obstacle accounting areas for RNAV procedures based on basic GNSS is performed for 

the following navigation specifications: RNAV 5, RNAV 2, RNAV 1, RNP 4, Basic RNP-1, RNP APCH. 

The total system error depends on error in estimating the location of signal error in space and the 

error of on-board receiver, the error in determining the trajectory, the error in display system and the error 
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in piloting technique. The RNP navigation specifications define the following lateral and longitudinal 

errors for ≥95% of total flight time: 

RNP 4 - do not exceed ± 7.41 km; 

Basic RNP-1 - do not exceed ± 1.85 km; 

RNP APCH. - do not exceed ± 1.85 km, in initial and intermediate sections, as well as on approach 

and go-around section. 

Lateral and longitudinal error does not exceed ± 0.56 km during 95% of total flight time on final 

approach segment. 

 

3.8.4 RNAV based DME/DME  

Chapter provides design criteria for RNAV based DME/DME in RNAV 1 and RNAV 2 navigation 

applications, which are applicable to operations in continental en-route and terminal phases of flight, 

including SIDs, STARs and initial approaches up to, but not including, final approach/missed approach. It 

also addresses RNAV 5 applications, which are applicable to operations in continental en-route phase of 

flight only.  

The criteria in this chapter are not appropriate for RNP applications. Where DME/DME positioning 

is used to support RNP applications, the existing basic RNP 1 and RNP APCH criteria should be used, as 

appropriate.  

 

 

Figure 132 -  Maximum update area of two DME stations A and B 

As it is not possible to know which DME facilities the airborne system will use for a position 

update, a theoretical viability check should be made of route to ensure that there is appropriate DME 

coverage available at any point along the proposed route, based upon at least two selected facilities (the 

coverage of DME stations is given). The initial check should be carried out using a qualified DME 

screening model and should consider: 

 the promulgated maximum range of DME facility, allowing a theoretical maximum radio 

horizon of station of 300 km/160 NM;  
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 maximum and minimum intersection angle of DME stations (between 30° and 150°); 

 that DME facilities within 5.6 km (3 NM) of design track cannot be used for navigation;  

 promulgated restrictions in designated operational coverage, if any. 

 

DME station coordinates and DME elevation must be published. Ground equipment error should 

not exceed 185 m 95% of time. The complex provides for the possibility of drawing the coverage area of 

one and two DME stations. 

 

3.8.5 RNAV based VOR/DME  

Although it is not possible to know which reference facilities VOR/DME facility the airborne 

system will use for a position update, a check should be made to ensure that there is appropriate coverage 

available from at least one reference facility within a 60 NM range, or 75 NM for Doppler VOR. The 

designer should select the VOR/DME facility that provides the optimum geometry for the track guidance 

solution at each waypoint, to calculate the XTT, ATT and ½ A/W at those waypoints.  

The operational performances of area navigation equipment shall be such that the tolerances which 

determine the system use accuracy remain within the values specified intable below. These values are 

based on 2 sigma (95 per cent) confidence limits.  

The factors on which the navigation accuracy of VOR/DME RNAV depends are: 

 round station tolerance; 

 airborne receiving system tolerance; 

 flight technical tolerance; 

 system computation tolerance; and; 

 distance from the reference facility. 

 

 

Figure 133 -  Identification of waypoints  

The system use accuracy of VOR is equal to VOR system use accuracy of a facility not providing 

track, which is ± 4.5 degrees.  

The system use accuracy of DME is equal to DME system use accuracy (DTT) of a facility not 

providing track guidance, component ± 0.46 km + 1.25% of distance to antenna, for equipment that does 

not set a track. The computation tolerance in system is ± 0.463 km. 
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Determination of transverse (XTT) and longitudinal (ATT) tolerances for control points are 

presented in figures below. 

 

 

Figure 134 -  Calculation of waypoint  

XTT - lateral tolerance from the track line; 

ATT - longitudinal tolerance from the track line; 

D is the distance from the support means to waypoint; 

DTT - DME Usage Accuracy ± (0.46 km + 1.25% of distance to antenna). 

 

3.9 Design of scheme area navigation (RNAV)  

The dialog for designing zonal navigation routes is invoked by button  on taskbar. The dialogue 

is divided into three parts. 

The upper part contains a working map on which the schemes are applied. The central part is an 

operational one and is used to enter construction parameters. The lower part contains the buttons «Apply», 

«Exit» and «Help». 

In the interfaces for creating RNAV procedures, button  selects an object on map from which the 

position is read. The button  clears the selected object. Landing patterns read the metric of a line 

feature. The first metric point is considered the insertion point, and the directional angle between the first 

and last metric points is the true landing course. 
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3.9.1 Route correction areaby two DME 

A route correction zone for two DMEs is created on RNAV route design form, which is called from 

panel using button . Creation of DME flight path correction zones is activated by button. The 

scheme is constructed in accordance with chapter 3.7 of Doc 8168. The construction parameters are filled 

in in central part of form.  

Field «First DME Station» - enter coordinates, altitude and range of first DME.  

Field «Second DME Station» - enter coordinates, altitude and range of second DME.  

When you select objects, the distance between objects and information about preliminary analysis of 

positions are displayed in lower part of window. The scheme is applied at fixed coordinates or with 

reference to existing objects. 

 

 

Figure 135 -  Parameters for designing DME zones  

Zones are built with a preliminary analysis of input data: 

 maximum range of DME equipment, taking into account the theoretical maximum radio horizon 

of station is 300 km; 

 distance between stations is chosen so that the maximum and minimum angle of intersection of 

directions at a DME station is between 30° and 150°. 

 

Scheme can be used for route sections with track farther than 5.6 km from both DME facilities. 

Restrictions in designated work area must be published in remarks on diagram. 

Building a schematic begins by plotting established DME coverage areas. A perpendicular is drawn 

to middle of segment between stations. On both sides, at a distance equal to D × cos (30°), the centers of 

side zones are calculated. With a given center and radius equal to distance between DME stations, two 

zones are plotted on either side of segment. The zones are split by coverage lines of both DMEs. Zones 

within the circumferences of non-correction zone are excluded. The uncorrected zone is a circle with a 

radius of 1850 (1 NM) meters around both stations. 

In result of dissection, we obtain two resulting zones of path line correction. Radial lines of 30° and 

150° from both stations on both sides of segment are added to scheme. 

In figure below shows geometric model of calculate flight correction zones for two DME stations. 
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.  

Figure 136 -  Maximum update area of two DME stations A and B 

 

Figure 137 -  Update area of two DME stations in map 

Creation is performed by «Create» button without possibility of interactively specifying insertion 

point. The scheme is applied at coordinates indicated in «DME 1» and «DME 2» fields. If one of fields is 

not filled in, the DME coverage area is applied, the parameters of which are correct. 
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3.9.2 Waypoint tolerance zone  

RNAV waypoint tolerance zone is plotted in RNAV route design dialog. Filling in scheme 

parameters is called by button  at top of dialog. Calculations are performed in accordance with 

Chapter 4 of Doc 8168. 

The «RNAV type» field is used to indicate the type of area navigation, by which the Calculate 

tolerances for a point are performed. 

The «PBN Type» field is used to select the type of point estimation parameters. 

The field «Phase» is used to select the flight phase along the route. Depending on stage of flight, 

certain parameters of point estimation become permissible or not permissible. 

 

 

Figure 138 -  Waypoint tolerance options 

The field «Position RNAV point of intersect» is used to enter the coordinates of area navigation 

point under study or to select it on map. The «Course» field is used to indicate the true flight heading 

through the point.  

Depending on selected type of area navigation, the form is supplemented with new elements. 

 

 

Figure 139 -  Parameters for RNAV VOR/DME waypoint tolerance  

The field «Base station VOR / DME» is used to enter coordinates of omnidirectional radio beacon, 

which is used to calculate tolerances or select it on map. 
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Figure 140 -  Parameters for RNAV DME/DME waypoint tolerance  

Field «Base station DME» is used to enter the coordinates of first rangefinder; 

Field «Second base station DME» is used to enter the coordinates of second rangefinder. 

Station positions can be selected from the map. It should be borne in mind that the distance between 

the selected objects on map should not exceed the operating range (270 km). 

If it is necessary to apply a point with the set tolerances, the «User parameters» field is provided at 

the bottom of form. The field allows you to select a point tolerance based on data from the «XTT», 

«ATT», «1/2 A/W» fields. 

 

  
Point tolerances with reference navaid Calculate point tolerances with VOR/DME 

Figure 141 -  Calculate waypoint tolerance 

In figure shows procedure for calculating tolerances and mapping. In the «1/2 A/W» field, half the 

width of flight path is entered. 

Depending on selected radio equipment or its absence, a zone is created in point position, limited by 

«ATT» and «XTT» tolerances. 

In the case of a VOR / DME reference radio, the tolerances are limited to VOR radials and DME 

equal spacing lines. In below map shows the waypoints for the reference navaid and for VOR/DME. 
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Figure 142 -  Waypoint tolerances in map 

3.9.3 Scheme a straight section «TF» 

The RNAV straight section diagram is creating in RNAV route design dialog. Entering circuit 

parameters is activated by button  in upper part of dialog. The scheme is constructed in accordance 

with paragraph 2.1.2 of chapter 2 of Doc 8168 according to parameters established for the routes of area 

navigation. Building is performed according to following parameters: 

Field «Section length» - length is not less than one kilometer. 

Field «Clearance (MOC) (m)» is a parameter that sets the clearance over obstacles in this area. In 

mountainous areas, the height value is multiplied by 2. 

Box «Starting point» - filled with absolute height of starting point and the full width of route. 

Box «End point» - filled with the absolute height of end point span and full width of route. 

 

 

Figure 143 -  Scheme a straight section 

Checkbox «Bridging area» - designed to create a circuit that links two zones of different widths. 

When the flag is set, the scheme is centered in middle, in contrast to general case when centering is 

performed at beginning of section. 
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Field «Start of route point/pairing sections» - is used to enter the coordinates of a point or select 

from the map into which scheme will be inserted. 

Field «Course» is used to enter the course of route section. 

Building is executed from the starting point to distance specified in «Section length (km)» field. The 

route is a line with the heights set in Altitude (m) parameters at the start (H1) and end (H2) points. The 

zone is built depending on specified length of section. The view of route section on map is shown in 

following figures. In the middle in form of a trapezoid is the conjugation area. 

 

 

Figure 144 -  Merging procedures at different stages of flight  

 

Figure 145 -  Scheme of a straight section on map 

3.9.4 Turn pattern «RF» 

Turn pattern «RF» is creating in RNAV route design dialog. Entering parameters is activated by 

button  in upper part of dialog. The scheme is constructed in accordance with paragraph 2.1.2 of 

chapter 2 of Doc 8168 according to parameters established for the routes of area navigation.  

Building is performed according to following parameters: 

Field «Turning angle ±(16.90)°» is used to enter the angle of turn. A negative angle value means a 

clockwise turn to right. The reversal values must be between 16 and 90 degrees. 

Field «Initial Position» - contains the AW/2 value, «Absolute height», and «Clearance (MOC)» 

fields, which are used to enter the route half-width, the absolute height of turn entrance and the clearance 

over obstacles. 
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Figure 146 -  Turn pattern «RF» parameters 

Field «Aircraft», set the indicated rate of turn or the category of aircraft for which the turn is 

considered. The selection is carried out by corresponding checkboxes. When you set the aircraft category, 

the speed is set depending on type and phase of route for the selected category. The table below shows the 

aircraft speeds for different phases and route types. «Wind speed» - serves to indicate the maximum 

average annual wind speed in area of flight. 

Field «Bind point» - is used to input coordinates to origin point the scheme or to select from the 

map. The location of anchor is indicated at the bottom of field. By default, the snapping is set to 

beginning of circuit at the point of connection with the previous section.  

The «Start scheme» flag changes bind point in starting scheme point. Mode allows you to bind to 

existing turning points on map. 

 

 

Figure 147 -  Turn pattern «RF» calculating 

Outer edge of main zone is defined by a section of a circle in center «I» (see figure below) and is 

limited by edges of adjacent straight sections. The outer edge of additional zone is determined by a section 

of a circle that is displaced parallel to outer edge of main zone by a distance of 0.75 * XTT + BV / 2. 
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The inner boundary of turn is defined by a section of a circle centered at point «I» by an arc with the 

center of turn at point «O». The parcel is bounded by edges of adjacent straight segments, points «P» and 

«R» (see above figure). The inner edge of supplementary zone is defined by a section of a circle that is 

offset parallel to inner edge of main zone. 

 

 

Figure 148 -  Turn pattern «RF» in map 

Turn pattern «RF» is created when designing flight routes, both area navigation and general rules. 

 

3.9.5 Turn «Fly-By» scheme 

Turn «Fly-By» scheme is creating in RNAV route design dialog. Entering parameters is activated by 

button  in upper part of dialog. The scheme is constructed in accordance with Doc 8168, Section 2, 

Chapter 1.4.2, Part III. Building is performed according to following parameters: 

Depending on angle of turn, one of three variants of schemes is built. Turn can be built with or 

without a straight section. Length of subsequent section cannot be less than the length of minimum 

stabilization distance. The value of minimum stabilization angle is calculated using the formulas in 

paragraph 1.4.2 on page III-2-1-4 of Doc 8168 and is checked when entering the parameters. The 

minimum value of stabilization path is displayed in lower part of dialog. The minimum stabilization 

distances are specified in Doc 8168, in tables III-2-1-1 to III-2-1-20. 

Following parameters for constructing the reversal scheme are filled in dialog: 

Field «Turning angle ±(1.170)°» - set in front from -170 to 170, excluding angles from -15° to 15°. 

One of three schemes is built depending on parameter. 

Field «IAS speed (km/h)» is the indicated airspeed of aircraft or «Category» is the category of 

aircraft for which the turn is calculated. The roll value for a turn is assumed by default in Doc. 8168 with 

the addition of 5 degrees. 

Field «Wind speed (km/h)» - the maximum average annual wind speed in area of flight. 

Depending on values of speed, angle of turn and roll, the following will be calculated: the minimum 

stabilization distance, the ATT parameter (tolerance for piloting technique) and the turning radius. 

The «Point type» field is used to select algorithm for constructing protection zone at small turning 

angles. If point type is «waypoint», turn will be constructed using the circular arc method for values less 

than 30°, otherwise, with a turn angle less than 10°. (see to 2.1.3 on page III-2-2-1 of Doc 8168). 

«Initial Position» - contains fields «AW/2 Value», «End AW/2», «Absolute Height (m)», and 

«Clearance (MOC)», which are used to enter the starting and ending half-width of route, absolute turn 
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height and heights above obstacles. Final value of route half-width is relevant when calculating turn for 

values up to 30°. 
 

 

Figure 149 -  Parameters for designing a scheme «Fly-By»  

«Bind point» - selected from map. If object is selected correctly, reversal scheme will be inserted 

and snapped into «Fly-By» point with ability to rotate around axis. Default bind point is basis start point. 

Flag «Start turn» - changes the anchor point to a pivot point. By default, the point is at the beginning 

of diagram. Depending on value of reversal angle, turn scheme is constructed according to one of three 

algorithms. 
 

 
 

Building turn «Fly-By» Turn «Fly-By» when turning <30° 

Figure 150 -  Calculating turn «Fly-By» 

Circular arc method - it is used only on «Fly-By» turns and protection zones are built at turns less 

than or equal to 30° at all stages of flight, with turn angles less than 10° - at FAF point. (see Doc 8168, 

paragraph 2.1.3 on page III-2-2-1). 
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The outer edges of respective primary and secondary areas of previous and next legs are joined by 

circular arcs. The boundary points to be joined are located on perpendiculars to respective legs drawn 

from the waypoint to outer edges. Each circular arc is centred on point where the perpendicular bi-sector 

of straight line between the two respective boundary points intersects the perpendicular of previous leg. 

The inner turn boundary is defined by joining the respective primary and secondary areas before and 

after the waypoint. The point of intersection of edge of primary area of previous leg, on inside of turn, 

with the perpendicular to next leg drawn from the waypoint, is connected by a straight line to point of 

intersection of edge of primary area of next leg with the perpendicular to previous leg, drawn from the 

waypoint. The same method is applied to join the edge of secondary areas on inside of turn. 

Wind spiral/bounding circles method - protection zones are built with turns of more than 30° at all 

stages of flight and more than 10° at the FAF point. 

Primary area. The most adverse wind spiral boundary shall be used for the outside protection. This 

may involve the use of up to three wind spirals. There are two cases for connecting the primary area 

resulting from the wind spiral to primary area of next leg:  

 if the primary area resulting from the wind spiral falls within the primary area of next leg, these 

areas shall be joined by a line at 15° to nominal track of next leg tangent to wind spiral. 

 if the resulting primary area falls outside the primary area of next leg, these areas shall be joined 

by a lineat 30° to nominal track of next leg tangent to wind spiral. 

 

 

Figure 151 -  Line-«Fly-by» turn with turn angle between 30° and 90° 

Additionally, for fly-by turns, in order to protect the aircraft within the required range of speeds, the 

outer limit of primary area is extended as follows: 

 for turns smaller or equal to 90° the primary area is extended by a parallel to inbound track and a 

parallel to subsequent segment tangent to wind spiral defined for maximum speed. 

 for turns greater than 90° the primary area is extended by a parallel and a perpendicular to 

inbound track tangent to wind spiral defined for maximum speed. 
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Figure 152 -  Line - «Fly-by» turn with turn angle >90° 

Secondary area. The secondary area shall be applied to all turns, provided that the secondary area 

exists at the turning point. The secondary area has a constant width during the turn that is equal to area 

width of secondary area at the latest turning point. If the boundary of secondary area associated with the 

turn remains inside the corresponding protection area associated with the subsequent segment, then the 

boundary splays at an angle of 15° from the nominal track after the turn. 

Converging protection area. If the protection area converges towards a waypoint and the latest 

turning point is located after the waypoint, the protection area shall retain the value of area-width at the 

waypoint until the latest turning point. 

In figures above see examples of constructing protection zones for «Fly-By» turns at different values 

of parameters. The width of additional zone is set depending on stage and flight altitude and depends on 

PBN concept. When using RNP, the zone width and buffer size are calculated in accordance with Chapter 

7, page II-1-7-1 of Doc 8168. During flight correction by DME/DME, VOR/DME or GBAS Calculate, the 

zone width and buffer size are calculated in accordance with chapters 3,4 and 5 of Doc 8168, respectively. 

 

  
with turn angle between 30° and 90° with turn angle >90°° 

Figure 153 -  «Fly-by» turn schemes in map 
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3.9.6 Turn «Fly-Over» 

Dialog of paramaters turn «Fly-Over» is invoked by button  on panel. Turn is constructed in 

accordance with Doc.8168, Section 2, Chapter 1.4.1, Part III. The parameters for constructing the spread 

scheme are filled in central part of form.  

Turn scheme can be constructed with or without a subsequent leg. Length of subsequent section 

cannot be less than length of minimum stabilization distance. The value of minimum stabilization angle is 

calculated using the formulas in paragraph 1.4.2 on page III-2-1-4 of Doc 8168 and is checked when 

entering the parameters. Minimum value of stabilization path is displayed in lower part of dialog. 

 

 

Figure 154 -  Parameters for designing a scheme «Fly-Over» 

Following parameters for constructing the reversal scheme are filled in dialog: 

Filed «turn» - set in front from -170° to 170°, excluding angles from -15° to 15°. One of three 

schemes is built depending on parameter. 

Filed «IAS speed (km/h)» is the indicated airspeed of aircraft or «Category» is the category of 

aircraft for which the turn is calculated. The roll value for a turn is assumed by default in Doc. 8168 with 

the addition of 5 degrees. 

Filed «Wind speed» - the maximum average annual wind speed in area of flight. 

Depending on values of speed, angle of turn and roll, the minimum stabilization distance, the ATT 

parameter (tolerance for piloting technique) and the turning radius will be calculated. 

Filed «Next leg» is the type of leg after the U-turn after the U-turn. The drop-down list contains two 

subsequent segments, TF-straight segment, DF-turn to point. If the section is not selected, the protection 

zone is built before the exit from the turn (lines K-K, see the figure below). 

Fileds «Initial Position» - contains the «Value AW/2», «Absolute Height» and «Clearance (MOC)» 

fields, which are used to enter the initial route FWHM, the absolute height of turn entrance and the 

clearance over obstacles. 

Filed «ATT point tolerance» is used to enter value of longitudinal tolerance of pivot point. 
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Field «Zone expansion» - is used to enter the value of zone expansion angle before turn. The default 

is «0». A nonzero value can be used when designing turn-around departure and missed approach routes. 

Field «End point» - contains the only parameter «Value AW / 2», which is used to enter the half-

width of route after turn. This field active only when value of next segment in «TF segment». 

«Bind point» - selected from the map. If the object is selected correctly, the scheme will be inserted 

with a snap into the «Fly-Over» point with the ability to rotate. By default, the schematic anchor is the 

pivot start point. 

The reversal scheme is constructed according to one of two algorithms, depending on subsequent 

section. If the subsequent leg is «DF», Building the flight path and Calculate zone is performed according 

to algorithms for constructing a standard turn at a point. 

A line is drawn perpendicular to reversal entry path in direction of reversal. At the distance of 

turning radius, the turn center is set and an arc is drawn until the specified flight path is reached. The main 

zone and buffer are constructed using the wind spiral method.  

 

 

Figure 155 -  Building turn «Fly-Over» schema, next leg DF 

Building a standard turn «Fly-Over» is carried out in following sequence: 

 introduction of aircraft into the roll at the beginning of turn at waypoint;  

 direct access to course at an angle of 30° relative to next section; 

 withdrawal from the roll on a new course; 

 delay of 10 seconds to account for the time required to enter the roll. 

 

Simulation of turn pattern, its length is divided into five sections L1-L5 (see the figure below). 

Calculate the minimum stabilization distance is equal to total length of circuit, which is equal to sum of 

all sections. The length of legs is calculated using the formulas specified in Doc. 8168. 

When turning at angles more than 60 degrees, the length of straight section (L) is calculated taking 

into account that the second turn must fit into the direction set by operator from the beginning of turn (see 

the figure below). Section length after the first spread is calculated using the formula: 

L = L3 * cos(30°) – L4 

Depending on type of turn, turn angle and flight segment, different methods of turning protection 

are used. Turn at pivot point (TP) is applied on next leg of DF. For this type of reversal, the method of 

constructing zones along wind spirals is used. For turns less than 30° or at FAF less than 10º, the circular 

arc method is used. 

If turn is based on departure course, the building of protection zone is applied according to 

algorithm «turn at absolute / relative height (turn TA / TH)». The wind spiral / bounding circle method is 

used to construct the TA / TH reversal. 

where α - course of crossing 30° with the next section; 

 θ is the turning angle; 
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 s - 10 seconds - roll entry time; 

 r1 - lead-in radius; 

 r2 is the exit radius. 

Outer edges of main and additional zones of previous and next sections are connected by circular 

arcs, and at significant distances by tangent lines. Inner boundary of reversal is determined by conjugation 

of corresponding primary and secondary zones at the beginning and end of reversal. 

 

 

Figure 156 -  Building «Fly-Over» turning 

The supplementary zone has a constant width during the turn, which is equal to width of 

supplementary zone at the latest point of turn. In cases where the previous section and the next have 

different RNP values, the width of main and additional buffers is narrowed from the section with a large 

value of zone width to a smaller one (see figure below). 

 

 

Figure 157 -  Building turn «Fly-Over» schema, next leg TF 

If the boundary of additional zone associated with the turn remains within the corresponding 

protection zone of subsequent segment, then this boundary deviates at an angle of 30° from the nominal 

track set after the turn. 
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The earliest and latest Fly-Over pivots depend on waypoint type and are determined by: 

 at the departure stage followed by CF leg: early - 600 m from the start end of runway; late - the 

point at which the surface, starting at 5 m above the DER, reaches the required altitude from the 

specified PDG plus pilot response time and roll angle delay; 

 at the departure stage followed by DF leg: early - 600 m from the start end of runway; late - the 

point at which the surface, starting at 5 m above the DER, reaches the required altitude with the 

specified PDG, taking into account the pilot response time and the roll angle delay; 

 at stage of go-around: early - ATT before MAPt; late -the point at which the surface starting at 

SOC reaches required altitude with a 2.5% climb plus pilot response time and roll angle delay. 

 

 

Figure 158 -  Building turn «Fly-Over» schema, next leg DF 

In all other cases: early pivot point after ATT to waypoint, late - through the sum of ATT, pilot 

reaction time and roll angle delay after the point. 

The figures below show the «Fly-Over» turns at various subsequent flight segments on map. 

 

 

Figure 159 -  Turn «Fly-Over» schema in map, next leg TF  
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Figure 160 -  Turn «Fly-Over» schema in map, next leg DF  

3.9.7 «T» or «Y»-bar procedure 

«T» or «Y»-bar procedure is used for non-precision RNAV approaches and vertical guidance 

approaches. An RNAV non-precision approach procedure or APV incorporating a «T» or «Y»-bar 

arrangement is based on a runway aligned final segment preceded by an intermediate segment and up to 

three initial segments arranged either side of and along the final approach track to form a «T» or «Y»-bar. 

A T- or Y-bar arrangement permits direct entry to procedure from any direction, provided entry is 

made from within the capture region associated with an IAF. A capture region is defined in terms of an 

included angle at the IAF. The lateral initial segments are based on course differences of 70° to 90° from 

the intermediate segment track. This arrangement ensures that entry from within a capture region requires 

a change of course at the IAF not greater than 110°. 

 

The central initial segment may commence at the IF. Where one or both offset IAFs are not 

provided, a direct entry will not be available from all directions. In such cases a holding pattern may be 

provided at the IAF to enable entry to procedure via a procedure turn. Terminal Arrival Altitudes (TAAs) 

may be provided to facilitate descent and entry to procedure. The IAF, IF and FAF are defined by fly-by 

waypoints. The missed approach segment starts with a flyover waypoint (MAPt) and ends at a missed 

approach holding fix (MAHF). For turning missed approaches a missed approach turning fix (MATF) 

may also be established to define the turn point. 

Area widths are determined in accordance with the tolerances applicable to navigation system 

associated with the procedure. 

 

Initial approach segment 

Offset IAFs are located such that a course change of 70° to 90° is required at the IF. The capture 

region for tracks inbound to offset IAF extends 180° about the IAFs, providing a direct entry when the 

course change at the IF is 70° or more. The central IAF is normally aligned with the intermediate segment. 

Its capture region is 70° to 90° either side of initial segment track, the angle being identical to course 

change at the IF for the corresponding offset IAF. For turns greater than 110° at the IAFs, Sector 1 or 2 

entries should be used 

The initial approach segments have no maximum length. The optimum length is 9.3 km (5.0 NM) 

(Cat H, 5.5 km (3.0 NM)). The minimum segment length shall be not less than the distance required by 

highest initial approach speed (see Tables III-2-3-1 and III-2-3-2) for the fastest category of aircraft for 

which the approach is designed. The optimum length provides a minimum leg length for aircraft IAS 

speeds up to 390 km/h at altitudes below 3050 m. 

The optimum descent gradient is 4% (Cat H, 6.5%). Where a higher gradient is necessary to avoid 

obstacles, the maximum permissible is 8% (Cat H, 10%). Descent gradient is based on shortest possible 

track distance (TRD) for the fastest category of aircraft, and not the segment length. 
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Shortest initial approach segments 

For the offset initial approach segments, shortest possible track distance will occur when a 110° turn 

is made at the IAF and a 70° turn is made at the IF for a Y-bar procedure and when a 90° turn is made at 

either the IAF or the IF for a T-bar procedure. For the central initial approach segment, the shortest 

possible track distance will occur when a 90° turn is made at the IAF. Procedure is entered at the 46 km 

minimum sector altitude or terminal arrival altitude. Where the initial approach waypoint forms part of an 

air route, the procedure should be entered at the minimum en-route altitude applicable to route segment. 

When all three initial segment legs are implemented there is no need for reversal procedures. Should 

one of legs not be implemented, a racetrack pattern may be established at either or both of other IAFs. In 

the event that the central IAF leg is one of remaining legs, its capture region is adjusted to accommodate 

normal sector entries into a reversal procedure. A holding pattern may be provided at any IAF and should 

be aligned with the initial segment track. 

 

  
«Y»-bar general arrangement «T»-bar general arrangement 

Figure 161 -  Calculating «T» and «Y»-bar procedure  

Intermediate approach segment 

The intermediate approach segment should be aligned with the final approach segment whenever 

possible. If a turn at the FAF is necessary it shall not exceed 30°. The intermediate segment consists of 

two components — a turning component abeam the IF followed by a straight component immediately 

before the FAF. The length of turning component is the minimum stabilization distance for the turn angle 

at the IF. The length of straight component is variable but shall not be less than 3.7 km allowing the 

aircraft to be stabilized prior to FAF. Where a descent is required, the descent gradient shall be calculated 
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for the shortest possible track distance for the fastest category of aircraft, and not the segment length. 

Where a track change occurs at the FAF, the reduction in track distance may be ignored as the difference 

is negligible. (Maximum angle of turn is 30°.) 

 

Final approach segment 

The optimum alignment of final approach segment is the runway centre line. If this is not possible, 

the general criteria apply. Optimum length of final approach segment is 9.3 km (for category H, 3.7 km). 

 

Missed approach segment  

The missed approach point shall be defined by a fly-over waypoint. Location of MAPt. For a 

runway-aligned approach, the missed approach point shall be located at or before the threshold. Where the 

final segment is not aligned with the runway centreline, the optimum location is the intersection of final 

approach track and the extended runway centreline. In order to provide obstacle clearance in missed 

approach area the MAPt may be positioned closer to FAF but no further than necessary and not beyond 

the point where the OCH intersects the path of a nominal 5.2 percent/3° descent gradient to runway. 

 

Design of «T» scheme  

The dialog for applying «T» - shaped landing pattern is invoked by button  on panel. The scheme 

is constructed in accordance with Part III of Section 2 and 3 of Doc 8168. 

 

 

Figure 162 -  «T»-scheme build parameters 
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The following construction parameters are filled in dialog:  

Field «Point IF» - selected from the map or entered manually. The IF point in «Y» and «T» schemes 

is base bind point, unless THR runway is selected and set as bind point at the bottom of form. 

Field «Length IF-THR» - serves to indicate the distance to runway THR from the IF point. 

Field «End phaze» - contains geometric parameters of base points of end phaze. Zones are not built 

at the final stage. 

Fields ««Length FAF-THR» and Fields ««Length MAPt-THR» are used to enter the distance from 

THR, then the corresponding points, and the fields «H (AGL)» near each field - the relative heights of 

points. When tied to THR, the route will be corrected for amount elevation of THR, which is entered in 

«THR elevation» field in meters. 

The «Aircraft» field contains the «IAS speed (km/h)» field - the indicated aircraft speed or «Acft 

Category» - the category of aircraft for which the turn is calculated.  

 

 

Figure 163 -  «T»-scheme in map with waiting zones  

Below there are three fields with the parameters of schema branches. Depending on set flags «Right 

IAF», «Central IAF», «Left IAF» the scheme is created with the right, central and left branches or without 

them. Each branch of diagram is built on basis of an IAF point and is filled with the following parameters: 

Field «Distance to IF» is length of starting leg or distance from the center point IAF to point IF.  

Field «H span AMSL» is the span height above point IAF. 

Field «Clearance» is the MOC clearance over the IAF point. Used to construct branch zones and 

racetrack circuits with flags set. 

Field «Reduction gradient» - is set at a smooth descent to IF point. If the reduction is not provided, 

the field assumes zero value. 
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Flag «Waiting (right)» and field «Straight line time» - serve to create a waiting area «Ippodrome» on 

right side of IAF-IF axis. 

Flag «Waiting (left)» and field «Straight line time» - serve to create a waiting area «Ippodrome» on 

left side of IAF-IF axis. 

When the branch building mode is disabled, the waiting zones are not built.  

Building a «T»-scheme includes Calculate trajectory of landing route, plotting points of all stages of 

landing with an height indication the creation of TAA zones. By manipulating flags, the designer can 

create a «T»-scheme of any configuration, excluding one or all of initial stages. 

The final landing stage of procedure is formed before th THR and is tied at IF point or to THR. 

Binding to THR runway is set by flag in lower left part of form. The schema is inserted and rotated 

about the DER base point. The method is used in design of RNAV landing for the new runway heading. 

Snapping to IF point is performed by default when the snapping to THR flag is cleared. The 

schematic is inserted and rotated about IF base point. This insertion method is used when analyzing the 

configuration of a circuit with various input parameters. 

 

Design of «Y» scheme  

Dialog for design «Y»-scheme is invoked by button  on panel. The scheme is building in 

accordance with Part III, Section 2, Chapter 3 of Doc 8168. 

 

 

Figure 164 -  «Y»-scheme build parameters 
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The following construction parameters are filled in dialog:  

Field «Point IF» - selected from the map or entered manually. The IF point in «Y» and «T» schemes 

is base bind point, unless THR runway is selected and set as bind point at the bottom of form. 

Field «Length IF-THR» - serves to indicate the distance to runway THR from the IF point. 

Field «End phaze» - contains geometric parameters of base points of end phaze. Zones are not built 

at the final stage. 

Fields ««Length FAF-THR» and Fields ««Length MAPt-THR» are used to enter the distance from 

THR, then the corresponding points, and the fields «H (AGL)» near each field - the relative heights of 

points. When tied to THR, the route will be corrected for amount elevation of THR, which is entered in 

«THR elevation» field in meters. 

The «Aircraft» field contains «IAS speed (km/h)» field - the indicated aircraft speed or «Acft 

Category» - the category of aircraft for which the turn is calculated.  

Below there are three fields with the parameters of schema branches. Depending on set flags «Right 

IAF», «Central IAF», «Left IAF» the scheme is created with the right, central and left branches or without 

them. Each branch of diagram is built on basis of an IAF point and is filled with the following parameters: 

Each scheme branch is built on basis IAF point and is filled with the parameters described above in 

description of «Y» scheme. 

 

 

Figure 165 -  «Y»- scheme without central IAF in map  
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Building «Y» - shaped scheme includes calculate trajectory of landing route, plotting points of all 

stages of landing with an indication of height and creation of TAA zones. By manipulating the «range» 

flags in «Right IAF» and «Left IAF» fields, the designer can create a «Y» scheme of any configuration, 

excluding one or all of initial stages. 

The default insertion point for the «Y» - scheme is in THR. Flag «Bind scheme» at the bottom of 

form allows you to bind the schema to IF point. 

 

3.9.8 Non-Precision approach procedures (RNP APCH)  

The non-precision approach procedures (RNP APCH) dialog is invoked by button on task bar. 

The procedures non-precision approach procedures parameters are entered on tab called button . The 

procedure is constructed in accordance with Chapter 3, Part III of Doc 8168 - Non-precision approach 

procedures. 

 

 

Figure 166 -  Non-Precision approach procedures parameters  

The following parameters are filled in dialog: 

Fields «Point IAF», «Point MAPt» and «Point FAF» contain input fields «Distance to THR», 

«Relative height» and «Clearance (MOC)», which are located to indicate distance from point to THR, the 

relative height of point span and clearance over obstacles. 

Field «Insertion Point» field - refers to IAF point and is selected from the map or entered manually. 

On the right side of form, there is a field with construction elements: 

Field «PBN landing» is used to select the type of MAPt estimation parameters. 

The «PBN in IAF» field is used to select the type of IAF point estimation parameters. 
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Field «RDH (m)» is height of span over THR. In case of error or incorrect value, set to 15 meters. 

Field «DER-SOC length»- contains distance from THR to SOC point where the turn starts or the 

end of missed approach route. 

Field «SBAS Missed Approach» is used to generate an initial and intermediate missed approach 

segment for SBAS systems. 

Field «by GNSS system» - is used to correct PBN parameters for the MAPt point and the final 

landing segment. 

The final approach track should be aligned with the runway center line. The optimal final section is 

9.3 km (for category H - 3.7 km) and the length should not exceed 18.5 km. The minimum length of final 

segment and the distance between the FAF and the THR of runway is at least 5.6 km, except for aircraft 

category H. The minimum length of obstacle height within the main runway is 75 m. 

 

 

Figure 167 -  Calculate Non-Precision approach procedures RNP APCH 

The missed approach point is defined by Fly-Over waypoint. When track is aligned with runway 

centerline, the missed approach point is at or before THR. Otherwise, the optimal location of point is the 

intersection final approach track with the continuation of runway center line. If necessary, MAPt can be 

moved from THR runway towards FAF, provided that obstacle clearance (OCA / OCH) in this segment is 

not less than MAPt altitude / height at a nominal descent gradient of 5.2% (3°). 

 

 

Figure 168 -  Calculate missed approach procedures RNP APCH 
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Missed approach zone extends from the MAPt at 15º on each side of missed approach path line until 

it reaches the width of zone corresponding to earliest turning point. 

 

 

Figure 169 -  Missed approach procedures RNP APCH in map 

3.9.9 Missed approach with DF leg 

The Missed approach with DF leg  parameters are entered on tab called button . The procedure 

is constructed in accordance with Chapter 2, Part III of Doc 8168 - Non- missed approach procedures. The 

following parameters are filled in dialog: 

Field «Turn» - set in range from 16° to 170°. 

Fields «Point FAF», «Point MAPt» contain input fields «Distance from THR», «AWvalue/2», 

«Relative height (m)» and «Clearance (MOC)», which are used to indicate the distance from point to 

THR, half-width of route, relative height of point and clearance over obstacles above corresponding 

points. 

Field «IAS speed (km/h)» - indicated aircraft speed or «Category» for which turn is calculated. 

 

 

Figure 170 -  Params of missed approach scheme with DF leg 
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Field «Point MATF» - contains the fields «Distance from THRa», «AW / 2 value» and «Relative 

height», which are used to indicate the distance from point to THRa, half-width of route and the relative 

height of flight over the point of beginning of turn or the end point of departure on second round, 

whichever comes first. 

The scheme provides for a flight to turning point followed by a DF leg. The scheme is built 

according to go-around algorithm at a given height, except for the calculation of turn start point. 

 

 

Figure 171 -  Missed approach turn at the MAPt followed by a DF leg  

In first case, it is calculated taking into account the climb gradient and the height difference between 

MAPt and the turn altitude, in second case, the distance to point is specified explicitly. The figure shows 

the structure of missed approach at a set height. 

 

 

Figure 172 -  Turn missed approach scheme with DF leg in map 

The missed approach scheme insertion point is not selected and is fixed in THR of landing course. 
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3.9.10 Missed approach scheme with TF or CF leg 

The Missed approach with TF or CF leg parameters are entered on tab called button . The 

procedure is constructed in accordance with Chapter 2, Part III of Doc 8168. The following parameters are 

filled in dialog: 

Field «Turn» - set in range from 16° to 170°. 

Fields «Point FAF», «Point MAPt» contain input fields «Distance from THR», «AWvalue/2», 

«Relative height (m)» and «Clearance (MOC)», which are used to indicate the distance from point to 

THR, half-width of route, the relative height of point and the clearance over obstacles above the 

corresponding points. 

Field «IAS speed (km/h)» - indicated aircraft speed or «Category» for which turn is calculated. 

Field «Relative height» - is used to enter the relative height of flight over the start point of turn or 

the end point of missed approach, whichever comes first.  

 

 

Figure 173 -  Params of missed approach scheme with TF or CF leg 

Missed approach scheme provides for a flight to turning point followed by a CF or TF leg. The 

interior zone begins at MAPt at a distance of XTT from centerline of track and expands at an angle of 30°. 
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Figure 174 -  Calculate missed approach scheme with TF or CF leg 

 

Figure 175 -  Missed approach scheme with TF or CF leg in map 

On the opposite side of turn at distance of latest turning point, zone expands at an angle of 15° and 

continues in a wind spiral to a tangent parallel to route. Further, it expands at an angle of 15° and 

continues parallel to flight line to end point.  

The outer zone expands along the 15° flight path until it reaches the width set at the MAPt and the 

pivot point. The procedure insertion point is on THR of landing course. 
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3.9.11 Scheme APV/baro-VNAV 

Missed approach with DF leg parameters are entered on tab called button . Procedure is created 

in accordance with chapter 4, part III of Doc 8168-Apv/Barometric vertical navigation (BARO-VNAV). 

Baro-VNAV approach procedures are classified as approach and vertical guidance (APV) 

instrument flight procedures. In such procedures, neither the FAF nor the missed approach point (MAPt) 

is defined. They use obstacle assessment surfaces similar to ILS surfaces. 

 

The following parameters are filled in dialog:  

Field «VPA value» is the runway descent gradient. 

Field «Go-Round gradient» - missed approach gradient. Serves to build missed approach zones. 

Field «Length DER-MATF (MATH)» - the distance from THRa to beginning of turn or the end 

point of missed approach, whichever comes first.  

Field «AW at the final stage» - route half-width in zone «0». 

Field «MOC landing (75 or 90 m)» - clearance over obstacles at final stage of landing approach. 

Field «Temperature correction» - altimeter correction for temperature. Value is added to FAF span. 

Field «Point FAF» contains the parameters of beginning of scheme: 

Field «Distance to THR (<19 km)» - distance from THR to FAF point; 

Field «AW/2 value» - half-width of intermediate stage of approach; 

Field «ATT value» - tolerance to FAF point along the landing route; 

Field «Relative altitude» - relative altitude of FAF; 

 

 

Figure 176 -  APV/Baro-VNAV area params  

Field «Clearance (MOC)» – minimal obstacle clearance height at final landing phaze. The 

configuration of FAS surface depends on parameter. 
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Building of baro-VNAV scheme is carried out in three stages: 

 determination of VPA and final approach surface (FAS); 

 Building surfaces APV-OAS; 

 OCA/OCH calculation based on obstacles behind APV-OAS. 

 

Aircraft equipped with SBAS class 2, 3 or 4 avionics may use SBAS vertical guidance instead of 

baro vertical guidance when flying a Baro-VNAV procedure developed in accordance with this chapter, 

provided that the State has determined that the SBAS vertical navigation system error is 27 m or less. 

Use of Baro-VNAV procedures developed in accordance with this chapter assume that a lower limit 

is applied to OCA/H as follows: 

75 m provided that the Annex 14 inner approach, inner transitional and balked landing surfaces 

have been assessed and have not been penetrated, and 90 m in all other cases. 

VPA values published for flight procedures are not less than 2.5°. A procedure with a published 

VPA greater than 3.5° is a non-standard procedure (according to 4.2.1.2 of Doc 8168/2, Seventh Edition, 

2020). 

The reference datum height shall be 15 m (50 ft). All obstacle heights are referenced to threshold 

elevation. 

 

 

Figure 177 -  APV/Baro-VNAV area - APV OAS in plan view  

Building: 

The APV segment for Baro-VNAV is aligned with the extended runway centre line and contains the 

final descent segment for landing, and the initial, intermediate and final segments of missed approach.  

APV OAS. The APV OAS start at the final approach point (FAP) which is located at the intersection of 

vertical path and the minimum height specified for the preceding segment. The FAP should not normally 

be located more than 19 km before the threshold. The APV OAS ends at the MAHF or MATF, whichever 

is first. The LNAV FAF and MAPt are primarily used to define the geometry of areas and surfaces. Once 

the procedure has been designed, the FAF and MAPt of associated LNAV procedure are used for database 

coding purposes and to define any underlying LNAV procedure (RNP APCH). 

Relation of APV-OAS surface with LNAV criteria. The upper/outer edges of APV-OAS side 

surfaces are based on outer edges of LNAV secondary areas. The lower/inner edges of APV-OAS side 

surfaces are based on edges of LNAV primary area. The outer edges of side surfaces are as follows: 

 MOCapp value above the in inner edge for side surfaces attached to FAS; 
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 30 m above the inner edge for side surfaces attached to intermediate missed approach surfaces;  

 50 m above the inner edges attached to final missed approach surface. 

 

The OAS are used to identify accountable obstacles and consist of following surfaces to final 

approach surface (FAS), horizontal plane and intermediate and final missed approach surfaces (Zi and Zf 

respectively). 

The origin of final approach surface is at threshold level and located at a distance before threshold 

equal to point where the vertical path reaches a height of MOCapp above threshold, plus a longitudinal 

distance of 444 m. 

The additional assessment surface is derived from application of W surface. When the final 

approach segment is longer than 9.26 km (5 NM), after the point where the W plane intersects the final 

approach surface, the W plane becomes the obstacle assessment surface in primary area out to FAP. The 

constants for calculation of W surface are contained in PANS-OPS OAS software. 

 

 

Figure 178 -  APV/Baro-VNAV area in map 

3.10 Merge-Point building 

Merge-Point arrival and approach scheme is a series of sequential courses, the last of which should 

take the aircraft to pre-landing straight line at an angle of not more than 45 degrees and provide the ability 

to first establish the course in level flight mode, then begin to descend along the glide path. The vectoring 

scheme is calculated according to following algorithm (plan).  

Two points are marked on landing line:  

 FAP (final approach point), corresponding to glide path entry point;  

 IF (intermediate fix), corresponding to start point of horizontal flight. 

 

Optimal distance between points is 5 NM (9 km). Aircraft when vectoring should be directed to IF 

point at an angle of no more than 90 to landing line. The course of reaching the point of intersection of 

landing straight line (intercept heading) is set with the calculation of possibility of performing LUR with a 

lead of up to 3 kilometers. The lateral offset from the IF is proportional to angle at which the aircraft is 

pointing towards the IF point relative to landing straight. The landing scheme is calculated in accordance 

with Chapter 6 SRE, Doc8168 (Surveillance Radar Landing).  

Surveillance radar can be used to provide basic navigation guidance within the radar range. Straight 

and circle approaches may be permitted at aerodromes where the radar coverage and resolution are 

sufficient to support such procedures. 
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Figure 179 -  General plan of Merge-Point 

Optimal descent gradient at the initial stage of approach is 4.0% (for category H - 6.5%). The 

maximum allowable gradient is 8.0% (for category H - 10%). The direction of intermediate segment track 

should not differ from the track of final approach segment by more than 30º. 

 

3.10.1 Building Merge-Point schema 

Merge-Point design wizard is intended for the step-by-step calculate of elements. Vectoring 

schemes are calculated only at existing airfields with air traffic control radar. 

Building the schematic begins with the selection of initial data, is carried out in four steps, starting 

with the final stage of planting. 

step 1 - selection of source data; 

step 2 - Calculate the final SRE approach parameters; 

step 3 - Calculate the parameters of initial and intermediate stages of SRE approach with plotting 

the landing procedure; 

step 4 - Calculate vectors of track lines for arrival from selected points or route segments on map.  

Movement from step to step is carried out using the «Next >>» and «<< Back» buttons in upper part 

of dialog. Building stages will be performed on map selected at the top of handicap in «Working map» 

field. 

 

3.10.2 Initial data 

The wizard is launched using button  on panel when the database is connected and is 

accompanied by opening of dialog shown in figure. 

Field «Aerodrome» - intended for selection from database of aerodrome for which the landing route 

will be calculated. The aerodrome is selected using the «...» button through the aerodrome selection 

dialog. 

Field «Aerodrome height» - inactive, is intended to display the absolute altitude of aerodrome 

relative to mean sea level from the database (in units of altitude measurement in database). 

Field «Declination» field is inactive, it is intended for displaying the magnetic declination of 

aerodrome in degrees. 

 

А

Ф

З 

 

FAP 

 
IF 
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Figure 180 -  Selected initial data for build scheme Merge-Point 

Field «Acft category» is used to select the aircraft category for which landing route is calculated. 

Category C is set by default. 

In the central part of dialog there is a table with a list of landing courses at the airfield. The list 

includes all runways of airfield with the designation and length of runway. Further Calculate will be 

performed relative to landing course, which is selected in this table. 

Field Courses «TLC» and «MLC» headings fields display the true and magnetic landing headings of 

currently selected THR. The calculation is based on true course. In the absence of a TLC, the calculation 

is based on magnetic landing course plus the magnetic declination of airfield from the declination field. 

The «H THR(m)» field is the absolute height of THR relative to mean sea level, which is used to 

calculate the landing pattern and heights at different stages of arrival route. 

Field «SAR position» - position selection can be performed from map or database. Locator position 

in relation to runway must comply with the requirements of Doc 8168, Chapter 6 (SAR), 6.2.3. 

 

3.10.3 Final stage of approach  

This step sets the location of FAP waypoint. FAP position can be done in three ways: 

 by setting the distance from THR - flag «at distance from DER»; 

 using position calculate, using descent gradient and flight height - the «Calc of gradient» flag; 

 by selecting an object on map - flag «Select in map». 

 

When selecting «at distance from DER» field, it should be borne in mind that the initial approach 

legs do not have a maximum length. Optimal length is 6 km. 

Dialog box looks as shown in figure. 
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Figure 181 -  Setting FAP Waypoint  

If you select flag»Calc of gradient», the FAP range from THR will be calculated based on RDH in 

database for the selected landing course, descent gradient and FAP. Landing course parameters are 

displayed in RWY THR field. 

When selecting select from map and select from database, keep in mind that point must be on 

landing course within the track alignment ranges. After setting the position of FAP point, click on button 

«Next >>». 

 

3.10.4 Initial and intermediate phaze 

This step sets the location of «IF» waypoint and sets the exit sector to landing course.  

The «Aircraft -landing angle» field allows you to select three options: 

 standard option up to 45 degrees (from ICAO Doc 4444);  

 small to 30 degrees, the option is used in most air hubs; 

 directional up to 15 degrees, an option for a directional vectoring scheme, when scheme of 

arrival and departure at aerodrome is carried out from a specific sector. This mode is used at air 

hubs with very dense air traffic or in difficult (mountainous) terrain with limited traffic sectors. 

 

The selection of position of IF point can be done in three ways: 

 by setting the distance from the FAP, the flag «at distance from FAF (m)»; 

 by selecting an object on map, the «select in map» flag; 

 by selecting a record from the database, the «select from database» flag. 

 

Dialog box looks like the one shown in figure. 
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Figure 182 -  Setting «IF» position and landing sector  

If you select the «at distance from FAP» field, you enter the distance in meters from FAP. 

Selecting «select in map» and «select from database» selects the IF point from either the map or the 

database. The position of track of intermediate segment of approach must strictly correspond to position 

of track of the final stage. 

The field «Instrumental speed (IAS) intermediate landing (km/h)» - is intended for entering the 

speed of intermediate stage for calculate tolerances at the stage of aircraft turn to landing straight. 

With a high intensity of flights at an altitude of 5000 feet (1500 m) and below,  

the speed is limited to 180 knots (330 km / h), at altitudes up to 2100 m - 210 knots (390 km / h). With a 

low intensity of flights in circle zone after the release of mechanization at an altitude below 1500 m - up 

to 190 knots (350 km / h). 

The «Span height (m) AGL» field is calculated automatically. 

The button «Create» is intended for drawing the landing pattern using the SAR locator on map. 

(according to Chapter 6 of SRE Clause 6.2.3. Doc 8168). The width of staging area corresponds to width 

of lead-in area at the IF, narrowing to width of lead-out area at the FAF. The length of intermediate 

section does not exceed 28 km (for category H - 9.3 km). The optimal length of intermediate section is 9 

(for category H - 3.7 km). The minimum length depends on angle at which the track of initial approach 

segment approaches the track of that segment and is specified in Table (II-2-6-1, paragraph 6.3.3 of Doc 

8168). The maximum approach angle is 90°. 
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Figure 183 -  Surveillance radar (SAR) approach segments  

Because the intermediate segment is used to prepare the aircraft speed and configuration for entry 

into the final approach segment, the gradient should be flat (Cat H, 6.5 per cent). Where a higher gradient 

is necessary the maximum permissible gradient is 5.0 per cent (Cat H, 10 per cent). 

The area to be considered for obstacle clearance begins at the FAF and ends at the MAPt or the 

runway threshold whichever occurs last and is centred on final approach track. The minimum length of 

final approach area shall be 6 km (Cat H, 1.9 km). The length shall be established by taking account of 

permissible descent gradient. The maximum length should not exceed 11 km. 

 

 

Figure 184 -  Surveillance radar (SAR) approach in map  

Where a turn is required over the FAF, Table II-2-4-1 of Chapter 4 Doc8168. The width of area is 

proportional to distance from the radar antenna, according to following formula: 

W/2 = (1,9 + 0,1 D) km 

where: W = width in km; 

 D = distance from antenna to track in km. 

Maximum value for D is 37 km subject to accuracy of radar equipment as determined by 

appropriate authority. 

After the landing pattern is created, vectoring patterns are created using the «Next >>» button. 

 

3.10.5 Building arriaval segments 

At this stage, the selection of points or sections of descent from the ATS routes and Calculate the 

centerline vectors of arrival routes is performed. 
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The selection of points is performed from any route map with a drawing ATS routes, which is 

connected to current set of maps using button . Deleting the selected point is carried out using the 

button  on right panel of dialog. Together with the position of point, the span height is read from the 

semantics of selected object. The initial heading is calculated towards the IF point set in previous step. 

The default drop gradient is 4.0%. All point parameters can be changed in upper left part of dialog. At the 

bottom of dialog are the fields for the entire diagram. The maximum number of selectable approach is 10 

points. 

 

  

Figure 185 -  Building arrival route of scheme Merge-Point  

Flags «Lines of approach» - are designed to select calculate of whole scheme or its part. When the 

flags «left» and «right» or «by direct» are set, all selected routes will be oriented to corresponding 

direction relative to «IF» point. If the route cannot be built without crossing the runway axis extension, the 

route is not built from that point. 

The «Track Route Distance (TRD)» field is entered in kilometers and is the shortest track distance 

during the initial approach (see Doc 8168, Part III, Section 2, Chapter 3). 

Field «Capture area (70-90)» - sector of capture zone (merge sector) of course-glide landing system 

at the initial stage. According to vectoring requirements, the angle of turn to landing straight line should 

not exceed 90 degrees. The optimal angle of 70 degrees is used on Y-shaped patterns and allows an 

independent approach in three directions - straight and two lateral. 

Button «Create» - generates the optimal vectors of center line of routes of arrival at the initial stage 

from the specified points or sections of routes. Calculate the profile of each element is made according to 

specified parameters. The figure shows an example of a calculated vectoring scheme to heading 11 at 

UWKD aerodrome. 
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Figure 186 -  Merge-Point scheme in map 

3.11 Designing civil aviation routes according to national regulations 

Calculate parameters of civil aviation routes according to national rules is carried out in accordance 

with book «Airplane navigation» by authors M.A. Cherny, V.N. Korablin and «Airspace navigation» by 

authors M.A. Cherny, V.N. Korablin. 

Building of landing routes according to national rules is carried out depending on direction of 

approach to airfield. The landing route can be built from a straight, long-range locator beacon or along the 

shortest distance with an exit to one points of approach pattern. 

Most economical maneuver is a straight approach. It is used for all types of aircraft, if the terrain 

and air situation allow a descent from the approach route directly to starting point of horizontal flight. A 

straight-line landing is constructed if the approach direction coincides with the landing direction or differs 

by no more than 45°, and the start point of horizontal flight should be located on continuation of runway 

axis at a distance of 25-30 km from THR to runway. 

In aerodrome areas with intensive air traffic, restrictions on descent rates for all types of aircraft can 

be set, as a rule, from an altitude of 3000 meters to a circle height (no more than 500 km/h). Restrictions 

should be published in Aeronautical Information Publications. After reaching height of entrance to glide 

path, aircraft are transferred to level flight, flight speed is reduced, landing gear is lowered, and then the 

flaps are set at a set angle. Before entering glidepath and flaps are extended. After entering glide path, the 

aircraft is transferred to a descent with instrument speed and design vertical speed, which ensures the 
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passage of LOM and LMM at the heights indicated in diagram for the given aerodrome. The final stage of 

approach from decision height is performed visually. 

Civil aviation route design form is divided into four parts. The upper part contains a working map 

on which the scheme is applied. Below is an information line about the name of current projected route. 

Below the line are general parameters that are applicable to all routes. 

Field «Airspeed (km/h)» is used to enter the initial aircraft speed when entering the procedure. 

Typically, this is the true speed of crossing LOM radio at the beginning of pattern. This speed is used in 

calculation of first turn in routes. 

Field «Bank» is used to enter the roll at all turns from the first to fourth. In accordance with the 

textbooks used to calculate the schemes, all turns within the same landing route are performed with a 

single roll. 

Field «Start H(m) AGL» is used to enter the relative elevation of entrance to projected route. It 

should be borne in mind that the complex does not calculate spiral landing routes. Therefore, the height of 

entrance should be chosen on basis that the aircraft has dropped the height to minimum allowable on 

landing route. 

Field «THR - LMM (km)» is used to enter the distance from the landing THR to distant locator 

beacon. All landing routes in this section of manual start with LOM. When mapped, the base insertion 

point is the THR of runway. Based on specifics of Route Calculates, when drawing the scheme, calculate 

probable position of distant NDB is performed. 

 

 

Figure 187 -  General properties for all routes  

Field «Buffer width (km)» - is used to enter buffer width of zone, which is used to assess obstacles. 

In the field «Clearance (m)» - indicates the clearance at which obstacles are analyzed. Vertical level of 

obstacle counting area is plotted relative to height of circle. The height of circle is specified in each route 

by a separate parameter or calculated. 
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Field «Slope» - is used to enter the angle of inclination of glide path, along which the landing is 

performed at the final stage. This parameter is used to calculate the glide path entry point on some routes. 

Field «Missed approach»- is used to enter height gradient for go-around. This parameter is used to 

calculate height at first turn during a missed approach. 

Flag «mirrored axis» is used to draw a route with a left turn. 

In lower part of form, there is an opportunity to select the THR runway for anchoring the route 

being created. If «Bind scheme» checkbox is set,  and  buttons become active. 

Button  is used to select a line or point object on map from which the THR position is read. The 

coordinate is read from first point of metric. Height is read from map. Button  clears selected object. 

 

3.11.1 Landing on a small rectangular route 

Properties and parameters dialog to drawing a small rectangular route is invoked by button  

on form of «Calculate for civil aviation maneuvers». General parameters are filled in upper part of dialog, 

following parameters are filled in lower part of dialog: 

Field «Zone width (km)» - is used to enter width of rectangular route along the perpendicular 

landing axis. Values are entered in kilometers. The width of zone should not be less than sum of radii of 

third and fourth turn. 

 

 

Figure 188 -  Small rectangular route parameters 

Field «Straight line time» is used to enter flight time from end of second to beginning of third turn. 

Field «Circle height (m AGL)» - is used to enter relative height of circle. Height is measured from 

landing THR. 

Field «Speeds at different stages (km/h)» - is used to enter the speed at the third and fourth turns. 

The route is used at aerodromes, in area of which it is impossible or difficult to approach with a 

straight line and a turn to calculated angle, but it is possible for the aircraft to safely exit to LOM or 

LMM, or to another point of approach scheme a set height. Minimum altitude for entering a radio 

navigation aid is the altitude in a circle. When entering an airfield with a landing course or a course that 

differs no more than 45°, the approach maneuver starts from a LOM or LMM in 180° turn. Turn is 

performed with a radius equal to half the width of rectangular track (0.5 L), with a decrease to height of 

circle at traverse of NDB (see the figure below). From traverse of NDB, aircraft follows the course 

opposite to landing one before expiration of estimated time Tsec and at NCA. A third turn is made in 

direction of set maneuver. By time Tsec and NCA, crew checks the correctness of adherence to 

established approach pattern. 
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Figure 189 -  Scheme of small rectangular route  

After making the 3rd turn, aircraft slows down and lowers flaps. The beginning of 4th turn to enter 

the pre-landing straight is determined by NCA4. Before entering the glide path, flaps are extended. 

After crossing LOM at lap height or missed approach, a 90° turn is performed and a straight flight is 

performed for the time it takes to cover distance L, and then a turn to return course is made. 

 

 

Figure 190 -  Small rectangular route on map 

The figure above shows the Result of building a small rectangular route on map. 

 

3.11.2 Landing on a big rectangular route 

Properties and parameters dialog to drawing a big rectangular route is invoked by button  on 

form of «Calculate for civil aviation maneuvers».  
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Following parameters are filled in at bottom of dialog: 

Field «Zone width (km)» - is used to enter the width of rectangular route along the landing axis. The 

width of zone should not be less than the sum of radii of third and fourth turn. 

Field «LOM-first turn (km)» - is used to enter flight time of LOM before first turn. 

The field «Circle height (m AGL)» - is used to enter the relative height of circle. The height is 

measured from the landing THRa. 

The «Speed at 3rd turn» field - is used to enter the speed at the third turn. 

The «Straight line time (sec)» field is used to enter the flight time from the end of second to 

beginning of third turn. 

 

 

Figure 191 -  Big rectangular route parameters 

Route is used when aircraft approaches with LOM a course close to landing course at the flight 

level, from which the descent to circle height is not ensured during the 180 ° turn. This maneuver is based 

on a small rectangular route. Start of route is LOM. 

 

.  

Figure 192 -  Large rectangular route schema  

After passing LOM, the flight is performed with a landing course with a descent to height of 

beginning of turn by 180° (see the figure above). After flying the distance S1 from LOM, make a turn to 

course opposite to landing one, with a descent. On the approach diagram, indicate the height of beginning 

(H crc) and the height of exit from the turn. By comparing the actual instrument altitude with the chart 

altitude, the crew can correct vertical descent rate. The beginning of second turn is determined by time of 

flight of distance S1. After exiting turn, descent of aircraft is continued to altitude in circle with a 

simultaneous decrease in speed. The time starts counting after passing the traverse LOM. After the 

specified time has elapsed, a turn is made towards the landing course and the flight is performed until the 

NCA4 reaches LOM. After that, a turn is made to landing straight line to IF point. 
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An approach along a large rectangular route is also used for training flights, but in this case the 

Building approach maneuver has some peculiarities. The first turn is performed after take-off and climb 

set for this aerodrome. 

 

 

Figure 193 -  Large rectangular route on map 

Drawing is performed by «Apply» button with the possibility of specifying THR as the insertion 

point. The figure above shows the Result of building a large rectangular route. 

 

3.11.3 Landing with a turn calculated angle 

Properties and parameters dialog to drawing a landing with a turn calculated angle route is invoked 

by button  on form of «Calculate for civil aviation maneuvers».  Following parameters are filled in 

at bottom of dialog: 

The «Entry angle» field is used to enter the starting angle of runway center line continuation. The 

angle is measured from LOM towards THRa runway and equal to Calculate by angle. It is allowed to 

enter the sector from 30 to 45 degrees. 

Field «Straight time (sec)» - is used to select the flight time from distant LOM (the beginning of 

scheme) to point of beginning of turn. The field allows you to enter an arbitrary flight time. 

Field «Circle Height (m AGL)» - use the input of relative height of circle. The height is measured 

from the landing THRa. 

Field «Speeds at different stages (km/h)» - is used to enter speed at third and fourth turns.  

 

 

Figure 194 -  Parameters of landing with a turn calculated angle 

Landing scheme is used when the aircraft approaches the landing aerodrome with a course opposite 

to landing course or close to it. Approach maneuver is started from a long-range or short-range NDB. 

Entrace to NDB is performed at set flight level or flight altitude, but not lower than circling altitude. After 

passing LOM (see figure below), the aircraft is turned to magnetic heading indicated in diagram and the 

descent begins at the calculated vertical speed. The flight on this course is performed up to point where 
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the turn starts. The moment of exit to point of beginning of turn is determined by time t sec. After 

reaching the starting point of turn, the aircraft is turned in direction of set maneuver and the descent 

begins. The flight is carried out to point of beginning of fourth turn, which is determined by NCA 4. After 

exiting the turn, they take a landing course and continue to descend until the glide path is reached, after 

which the aircraft is transferred to level flight. Before entering the glide path, flaps are extended. After 

entering the glide path, a further approach is performed in same way as a landing approach from a straight 

line. 

 

 

Figure 195 -  Scheme of landing with a turn calculated angle 

In cases where LOM exit is set at a height close to or equal to circling altitude, approach is different 

in that it does not contain a straight segment from exit point from 4th turn to IF, which was used for 

additional altitude loss. Therefore, in such cases, on approach procedures, turn exit point is aligned with 

horizontal flight point IF. 

 

 

Figure 196 -  Landing with a turn calculated angle in map 

The application is carried out by «Apply» button with the possibility of specifying THR as the 

insertion point. The figure above shows the route with a turn-up to calculated angle on map. The yellow 

zone is the allowed gate sector for which such a route is being designed. 

 

3.11.4 Landing with to landing direction at an angle 45° 

Properties and parameters dialog to drawing a landing with a landing with to landing direction at an 

angle 45 route is invoked by button  on form of «Calculate for civil aviation maneuvers». 
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Following parameters are filled in at bottom of dialog: 

Field «Zone width (km)» - is used to enter the width of rectangular route along landing axis. Width 

of zone should not be less than sum of radii of third and fourth turn. 

Field «Straight line time (sec)» is used to enter flight time from traverse of LOM to turning point. 

Field «Circle height (m AGL)» - is used to enter the relative height of circle. 

Field «Speeds at different stages (km/h)» is used to enter speed at third and fourth turns. 

 

 

Figure 197 -  Parameters of landing with landing direction at angle 45° 

Landing route with a 45° approach to landing direction, makes it possible to more accurately enter 

the pre-landing straight when approaching in automatic mode. Approach to landing direction from the 

area of 3rd turn is made not at a right angle, but at a sharp angle, which ensures a smoother approach of 

aircraft to pre-landing straight line. Based on specific conditions, this maneuver can be applied for a 

rectangular approach and a lapel at calculate angle. As can be seen from the figure below, a short 

rectangular approach with a 45° approach to landing direction until the start of 3rd turn remains the same 

as a conventional approach. 

 

 

Figure 198 -  Landing with to landing direction at an angle 45° scheme 

After reaching the point of 3rd turn, crew makes a turn of aircraft with the set turn towards pre-

landing straight line at MC = MagTrack ± 45°. The MCR value of approach to pre-landing straight is 

indicated on approach diagram. However, it should be remembered that with a left turn the MCR is 45° 

more MagTrack, and with a right turn it is less. The flight from the MCR approach is performed up to 

point of beginning of turn to landing course. The beginning of reversal is determined by KUR4 During the 

U-turn, the aircraft are brought to pre-landing straight. After the completion of turn, the further approach 

is performed according to generally accepted method. 
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Figure 199 -  Landing with to landing direction at an angle 45° scheme in map 

In above figure shows route with a 45° approach to landing direction. Two yellow zones serve to 

visually guide the schematic designer on possible entry sectors. 

 

3.11.5 Landing with a standard turn  

Properties and parameters dialog to drawing a landing with a standard turn route is invoked by 

button  on form of «Calculate for civil aviation maneuvers». Following parameters are filled in at 

bottom of dialog: 

Dialog contains the only parameter «Straight line time (sec)», which is used to enter flight time from 

LOM to point of start of standard turn in direction opposite to landing course. 

 

 

Figure 200 -  Parameters of landing with a standard turn 

Route is used with limited space for maneuver in terminal area, when the direction of approach to 

LOM coincides with the return direction of landing or differs from it by an angle of not more than 45 °. A 

standard spread can be left and right. A standard turn is considered to be left, in which the aircraft at the 

end of its execution is turned to left. 

Approach route starts from distant LOM, the exit to which is performed at the height of circle (see 

the figure above). After passing LOM, the aircraft takes a magnetic heading equal to landing course, and 

in level flight follows the start point of standard turn. The distance from LOM to start point of standard 

turn is set by aircraft speed and the dialog time. At a specified distance from the LOM, the landing gear 

and flaps are extended. After the estimated flight time, a standard turn is performed with a roll specified in 

general parameters of dialogue. After exiting the turn, the flight is performed with a landing course within 

the estimated time. Before entering the glide path, the flaps are extended. 
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Figure 201 -  Scheme of landing with a standard turn 

 

Figure 202 -  Scheme landing with a standard turn in map 

In figure shows a landing route with a standard turn. Route is calculated with a straight-line flight 

time of 60 seconds. Route coordinates are calculated using the formulas for a standard 80° by 260° turn. 

 

3.11.6 Landing from reverse course 

Properties and parameters dialog to drawing a route of landing from reverse course is invoked by 

button  on form of «Calculate for civil aviation maneuvers». Following parameters are filled in at 

bottom of dialog: 

Field «Zone width (km)» - is used to enter the width of rectangular route along the perpendicular to 

landing axis. The width of zone should not be less than the sum of radii of third and fourth turn. 

Field «Distance FAP-IF» - is used to enter the length of horizontal flight section. The section serves 

to align the aircraft along the glide path. 

Field «Circle height (m AGL)» - is used to enter the relative height of circle. 

«Entry angle» field - is used to enter the initial angle of intersection of LOM. The angle is 

referenced to return landing course. An intersection is allowed within the range from 45 to 135 degrees to 

right of landing course and with an angle of 90 degrees to left (with a mirror scheme, the sides change). If 

you need to specify a reverse entry angle of 90 degrees, you must set the «reverse entry» flag. 
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Field «Speeds at different stages (km/h)» is used to enter speed at third and fourth turns. 

 

 

Figure 203 -  Parameters of landing from reverse course 

Route is used at aerodromes where the radio-technical landing facility is located from one direction 

of runway, and it is impossible to land from this direction according to conditions of ground or air 

situation. To do this, a reverse launch to navnaind approach is drawn up according to one of previously 

considered typical maneuvers. 

 

 

Figure 204 -  Scheme landing from reverse course 

Starting point of maneuver is the LOM (see figure above), to which the aircraft is navigated at or 

below the transition level. The minimum exit height is the height of circle. After passing the LOM, the 

crew makes an approach according to established scheme in accordance with the generally accepted 

methodology. Flight control is carried out using the long-range reverse start NDB. The main feature of 

approach procedures using radio-technical reverse launch systems is that they provide for an approach 

with an increased minimum for landing. 

In above figures show the landing routes from the opposite direction. Routes are designed with an 

entry angle of 120 degrees (figure on left) and reverse direction of entry (figure on right). The route 

coordinates are calculated using the big box formulas. 
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entry in 120 degree Reverse entry in (-90 degree) 

Figure 205 -  Landing from reverse course in map 

3.12 Designing state aviation schemes and routes  

Calculate parameters of routes of state aviation is carried out in accordance with the document «Air 

Navigation manual for Aviation of Armed Forces of Russian Federation» put into effect by order of 

Commander-in-Chief of Air Force No.227 dated December 6, 1993, «Guide to Aircraft Driving», put into 

effect by order of Commander-in-Chief USSR Air Force dated March 4, 1972. 

The dissolution of battle formation and the landing approach of aircraft consist of a number of 

successive stages. First, the battle formation is moved to point or to line of beginning of dissolution. The 

next stage is maneuvering to establish landing intervals between aircraft, reaching the point where the 

descent starts, descent and landing. 

Depending on composition of group, the direction of approach to aerodrome, the method of 

dissolution and approach, some of stages may be absent. 

Approach methods for a single aircraft are divided into two groups: an approach with a preliminary 

exit to radio navigation point of airfield and an approach from the start of descent. 

The first group provides for the Building maneuver from the radio navigation point of aerodrome, is 

calculated by complex and includes the following approach routes: 

 lapel calculated angle; 

 two turns at 180°; 

 circle over the radio station; 

 turn towards the smallest angle; 

 large (small) box. 

 

The second group includes approach methods: 

 by commands from the ground; 

 with help of onboard technical navigation aids. 

 

Start point of descent lies in runway alignment the distance set for route. Distance to point where 

descent starts for different heights is given in instructions to crew and, in their absence, can be calculated 

in accordance with the descent modes established for this type of aircraft in following order. Heights 

layer, from the approach height to passage height, LOM is divided into layers, in each of which the 

indicated and vertical descent rates are kept constant. Order of construction of each landing route of first 

group is described in corresponding section below in text. 

State aviation route design form is divided into four parts. Upper part contains a working map on 

which the scheme is applied. Below is an information line with the name of current projected route. 

Below the line are general parameters that are applicable to all routes. 
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Field «Airspeed (km/h)» - is used to enter initial speed of aircraft. Speed is used in calculation of 

first turn in routes. 

The «Bank» field is used to enter the roll at all turns from the first to fourth. For combat aircraft, a 

roll of 30 degrees is established. 

The «Circle height (m AGL)» field is used to enter relative height of projected route. 

Field «THR - LMM (km)» - is used to enter the distance from THR to far locating radio beacon. 

Field «Buffer width (km)» - is used to enter the buffer width of zone, which is used to assess 

obstacles. In the field «Clearance (m)» - the required clearance is indicated. 

Field «Slope» - is used to enter the angle of inclination of glide path, along which the landing is 

performed at the final stage. This parameter is used to calculate the glide path entry point on some routes. 

Field «Missed approach» - is used to enter the height gradient for the go-around. This parameter is 

used to calculate the height at the first turn during a missed approach. 

Flag «mirror axis» is used to draw a route with a left turn. 

 

 

Figure 206 -  General form for all routes of state aviation  

Button  is used to select a line or point object on map from which the THR position is read. The 

coordinate is read from first point of metric. Height is read from map. Button  clears selected object. 

 

3.12.1 Lapel turn to calclutated angle  

Route of «Lapel turn to calclutated angle» calculated in accordance with section 6.31 to document 

«Air Navigation manual for Aviation of Armed Forces of Russian Federation». Dialog for setting 

parameters and drawing a route is invoked by button- . 

In lower part of dialog, only parameter «Entry angle» is filled, which is used to enter the initial 

intersection angle of runway center line extension. The angle is measured from LOM towards THR and is 

equal to calculated angle. It is allowed to enter the sector from 30 to 45 degrees. 
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Lapel is turned by an angle of inclination when entering LOM with a course opposite to landing or 

differing from it by an angle of up to 45°. Having determined the moment of LOM passage according to 

signal from the marker, the crew starts the stopwatch and the performance on a course that differs from 

the return landing from the landing course, and, taking into account the drift angle, follows within time t 

sec to point where the turn starts. 

 

 

Figure 207 -  Lapel turn to calclutated angle paramaters 

Flight time from LOM to point where the turn starts is calculated taking into account that aircraft 

must enter glidepath when turning to landing course with a given speed and bank angle. 

 

 

Figure 208 -  Scheme of lapel turn to calclutated angle  

After completing turn, aircraft enters a landing course or descends. Descent is performed if altitude 

of horizontal flight on glidepath exceeds altitude of circle for given landing course. Descent is performed 

as follows, the aircraft flies before flying over LOM. After flight, a turn is made to return reverse landing 

course until traverse NDB.After reaching traverse, the plane levels off and performs flight for a time Tsec, 

descending to height of circle. 

Route is drawn using the «Create» button with the option of specifying THR as insertion point. 

 

 

Figure 209 -  Lapel turn to calclutated angle in map 

In above picture shows a route with a lapel turn to calclutated angle. The yellow zone is the allowed 

sector of boarding gate, in which such a route is designed. 
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3.12.2 Flight circle over navaid 

Route of «Flight circle over navaid» calculated in accordance with section 6.33 to document «Air 

Navigation manual for Aviation of Armed Forces of Russian Federation». Dialog for setting parameters 

and drawing a route is invoked by button-   

Calculation of route of state aviation. In lower part of dialog, only parameter «Entry angle» is filled, 

which is used to enter the initial intersection angle of runway center line extension. Entry is allowed in 

sector from 60 to 89 degrees. 

 

 

Figure 210 -  Flight circle over navaid paramaters 

 «Circle over navaid» route is used when the aircraft enters LOM with a course that differs from the 

landing one by about 90°. To perform the maneuver, it is necessary, having determined the LOM passage, 

enter aircraft into a turn with a predetermined roll and follow the readings of arrow of heading angle 

indicator of radiocompass. 

 

 

Figure 211 -  Scheme of flight circle over navaid 

When heading angle of navaid becomes equal to 270°, reduce by half bank angle and, while 

maintaining the indicated heading angle of radio station, continue to turn until the course is set opposite to 

landing heading. At the end of turn, start the stopwatch and follow to starting point of turn, taking into 

account the drift angle. Turn on landing course to start in time tturn and carry it out with bank angle of 

scheme. 
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Figure 212 -  Flight circle over navaid in map 

In above figure shows the «circle over the radio» route on map. The yellow zone is the allowed 

sector of boarding gate, in which such a route is designed. 

 

3.12.3 Turning towards lowest turning angle 

Route of «Turning towards lowest turning angle» calculated in accordance with section 6.34 to 

document «Air Navigation manual for Aviation of Armed Forces of Russian Federation». Dialog for 

setting parameters and drawing a route is invoked by button - . 

In lower part of dialog, only parameter «Entry angle» is filled, which is used to enter initial 

intersection angle of runway center line extension. Entry is allowed in sector from 30 to 89 degrees. 

 

 

Figure 213 -  Turning towards lowest turning angle partamaters 

Turn to side of smallest angle is used in same cases as the «circle over the radio». It allows you to 

simplify maneuvers and the flight time to point of start turn. 

After passing LOM, the crew makes a turn towards the smallest angle to a course opposite to 

landing course. The value of turning radius R1 and the flight speed determines the roll angle with which 

turn must be performed. 

Turn to landing course is performed after turning to course opposite to landing course, after time 

tturn. Immediately after the turn, the plane hits the point where the descent starts. 
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Figure 214 -  Scheme of turning towards lowest turning angle 

From where descent starts point, a straight-line landing or a drop to circle height is performed. 

Altitude drop is carried to LOM, followed by a turn to return course and flight along set route. 

 

 

Figure 215 -  Turning towards lowest turning angle in map  

In above figure shows turning towards lowest turning angle on map. Yellow zone is a valid landing 

gate sector. 

 

3.12.4 Approach from descent start line 

Route of «Approach from descent start line» calculated in accordance with section 6.39to document 

«Air Navigation manual for Aviation of Armed Forces of Russian Federation». Dialog for setting 

parameters and drawing a route is invoked by button - . 

General parameters are filled in upper side, following parameters are filled in lower of dialog: 

The field «Approach angle» is used to enter angle of intersection of approach route with 

continuation of runway center line. Entry is allowed in sector from -180 to 180 degrees. 

Field «Boundary height (m AMSL)» - is used to enter absolute height of boundary of entrance. 

Field «Vertical speed (m/s)» - is used to enter the value of vertical speed of descent from the line to 

landing circle. This parameter determines the distance grid step from point of entry into glide path. 

Drop-down list «Type of boundary grid» - is used to create a grid of boundaries. By default, the grid 

is not built, and only the route is calculated. 
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Figure 216 -  Approach from descent start line parameters  

A landing approach from the start of descent line consists in fact that aircraft is actively withdrawn 

from any point in airspace to design point, lying in runway alignment, at a given altitude. Descent from 

the flight altitude along route to calculated point altitude begins at turn of descent, is carried out with a 

given mode in direction of tangent to turning circle to landing course and ends at the calculated point 

altitude 30 seconds before the start point of landing course turn. 

 

 

Figure 217 -  Scheme of approach from descent start line 

To build a grid of boundaries for the beginning of descent, it is necessary: 

 on landing course, at a specified distance from THR, mark the position of calc point; 

 with a radius equal to turning radius of aircraft at height of calc point, two semicircles of turn 

are drawn, tangent to calc point; 

 draw three beams from calc point, one of which is a continuation of runway axis, and other two 

are 10° away from it; 

 on extension of runway axis from calc point, the values for the specified vertical rate of descent 

are sequentially plotted. 

 

From the center of semicircle of turn to landing course, circular arcs are drawn through the obtained 

points on rays. Draw tangents to semicircles of turn on landing course every 10-20°. 

The application of landing route from the line is performed by «Create» button. If it is necessary to 

draw a grid of boundaries, select type of grid in «Type of boundary grid» field. Together with the grid of 
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borders, a zone is applied that lies below the planting circle to a height equal to «Clearance» field in upper 

part of form. 

 

 

Figure 218 -  Approach from descent start line in map 

In above figure shows approach from descent start line with a grid boundaries 1 km x 10° on map. 

 

3.12.5 Approach with two 180° turns (2x180°) 

Route of «Approach with two 180° turns» calculated in accordance with section 6.32 to document 

«Air Navigation manual for Aviation of Armed Forces of Russian Federation». Dialog for setting 

parameters and drawing a route is invoked by button - . 

General parameters are filled in upper side, following parameters are filled in lower of dialog: 

The field «Climbing height at departure (m/s)» - is used to enter vertical speed during departure. 

The parameter is used to calculate the transition point to level flight at an altitude of 200 meters from 

THR. 

Flag «Aircraft, fighter» - serves as an indication of type of aircraft for which turns are counted. For a 

fighter, the roll angle is set at 30°, for other types of aircraft - 20°. The roll value at the top of form is not 

taken into account for this route. 

 

 

Figure 219 -  Params of approach with (2x180°) 
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Approach with two 180° turns is performed when entering LOM with a course close to landing 

course, or when departing from the return landing course. 

After passing LOM, the crew makes a turn by 180°, at the moment of passing the LOM traverse 

starts the stopwatch and follows within time tstr to point where the turn starts. The flight duration from 

the LOM traverse to turn start point is calculated. 

 

 

Figure 220 -  Scheme of approach with (2x180°) 

When flying from point of departure, the route is calculated in accordance with the requirement of 

paragraph 464 of air navigation manual, put into effect by order of Commander-in-Chief of Air Force 

USSR dated March 4, 1972, No. 54. 

Procedure for calculating route is as follows: 

After 1 min 20 sec - 1 min 30 sec after takeoff, at a relative altitude of 200 meters, the pilot makes a 

turn to reverse takeoff course with a roll of 20°, fighters with a roll of 30°. When turning, the height of 

circle is gained. Turn is performed taking into account the drift angle. A horizontal flight is performed to 

traverse of reverse LOM, after which the countdown to point of beginning of turn begins. After crossing 

the turn start point, the aircraft maneuvers a standard 2 x 180° route. 

 

 

Figure 221 -  Approach with (2x180°) in map 

3.12.6 Approach by big box route 

Scheme of «Approach by big box route» calculated in accordance with section 6.36 to document 

«Air Navigation manual for Aviation of Armed Forces of Russian Federation». Dialog for setting 

parameters and drawing a route is invoked by button -  and selected tab «Big box». 
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The following parameters are entered in tab: 

The «Straight line time (sec)» field is used to enter flight time from traverse LOM to turning point. 

The «Alignment time (sec)» field is used to enter the leveling time on level flight line. The 

parameter is used to calculate the distance from the horizontal flight point to glide path entry point. 

The field «Radio station heading angle (RHA°)» contains two fields «at the 2nd turn (120-130)» and 

at the «3rd turn (120-130)». The fields are used to indicate the value of heading angle of radio station 

when it is reached, which is performed by second and third turn, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 222 -  Approach by big box route parameters 

The route is used when the aircraft is approaching LOM in a direction close to landing course. 

Having determined the moment of LOM passage, the crew continues the flight with the landing course for 

set time tturn and after this time it makes a 90° turn. 

The moment of beginning of second turn is determined after the specified time t1 and by 

corresponding value of heading angle of radio station, where plus sign corresponds to approach with left 

turn, and minus sign - with right turn. The sign is set in upper part of form by flag «mirrored along axis». 

 

.  

Figure 223 -  Schema of approach by big box route  

The crew performs third turn after passing traverse LOM through time t2 at NCA, which is 

indicated in parameters. NCA of start point of fourth reversal is calculated by complex. The start point of 

fourth turn for large box schemes is entered into database and published as a Predicted Terminal Point. 

After exiting the fourth turn, the aircraft performs a level flight to point of entry into glidepath. If 

aircraft height is greater than circle height, a descent and re-flight along the entire route is performed. 
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Figure 224 -  Approach by big box route in map 

The application is carried out by «Create» button with the possibility of specifying THR as the 

insertion point. In above picture shows approach by big box route in map. 

 

3.12.7 Approach by small box route  

Scheme of «Approach by small box route» calculated in accordance with section 6.35 to document 

«Air Navigation manual for Aviation of Armed Forces of Russian Federation». Dialog for setting 

parameters and drawing a route is invoked by button -  and selected tab «Small box». 

The following parameters are entered in tab: 

Field «Straight line time (>= 30 sec)» is used to enter flight time from distant NDB to start point of 

second turn. 

The flag with the «Aligment time (sec)» field - is used to enter the leveling time on horizontal flight 

line. The parameter is used to calculate the distance from the horizontal flight point to glide path entry 

point. If the flag is cleared, the field is unavailable and it is considered that the exit from the fourth turn 

ends at the point of entry into the glide path. 

Field «Radio station heading angle (RHA°)» containing «on 2rd turn (120-130)» is used to indicate 

the value of heading angle of radio station when it is reached, which is performed by third turn. 

 

 

Figure 225 -  Parameters of approach by small box route 

A small box approach is used when entering LOM with a course that differs from landing one by 

approximately 90°. 
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Having determined the moment of passage of LOM, the crew must take a course that differs from 

the landing course by 90°, and follow this course for a given time t1, and then turn to opposite landing 

course. The beginning of third turn is determined by time of flight on second straight section and by 

designation of heading angle of radio station, where the plus sign corresponds to an approach with a left 

turn, and a minus sign - with a right turn. Sign is set in upper part of form by flag «mirror axis». 

 

 

Figure 226 -  Scheme of approach by small box route 

The moment of beginning of turn to landing course (fourth turn) is determined by flight time on 

third straight segment. 

 

 

Figure 227 -  Approach by small box route in map 

Drawing is performed by «Create» button with the possibility of specifying THR as the insertion 

point. The figure above shows the Result of building a landing route for a small box on map. 

 

3.13 Landing route planning wizard 

Landing route planning wizard is used to build a set of related procedures step by step from start of 

intermediate stage to the of the missed approach. The wizard is launched using button  on panel. The 

schematic wizard works exclusively with airfields in the database. Button is activated after connecting to 

database via the «Task settings» dialog. When constructing the scheme, filling in the initial parameters 

and choosing the landing course at the aerodrome from the database. The alignment parameters and the 

position of the main landing points are sequentially filled. At the final stage, Building and analysis are 

performed on the map with reference to the selected THR. Two types of route are built: with a missed 
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approach in a straight line and with a turn to a point or course. After constructing and analyzing the route, 

designer is given opportunity to save result to map. 

 

3.13.1 Initialization parameters 

Initialization parameters is performed on first tab of dialog. The dialogue form is conventionally 

divided into 4 parts. In upper part, two maps are selected from a set of aeronautical maps: a working map 

and an obstacle map. The surfaces of schemes that are part of projected route are plotted on working map. 

Obstacle map is used to store obstacles to design area. 

The navigator is located under the map selection fields. The «Forward >>» and «<< Back» buttons 

are used to move to next design stage or return to previous one. The current bookmark is the initial one 

and the «Back» button is inactive. 

At the bottom of dialog there are buttons «Save», «Exit» and «Help», which are used to save the 

landing route, finish work and call help. In the tabs for drawing routes on map, the lower panel contains a 

button  that is used to draw or update current landing pattern on map. 

 

 

Figure 228 -  Initialization parameters 

In central part of tab contains following fields: 

The «Aircraft category» field is used to select the aircraft category for which the landing route is 

calculated. Category C is set by default. 

The «Aerodrome» field is used to select an aerodrome from database for which landing route will be 

calculated. The aerodrome is selected by «...» button through dialog, which is shown in figure below. 
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Figure 229 -  Airport selected dialog 

The dialog provides an opportunity to select aerodromes by code or name. The list includes 

projected airfields. After selecting an aerodrome, the fields display the main characteristics: 

«H aerodrome» - the absolute height of aerodrome relative to mean sea level. Behind the field is the 

unit of height that is contained in database. 

Declination is the magnetic declination of aerodrome in degrees. 

«ISA (°C)» is the average annual temperature at the aerodrome. 

A table with a list of landing courses at the airfield is displayed on right side. The list includes all 

runways of airfield, including unpaved, projected and closed. Depending on selected THR, the main 

parameters involved in Calculation are displayed in lower part. 

The «Courses» TLC and MLC headings field displays the true and magnetic landing courses. The 

calculation is based on true course. In the absence of a TLC, the calculation is based on magnetic landing 

course plus the magnetic declination of aerodrome. 

«H THR (m)» is the absolute height of THR relative to mean sea level. The THRa is the vertical 

reference for the entire landing pattern and the OCA/H and MSA analysis functions at various stages. 

«Offset» - the relative offset of THR from the edge of runway in meters. The parameter is used to 

set the starting point of route on map. 

After filling in development parameters, click on «Next >>» button. 

 

3.13.2 Alignment in direction 

Whenever possible, final approach segment and track guidance direction should be aligned with 

runway axis, with true landing course. A displaced final approach leg complicates the pilot's job. 

Consequently, such a site should only be built when placement problems or obstructions do not allow any 

other options. In procedures where alignment guidance is not possible and an offset of up to 5º does not 

result in a loss in OCA/H, a direct approach with heading alignment is performed (see Doc 8168, 5.4.3.1). 
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Figure 230 -  Aligning in direction of final landing stage  

Final stage of approach that does not cross the extension of runway center line (angle less than 5º) 

may be established provided that such a track is laid within 150 meters away from the extension of center 

line at a distance of 1400 m from THR on approach side (Chapter 5 of Doc 8168). 

Maximum final approach angle formed by track crossing extended runway center line with center 

line should not exceed 30° for procedures only aircraft category A and 15° for other categories of aircraft. 

This step is to align the track at the final landing stage. By default, track is directional aligned and 

there is no runway offset. Alignment «in progress» allows the user to set track lines within mating angles 

of ± 5° from the runway center line. 

The offset of track line can be set manually in «Lateral offset (±150m)» field by selecting a 

reference point on map using button  or from database. 

When selected from a map or database, the offset is calculated automatically by drawing a parallel 

line to centerline through the selected point. If the lateral displacement is beyond ± 150 meters, the 

«Lateral displacement» field is highlighted in red. In the «not executed» mode, the user is given the 

opportunity to set track lines that do not meet the alignment conditions. The criteria for the non-leveling 

mode are based on requirements of paragraph 5.2.2.3 of Doc 8168. 

The maximum angle at the final approach in a straight line, which is formed by a track crossing the 

extension of runway center line and the center line, should not exceed 30° for procedures intended for 

category A and B aircraft only, and 15° - for other categories of aircraft. The minimum distance between 

the THR of runway and the point at which the final approach track crosses the center line should be at 

least 1400 meters. 

In this mode, an unaligned direction is selected. The distance from THRa to point of intersection 

with the runway centerline is set in «control point» field, and the landing course is set in «Track line» 

field. The allowed range of landing courses for the selected aircraft category is displayed below the field. 
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Figure 231 -  Alignment at course of final landing stage 

After setting the alignment parameters at the landing stage, click on «Next >>» button. 

 

3.13.3 Setting IF and FAF position 

This step sets up the location of FAP and the selection of intermediate track and the location of IF 

track. The dialog box looks like the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 232 -  Setting FAF and IF position 
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At top of dialog, FAF is selected in three ways: 

 by setting the distance from THR; 

 selection of an object from the map; 

 selection from the database. 

 

When selecting «at distance from DER» field, it should be noted that the initial approach legs do not 

have a maximum length. The optimal length is 9.3 km. The minimum leg length should not be less than 

the distance calculated for the highest speed at the initial stage of approach. 

When selecting select from map or database, keep in mind that point must be on landing course 

within allowable track alignment ranges. 

Field «Reduction gradient %» is used to set descent gradient during landing phase. «Span height (m 

AGL)» field, relative flight altitude at FAF point is calculated according to specified distance, overflight 

height over THR and the descent gradient. At bottom of dialog, IF point is selected in three ways. 

If selecting «at distance from FAF» field enters the distance in meters from FAF point. On right 

side, flight course is set at an intermediate stage. Track of intermediate approach segment may deviate 

from the track of final segment by a maximum of 30°. In this case, if the angle of line exceeds this value, 

the task automatically builds a turn at point IAF in direction of point IF according to speed specified in 

field «Instrrumental speed (IAS)» at the height specified in field «Span height (m AGL)». Calculate is 

performed at an absolute altitude, which is calculated by adding THR to altitude in altitude field. The field 

height must not be less than the FAP height. Otherwise, the field will be highlighted in red. 

Selecting select from map and select from database selects the IF point from either the map or the 

database. After setting the alignment parameters at the landing stage, click on «Next >>» button. 

 

3.13.4 Building landing and missed approach zones in a straight 

In phase, building of straight missed approach protection zone is performed along with the landing 

route and the calculation of minimum OCA/H value. Landing route is built according to Settings Result in 

previous tabs, the missed approach scheme - according to Settings Result in current dialog box. 

 

 

Figure 233 -  Parameters for building a straight line missed approach 
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Building of protection zones and Calculate OCA/H and extent of different phases of missed 

approach is performed after setting the location of MAPt waypoint and selecting the missed approach 

gradient. When you first go to this page, the System sets the MAPt to farthest position from the FAF by 

default. The location of MAPt should be in accordance with Doc 8168 3.2.2. 

On routes where the approach is aligned with the runway center line, the missed approach is on or 

before THR. When the direction of final segment is not aligned with the direction of runway center line, 

the optimal location is to cross the final approach track with the extension of runway center line. To 

provide clearance in missed approach area, the MAPt may be positioned closer to FAF but up to point 

where the OCH crosses the nominal 5.2% descent path on runway. 

Location of MAPt waypoint can be set using one of three methods: 

1) flag «at a distance from FAF» with a field - allows you to set the distance of MAPt waypoint 

from known FAF waypoint. Minimum and maximum distances from the FAF are described in paragraph 

3.2.2 of Doc 8168; 

2) flag «select from map» - allows you to select object in map, which will be considered position 

point; 

3) flag «select from database» - allows you to select a point from database. 

 

Field «Go-ground gradient%» sets go-around gradient. For the selected MAPt waypoint location and 

the set climb gradient, the final approach and straight missed approach protection zone is rebuilt. 

Drawing and updating of route on map is performed by button . When updating, the following 

Results are displayed: 

In field «H decision marking (m MSL)» - height of go-around decision. It is calculated as minimum 

altitude, taking into account the safe flight over the maximum obstacle in landing zone. 

 

 

Figure 234 -  Highest obstacle on route segment  

In «Length MAPt-SOC» field, distance from MAPt to start point of climb on second lap. 

In field «OCA at landing state» - the minimum obstacle clearance of final approach segment. 

In field «MA OCA (second circle)» - minimum obstacle clearance height of missed approach section. 
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The «show» button near «Maximum obstacle» field highlights the obstacle on map. It is active if at 

least one obstacle is found in zones under the planes of embarkation or missed approach patterns. 

The results are saved with the «Save» button, which becomes active after the successful 

construction of route. If at least one of them is highlighted in red when entering parameters affecting 

building schematic, building route will not be executed. 

 

 

Figure 235 -  Straight missed approach on map  

In above picture shows a missed approach route in a straight line on map. Red rectangles show 

tolerances for IF and FAF points. Obstacle assessment surfaces at different stages of flight are consistent. 

 

3.13.5 Building landing and turning missed approach zones 

Building landing and turning missed approach zones and path is performed on extreme tab of design 

wizard dialog. Together with route building, minimum OCA/H is calculated before and after turn. Route 

is built according to result settings in previous tabs. The intermediate stage of missed approach the 

headland is built according to result settings in current dialog box. 

The complex implements a turn scheme followed by a DF section. The beginning of reversal is set 

in field «Reverse start». The start of turn can be a MAPt point or a set altitude. 

Side of turning is set in adjacent field. The pivot side limits the course to end point at the bottom of 

form to left or right of missed approach course. In the «with roll» field, the roll value at the headland is 

set. It is allowed to enter large values of bank angle. The «IAS (km/h)» field is used to set a limit on 

indicated speed. Allowed range of IAS values is controlled by designer, depending on aircraft category. 

Turn at waypoint MAPt assumes Building a standard turn followed by a DF leg with KK Line 

Calculation at SOC. At the bottom of form, in «End point» field, the pivot point or range and course to 

follow relative to MAPt point is indicated. 

Turn at absolute/relative altitude is performed after climb with go-around gradient entered in 

previous dialog and height difference at first and last of turn. Filed «Height at last turn» becomes editable, 

and «Distance TP-MAPt» field displays calculated distance between turning point and MAPt waypoint. 

End point is set at the bottom of form in azimuth and range, or with a choice from map. 

In field «Protection zone courses», headings from nominal heading are calculated. When plotted on 

a map, limiting courses of protection zone are indicated on map by red lines. By default, the system sets 

value to 15 degrees in both directions. 
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Figure 236 -  MAPt turn-around missed approach route  

On the right side of form, OCA is calculated before the turn and in turn zone. 

 

 

Figure 237 -  Landing route with a missed approach with a turn at a given altitude  
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The «OCA before turning (m)» field contains the value of absolute minimum safe clearance height 

only for those obstacles that are located on final approach segment and the missed approach area to KK 

line. Headland obstacles are not considered. 

The «OCA in revesal area (m)» field contains the value of absolute turn height reached on C-C line 

during climb with a given climb gradient. 

The OCA value at the stage of going to second is selected from the larger of calculated values. In 

the picture above, OCA during the missed approach is 229 meters. 

Next to inscription «Maximum obstacle» there is a button «Show». The button is active if an 

obstacle is found in missed approach areas. By pressing the button, the maximum obstacle in zones is 

displayed on map (see the figure below). 

 

 

Figure 238 -  Landing route with a missed approach with a turn at a given altitude  

 

Figure 239 -  Landing route with a missed approach with a turn at a given altitude on map 
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Figure 240 -  Missed approach route with a turn at MAPt on map 

Result of calculate of zones is shown in figures above. Routes are calculated for landing course 12 

at UIII aerodrome (Irkutsk), with turns in different directions. In figure, with missed approach path at a 

given altitude, additional climb zones are visible between the MAPt point and start of turn. 

 

3.14  Creation of safety heights maps 

Creation of maps of safe heights is activated using the button  on taskbar and is accompanied by 

calling the dialog shown in figure. 
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Figure 241 -  Dialog for creating safe heights maps 

In upper part of form, in «Work map» field, an active user map is selected, on which building of 

map sectors will be executed. 

«Obstacle Map» field - contains obstacles for analyzing sectors when creating a map. 

In central part of dialog - selection of type of safe heights map to be created. The complex allows 

you to create two types of maps of safe heights, created by different algorithms (the description of 

algorithms is given below). 

In the lower part of dialog there is a field «Sign sectors», which is used to add the values of MSA 

and azimuths (distances) for the calculated sectors. 

The «Scan surface» flag is designed to perform terrain analysis by height matrix in areas without 

obstacles. The flag becomes visible only when by height matrix is connected to current set of maps. 

Buttons «Create» and «Help» - are designed to create a map with the specified parameters and get 

help on mode of creating maps. 

 

3.14.1 Creating surveillance minimum altitude chart (SMAA) 

Creation of a map of minimum absolute heights (Surveillance Minimum Altitude Charts - 

hereinafter referred to as «SMAA») is performed in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 9 of 

Doc. 4444 PANSATM and Doc. 8168 PANS-OPS, Volume II, Part II, Section II, Chapter 6. 

Result of map creation is intended to determine the minimum safe absolute or relative flight heights 

at the initial stages of arrival routes and is used by airfield ATC services. Parameters for building a map of 

minimum absolute heights are available in «Create SMAA map» tab. 

When the database is connected, in upper part of dialog the control point of aerodrome is selected 

from the aerodrome table. The aerodrome altitude and magnetic declination values are not available for 

editing in this dialog (see figure down). 

 

 

Figure 242 -  Selecting center of SMAA from database 
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When database is disconnected, it is offered to select a point object on map as an airfield control 

point (center of SMAA map). There are two buttons next to «Select ARP from map» field. 

Button  is designed to select a point object - ARP. When selected on map, height from the metric 

is transferred to «Aerodrome height» field. If there is no height in metric, the presence of height in 

semantics «N4: Absolute height» is checked. The coordinate of selected point is displayed to right of 

buttons (highlighted in blue text). 

Button  is designed to clear selected coordinate and reset value in «No object selected» mode. 

Field «Declination» is used for the correct construction of sectors and the signature of magnetic 

track angles of arrival. 

 

 

Figure 243 -  Properties dialog for creation SMAA 

Fields «Creating range» - allows you to specify the boundaries of analysis and plotting by azimuths 

and range of ranges within: 

 «In azimuth» from 0 to 360 degrees; 

 «In didstance» - from 0 (KTA) to 60 km. It should be borne in mind that the inner border in 

range is limited to 20 km (approximate distance to IF point from the KTA), and the outer border 

with a minimum value of 30 km, in order to avoid entering the correct ranges. 

 

Field «Union sectors with difference (m)» - is used to set the tolerance parameter for combining two 

adjacent sectors in a larger direction, if the difference between MSA does not exceed the specified value. 

For example, if 2 neighboring elements within the same sector have an MSA difference less than and 

equal to specified in this field, then such elements will be merged. 

Field «Clearance (m)» is for entering the MSA in area. For mountainous terrain, this value is 600 

meters, for other cases - 300 meters. 

Field «Set minimum MSA (m)» is intended to set the lower MSA limit in area. This parameter is 

used to prevent the creation of features in areas where there are no obstacles and where the MSA is 

calculated as (Harp+ MOC). 

Map sector labels contain following elements: 

 the MSA value in each created or merged item. When choosing «relative heights», the MOC 

values are calculated relative to aerodrome altitude indicated in corresponding field; 

 range signatures at directions 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees from the center. In cases where the range 

of selected azimuths does not contain the indicated directions, the ranges are signed in direction 

of initial azimuth; 

 azimuth signatures on 60 km range line. If the maximum value of selected plotting range is less 

than 60 km, the azimuth signatures are applied at the larger selected boundary. 
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Figure 244 -  Result of building SMAA in map 

Algorithm for creating a map 

Elements are plotted relative to center of scheme (ARP) at a distance from 0 to 60 km after 10 

kilometers in each sector of 10 degrees or within the limits specified in «plotting range» settings. 

In order to determine the minimum safe altitude in an element, the search is performed for the 

highest object within the metric of each element. When an obstacle map is connected, a search is 

performed for objects, among which the highest obstacle is selected. Information about the height of 

obstacle is read from the metric, and in absence of semantics No. 4 - «absolute height». 

When the obstacle map is disabled or when it does not contain any objects within the metric, the 

maximum height in area can be obtained by scanning attachment height matrix (see the «Scan surface» 

mode). In this method of obtaining the maximum height in an element, height matrix will be scanned to 

calculate the maximum height. 

Using the value of found height in element, MSA is calculated as sum of this height with the set 

value in «Clearance (m)» field and rounding up to nearest 50 meters. If set minimum MSA (m) is 

specified and calculated MSA is less than the specified value, the calculated MSA for the item is replaced 

with the parameter value. The element is mapped with the calculated MSA. 

After drawing all objects on map, the joining of adjacent elements by range within each sector is 

performed. Neighboring elements whose MSA are the same or their difference in modulus is less than the 

value specified in «Combine sectors with difference (m)» field are combined. The larger value is written 
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to merged item. After range combining within sectors, adjacent sectors are combined according to same 

principle as neighboring elements in range. Operator can combine resulting set of elements using the GIS 

Panorama tool - «stitching objects». 

The number of resulting elements depends on distribution of obstacles in area. With uniform 

distribution of obstacles over the area, when each basic element is hit by one or several obstacles, as well 

as when building in height matrix scanning mode, the sectors on map will be balanced, and the number of 

elements will be minimal. With an uneven distribution of obstacles, number of elements will be 

significant. In such cases, it is necessary to perform Building by sector approaches with further combining 

of elements with equal MSA values. In addition, it should be borne in mind that there may be a large 

number of obstacles in terminal area and the resulting MSA in a sector or feature may be dependent on an 

obstacle that is located during landing or directly at the aerodrome. Based on this, in presence of a large 

number of obstacles directly near the center, sectors at a distance of 10-20 km from ARP should be 

excluded from calculate.  

In figure shows the Result of building a map of absolute heights by scanning a height matrix with 

the center at Vasyutkino (northwest city of Kazan). The northern sector combined by construction 

algorithm with an MSA of 550 meters is highlighted in red. 

 

3.14.2 Creation of minimum safe altitudes in sector (MSA) 

Creation of minimum safe altitudes in sector is carried out in accordance with requirements of 

Chapter 8, Part I, Section 4 of Doc. 8168 PANS-OPS, Volume II. 

Parameters for building a map of minimum absolute heights are available in tab «Create MSA 

map». 

 

 

Figure 245 -  MSA map creation setup dialog 

In upper part of dialog, it is proposed to select a point object on map as center of MSA circle, which 

can serve as both ARP and a navaid on map. There are two buttons next to «Select point in map» field. 

Button  is designed to select a point object-center of sectors. Coordinate of selected point is 

displayed at top of dialog in blue text. Height from the metric is transferred to «Height (m) AMSL» field. 

If there is no height in metric, presence of height in semantics «N4: Absolute height» is checked. Height 

can be changed manually by operator. 

Button  is designed to clear selected coordinate and reset coordinate value to «Object don’t 

selected» mode. 

Field «Declination» used for correct construction sectors and signature magnetic track of arrival. 

When database is connected, the «Select from database» flag with its own button , becomes 

visible and active and the mode of selecting the center of MSA map by point from the database is 

available. When you select a point from the database, the magnetic declination of point is transferred to 

corresponding field. Height in this mode is specified manually. 
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Field «Clearance (m)» is for entering the MSA in area. For mountainous terrain, this value is 600 

meters, for other cases - 300 meters. 

Field «Union sectors at difference (m)» - is used to set the tolerance parameter for combining two 

adjacent sectors in a larger direction, if union between MSA does not exceed the specified value. In clause 

8.1.2 of Doc. 8168 states that in case of insignificant (i.e., of order of 100 m or 300 ft, respectively) 

difference between altitudes, a minimum altitude may be set that applies to all sectors. Implementation of 

this item is advisory in nature, therefore, by default, this field is set to «-» (do not combine). 

Field «Created method» - sets one of 3 algorithms for creating a map, which are described in clauses 

8.3 and 8.4 of Doc.8168. 

Map sector labels contain following elements: 

 MSA value by sector. When choosing «relation heights», MSA values are calculated relative to 

height of object specified in corresponding field; 

 signature magnetic travel criminals of arrival. Labels are created at the border of sectors. 

 

Algorithm for creating a map 

The 36 ten-degree sectors up to 55 kilometers are plotted relative to center of diagram. In each 

sector, the highest obstacle is searched for and the minimum safe height is calculated by adding a 

clearance and rounding the obtained value to next higher value, a multiple of 50 meters. When the 

obstacle map is disabled or when it does not contain any objects within the sector metrics, the maximum 

height in area can be obtained by scanning the connected height matrix («Scan surface» mode). In this 

method of obtaining the maximum height in an element, the height matrix will be scanned to calculate the 

maximum height. Calculated minimum safe height is written to sector object. Result of preparatory stage 

will be 36 ten-degree sectors oriented to magnetic north. Sectors are union depending on method. 

 

1) Compass quadrant method. 

Among all sectors, we find the first sector with the highest MSA value (see figure, position 1 - red 

sector). We count 4 sectors before it and 4 after it and combine them, setting the maximum sector for the 

resulting MSA quadrant (see figure position 2 - pink sectors). Among the remaining sectors, we are 

looking for the sector with the highest MSA and perform the same actions, grouping by quadrants by 

counting in both directions by 4 sectors. If the number of free sectors in one direction is less than four, we 

supplement the missing ones in other direction (see figure position 3 - orange sectors). In any case, each 

subsequent sector with the highest MSA is combined with adjacent sectors into a quadrant. 

 

 

Figure 246 -  Create sectors in quadrants method 

2) Method of quadrants compass taking into account topographic factors. 

Initially, it searches for two sectors with highest MSA values. If these sectors fall into the same 

quadrant, they are combined, after which the next pair of sectors with highest MSA value among the 

remaining ones is searched for. If the sectors do not fall into one quadrant, separate quadrants are built 

around each of them and the next sector with the maximum MSA value is searched for. If it is not 

possible to build a quadrant around next found sector, so many sectors are combined that it is possible to 

combine. The search is performed until end of sectors. 
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Figure 247 -  Creating of sectors in quadrants method into account topographic 

3) Union adjacent sectors method. 

Among all sectors, we find the first sector with the highest MSA value (see figure - red sector). We 

perform merging with neighboring sectors, provided that the MSA value is equal to or different from the 

current one by tolerance value specified in «Merge sectors with difference (m)» field (see the figure - pink 

sectors). Next, the next highest sector is searched for and the same merge is performed until the sectors 

run out. 

 

 

Figure 248 -  Creating sectors in union adjacent method 

In this method, number of sectors can be more than 4 quadrants, so the operator needs to perform 

the correction by manual combining method. 
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Figure 249 -  Minimum safe altitudes sectors in map (MSA) 

The figure above shows result of constructing minimum safe altitudes in a sector using method of 

combining adjacent sectors. 3 sectors were created: 

 green with MSA - 550 meters; 

 blue with MSA - 500 meters; 

 yellow (azimuth 200-210) with MSA - 600 meters. 

 

3.15 Analysis of information and exchange with database AICM 

The design, analysis, and route processing bar buttons are activated when connected to a database. 

The functionality of tasks included in panel allows you to process the resulting information on map and in 

database against the background of aeronautical situation. The situation in area can be formed 

automatically by task of preparing aeronautical information documents or manually by operator. The work 

is performed on one of open user maps. Map selection in all dialogs is performed at the top of form. 
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3.16 Finding and saving terminal points  

Task is invoked by a button  on panel. The task is designed to prepare the control terminal 

points of projected scheme or scheme for laying out routes for departure, approach and landing. Terminal 

points are formed from schematic insertion points. Task interface is designed in such a way that operator 

can search for all points on a given map, combine them, eliminate duplicates in manual and automatic 

mode. Found points, if necessary, are transferred to database with conditions set by operator. 

The dialog allows you to correct the basic parameters of terminal points that have already been 

transferred. Terminal points are transferred to table of main points and corrected in task of preparing API 

data, which is a part of complex. Correction of points is carried out through the form for entering main 

points, which is called by button  in task «Prepare AI data». The form is conventionally divided into 

three parts. 

 

 

Figure 250 -  Dialog for finding, processing and saving terminal points 

Upper part is a field for selecting a working map. Drop-down list contains all aeronautical maps that 

are recognized by task as aeronautical at launch (have the dfc.rsc classifier). Central part is working. It is 

conditionally divided into a search panel and a panel for working with a database. 

The lower part is the operating room, contains the buttons «Save», «Delete», «Exit» and «Help». 

The last two buttons close the form or call the help, respectively. 

Data entry in form is performed from top to bottom and from left to right. 

In upper part of form in «Working map» field, an active user map is selected, on which all sets will 

be searched. Sets are pre-created by dashboard in accordance with section 2 of this document. 

Before starting the search and processing of terminal points, you should create the necessary routes 

for each scheme. It is considered that before starting operations to save data on map, all routes have been 
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designed, all zones have been corrected and agreed upon, and points of insertion of schemes have been 

aligned. All these actions are performed by GIS tools. 

Left side of form contains the search bar. 

Button «Search» at the bottom of panel searches for all schematic insertion points on working map. 

Result is displayed in form of a tree, in node of which is number of set of objects on map, and after a dash 

- identifier of scheme. Schema identifiers are set during interactive creation (see section 2). Each branch 

of tree contains parameters by which the operator can evaluate formed terminal point. 

Parameter «Scheme» contains the type and name of scheme. 

Parameter «Point» contains the type of found point. The inclusion of points in search that are not 

included in scheme allows the operator to visually design an arbitrary terminal point not included in 

scheme, for example, the probable position of a radio equipment. 

Below is the coordinate of point's position in WGS-84 system. The accuracy of coordinates can be 

adjusted in «Prepare ANI data» task. 

Found points in tree are marked with flags. The operator independently selects the points to be 

transferred to database. The choice is made in order to avoid duplication of same points read from 

different cards, or from one card in different routes. 

Right is button «Transfer >», which works in accordance with the settings of process of transferring 

objects. The button is used to create or replace terminal points of selected aerodrome in database. 

Migration process works with two sets of data: found points on map and existing points in database. 

Only points with the «planned» status are processed in database. Active points are not involved in removal 

and replacement process. Migration algorithm is divided into three branches, which are set by 

corresponding flags when configuring the migration process: 

«Add all points» - all points are transferred to database without any checks and conditions. The 

newly created point in database is marked with the «planned» status. The point identifier is generated in 

XX000 format, where XX are the last two letters of airport code, 000 is the point number at the airport. If 

there are points in this format in database, point numbering will continue. 

«Merge in radius (m)» - the algorithm checks the information in found diagrams. Before transferring 

points to database, the task groups points into sets, whose positions are located within a specified radius. 

Grouping is carried out from the first point to last. Each next point is checked for falling into one of 

previous groups. If it does not hit, a new group is created with the center of current point. After the points 

are grouped for each group, the average position is found, which is calculated by arithmetic mean of all 

coordinates in group. The resulting points are transferred to database. 

This method eliminates the transfer of duplicates or the same points of different routes to database. 

An example of using the method is calculating the point of beginning of a turn at a given altitude when 

departing in different directions from the same THR. 

«Accuracy of arresting (m)» - works separately from the previous modes and serves to exclude 

points whose coordinates fall within a given radius to any terminal point in database. Points calculated in 

merge mode are also excluded. The mode allows you to exclude the possibility of creating duplicate 

points in database, read from different cards. 

The «Include map objects» checkbox is used to include point objects of «main point» and «terminal 

point» series in processing during search. The mode is used to import into the database terminal points 

created in manual mode on map. During the search, the semantics «Object identifier - code 11» is read 

and serves to form the name of point in database. After transfer, a message appears indicating number of 

processed, excluded and recorded points in database. 

On right side of form, the possibility of correcting the name of point, the period of validity and 

status is organized.  

«Terminal point status» - allows you to transfer a point from one status to another. Only objects with 

the status «valid» are published. The decision to publish a particular terminal point or route is made by 

scheme designer. 
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«Beginning of action» and «End of action» - allow you to set the period of validity of point. «Name» 

- enter the full text name of point.  

Buttons at the bottom of form:  

«Save» - saves the current operation for the session. 

«Delete» - physically removes the current point from the table. Unlike the task of preparing API 

documents, where deletion marks an object with the status «deleted», in this form, the deletion of a point 

occurs without the possibility of recovery. Deletion is applied after the operation is performed by pressing 

«Save» button. If the current transaction is not saved, the points are not physically removed from database.  

«Exit» - closes the form.  

«Help» - brings up online help. 

 

3.17 Designing, processing and storing routes  

Functiuon is invoked by a button  on panel. Function is designed to create planned routes of 

departure, approach and landing, search for schemes on map and save main and buffer zones to database. 

Algoritm for searching and saving area elements of procedures allows you to work with departure, 

approach and landing routes, taking into account obstacle zones, built in accordance with Doc 8168. 

Database is designed in such a way that several areal objects with three-dimensional coordinates can 

correspond to each route. Before saving, it is recommended to check the schemes in 3D view of map, or 

check the height in metric of object. Validation is performed using GIS tools after performing manual 

operations on schematic objects, such as trimming, moving, or aligning a metric. 

Before saving, it is assumed that all circuit surfaces to be saved to database are mapped, consistent 

with each other in terms of metric and heights, and comply with the requirement for constructing circuits 

in accordance with Section 2 of this document.  

Editing routes is performed in task «Preparation of API documents» in form of entering departure, 

approach and landing routes (buttons  on panel). 

Dilalog is conventionally divided into three parts. 

Upper part is a field for selecting a working map. 

Central part is working. It is conditionally divided into a search panel and a panel for working with 

departure, approach and landing routes. 

Lower part - operating room, contains the buttons «Create», «Save», «Exit» and «Help». 

In upper part of form in «Working map» window, an active user map is selected, on which all 

schemes on map will be searched. Left side of form contains the search bar. 

The «Search» button at the bottom of panel searches for schemes on working map. Result is 

displayed as a tree, in node of which the schema identifier is located. Schema identifiers are set during 

interactive creation (see section 2 of this document). Each branch of tree contains parameters by which the 

designer can evaluate the composition of circuit. 
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Figure 251 -  Obstacle counting zones search and save form  

«Axis» - the schematic axis object. 

«Route» - a route object of scheme. The route object is not saved in database on this form. 

«Zone N» - a three-dimensional area object that will be transferred to database with «Main zone» 

type. Number of main zones can be up to ten (OAS or ILS). Scheme is not linked to leg or segment 

section. 

«Buffer N» - a three-dimensional area object that will be transferred to database with the 

«Additional zone» type. Each scheme can have up to two additional zones. In the vast majority of 

departure procedures, there are no additional zones. 

Button «Transfer>» - designed to add or replace existing zones in route. The button is active if there 

is at least one route on right side of form in route table and the selected scheme in «Found schemes» tree 

on left side of form. 

 

 

Figure 252 -  Message about recording obstacle counting zones in database 
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If there are already zones in current route, a message appears for further continuation of action: 

Button «Yes» replaces all zones with new ones. Mode is used when recalculating entire route. 

Button «No» is accompanied by addition of route with new zones from selected schemes. 

Button «Cancel» - cancels the operation. 

Right side of form contains a table of routes for the current aerodrome and the current course of 

runway. The upper part consists of three tabs: «Departure», «Arrival» and «Boarding», which contain 

tables of corresponding routes. Below are main parameters of route that can be changed within the task. 

 

 

Figure 253 -  Point selection dialog 

«Route Status» - allows you to change the route mode. By default, all routes created by this task 

have the status «in development». When setting the status, keep in mind that only routes with the «valid» 

status are published. 

«Date wef» and «Date til» - allow you to set the period of route. 

«Route point» - sets end point for departure routes, the starting point for approach routes, and a base 

point (IAF) for landing routes. The point is selected in drop-down list or in point selection dialog. The 

dialog is invoked by «...» button in «Waypoint» field. 

Below is a table of route obstacle counting zones. All zones that are transferred from schemes are 

edited directly in table. 

 

 

Figure 254 -  Dialog for editing the parameters of obstacle counting zone  
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Contains table sequence number of zone, zone type, identifier and analized flag. Zones are 

numbered automatically when you move them. The zone type is set depending on type of scheme. 

Semantics 11 (object identifier) is transferred to field «Identifier». Each zone can have a unique code. 

Unique codes can be assigned to any phase of route, for example, protection zones such as «Ippodrome». 

Changing the fields «Zone type» and «Participates in analysis» is carried out in drop-down list right 

in table. It should be borne in mind that only the main and additional zones of route, which are marked 

with the «Include in analysis» flag, are involved in further analysis. 

Zone metrics are adjusted only on map. Changing the metric in database is blocked. 

 

3.18 Analysis of influence of obstacles and surfaces on flight paths  

The task is called using button  on panel and is designed to analyze influence of obstacles or 

terrain surfaces on map with planned departure, approach and landing routes plotted on map. 

 Obstacle analysis is performed according to following algorithm. The totality of route zones is 

considered in turn as three-dimensional objects - planes. Obstacles are searched within the metric of 

object. If not a single obstacle is found and the «scan surface» mode is active, the search for extrema is 

performed on DEM under each plane. Found extrema are plotted as point objects or obstacles and are 

stored in original array as found obstacles. After preliminary analysis, each obstacle in original array is 

checked for vertical intersection with the plane. The algorithm for calculating the intersection is based on 

triangulation mathematics and allows you to process planes of any level of complexity. Found 

intersections with the object are marked in a special array, and the analysis is performed in accordance 

with the criteria set by operator. Depending on established criterion, the obstacle on map is marked as 

affecting flights or dangerous.  

 

 

Figure 255 -  Dialog for analysis of obstacles affecting circuit zones 
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Obstacles affecting flights are objects that cross one of obstacle accounting planes and do not meet 

the criteria set by operator. Obstacles affecting flying are highlighted in orange on map. Dangerous 

obstacles are objects that cross the obstacle counting surface and match one of criteria set by operator.  

Dangerous obstacles are marked with a red circle on map. The obstacle analysis process can be 

performed with the saved route obstacle counting areas and with the found schemes on map. In the first 

case, the influence of a new projected obstacle or obstacle is checked, which is subject to coordination 

with already existing routes. In the second case, the route elements are analyzed one by one on map at the 

design stage or calculate. The form interface is built to handle these two modes. The form is 

conventionally divided into three parts. 

Upper part is a field for selecting a working map. 

Central part is working. The working part is divided into three conventional zones. The left part is 

for selecting the object or objects under study, the central part is for the analysis results, and the right part 

is for transferring the result to database. 

Obstacles specified by operator are transferred to database. The name of obstacles is formed by 

number of object on map. Changing the name, heights, type, date of action and position of obstacles, as 

well as binding to working aerodrome is performed in task «Preparation of API documents». In the form 

of entering obstacles, called by button , characteristics of obstacle are changed. Connection of 

obstacles with aerodrome is adjusted in form input of aerodrome obstacles, called by button . In 

lower part - operating room, contains two groups of analysis control buttons. 

 

 

Figure 256 -  Dialog for analysis of obstacles affecting route zones in database 

In the upper part of form in «Work map» window, an active user map is selected, on which 

operations for searching and analyzing obstacles are performed. The zones and their buffers from the 

database are plotted on same map. 
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The left side of form contains the panel of original object. The panel contains two tabs 

corresponding to two types of analysis described above in text. 

«Schemes on Map» tab allows you to search, select and analyze schemes on map. Mode is used at 

the design stage and Calculate. In this mode, the «Search» button is available in lower left part of form. 

The «Search» button searches for all schemes on working map. Result is displayed as a tree, in node 

of which the identifier is located. Each branch of tree contains parameters by which the designer can 

estimate the composition of circuit that will be included in analysis. All objects of tree with the name 

«Zone» and «Buffer N» are subject to analysis. 

The «Routes in database» tab allows you to analyze the obstacle assessment zones stored in database 

for one or several routes. The mode is used at the stage of coordinating the construction of facilities, 

commissioning of tall facilities that act as a new obstacle. In this mode, the «Search» button is not 

available. 

Tabsheet contains three nested bookmarks with route types - «Departure», «Arrival» and 

«Approach». Each tab contains its own routes. The table interface is designed in such a way that the 

operator can choose one or several routes. 

In the schematic tree or in route table, flags are set opposite the objects to be checked. If at least one 

flag is set, the «Analysis» button is activated. 

The «Analysis» button is designed to search and process all obstacles or terrain surfaces that cross 

the main or additional zone of route or zone. The terrain surface scanning under the obstacle counting 

zones is performed when the «Scan surface» flag is on. The flag is active if at least one DEM is connected 

to working set of maps. 

The «Create obstacles at extremes» checkbox is active simultaneously with the «Scan surface» 

checkbox. When the flag is set, an obstacle is created under each analyzed zone, located at the extrema on 

surface and included in analysis. The height of created obstacle is equal to «0» meters, the height of foot 

of obstacle is equal to absolute height of matrix, the height at the point. 

Generated list of all conflicting obstacles is transferred to obstacle tree located in central part of 

form. Depending on set criterion, dangerous obstacles are displayed in red, the rest - in orange. The 

obstacle tree contains the following information: 

 obstacle type from semantics 600 - obstacle type; 

 position - from the first point of metric; 

 absolute height - from the metric of object; 

 obstacle height - from semantics 1 - relative height; 

 maximum excess of obstacle over the selected objects. 

 

At the same time, obstacles are marked on map with the same color (see the figure below). All other 

obstacles that were included in analysis take a standard form. 

The «Reset» button is designed to search for all obstacles on selected map and set a standard view. 

The action is performed when preparing the area for testing a new route or scheme. 

Obstacle analysis is performed taking into account the set search filter and criteria. In the lower right 

part of form there is a field «Accounting of objects». Depending on selected value, the module searches 

for: 

 «Obstacles only» - the object of obstacle series; 

 «All point» - all point objects on map. Object «obstacle» is a vector object and will not be 

included in search. Mode is used to analyze elevations or infrastructure objects on a new terrain; 

 «All vector» - all vector objects on map. First point of metric is used as base point; 

 «Point and vector» - all point and vector objects on map. 
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Figure 257 -  Example of obstacle analysis in protection zone scheme 45°/180° 

It should be borne in mind that before starting the analysis of point and vector objects, they must be 

copied to aeronautical map and set the height of highest point in metric. The transfer of object height into 

the metric from semantics number 4 (absolute height) is performed by standard GIS tools. 

 

 

Figure 258 -  Adding the «Height» semantics value to object metric  

Obstacle is marked as «dangerous» below. The marking is enabled by flag «Consider obstacles 

crossing as dangerous». Three criteria are established: 

 «Only the main zone» - this criterion considers all obstacles that I cross the main (red) zones on 

map as dangerous. Criterion is applied at start of departure routes and end of landing routes; 

 «The main zone is higher than (in meters) ...» - all obstacles that exceed the main (red) zone 

higher than the height indicated in field are considered dangerous. This criterion is used to 

analyze obstacle assessment in OAS and ILS surfaces; 

 «Any zone higher than (in meters) ...» - all obstacles that exceed any zone higher than the height 

indicated in field are considered dangerous. This criterion is used for any procedure in 

accordance with national aviation regulations. The criterion allows the analysis of obstacles in 

terminal area above a certain value, for example, 50 meters. The marked obstacles can serve to 

build a circle of minimum safe heights in aerodrome area. 

 

The button «Save» - serves to transfer the selected obstacles to database. It becomes active after at 

least one obstacle in obstacle tree is selected. 

The «Save» button is used to write information to database. After clicking the «Save» button, the 

information about the obstacles is available to other users of database. 

«Exit» button - serves to finish the work. 

«Help» button - designed to open online help. 
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3.19 Calculation of relative and absolute obstacle clearance heights  

Task is used to assess obstacles on pre-created obstacle assessment surfaces. Task analyzes 

influence objects of «obstacle» site type of projected stage of flight. Task performs following calculates: 

 for «straight flight» procedures, - the minimum safe flight altitude for the segment; 

 for «PAR landing», «navigation aid landing», «straight departure», «departure in any direction», 

«missed approach with a turn» - the minimum safe obstacle clearance height for different 

categories of aircraft; 

 for «turn to landing», «turn 45x180», «turn 80x270», «Ippodrome», - the minimum safe flight 

altitude and the minimum height of circle (maneuvering). 

 

Obstacle analysis is performed according to following algorithm. The task processes information 

according to selected scheme. When creating obstacle assessment surfaces, Calculate parameters are 

written to map object. From the obstacle map, the position and heights from the metric of all objects 

«obstacle» are read, which are located within the projection of assessment surfaces of foreparts on earth's 

surface. Identification of surfaces in accordance with Doc 8168 and analysis of obstacles for each 

individual surface is carried out. 

 

 

Figure 259 -  Obstacle analysis order  

As an example of how algorithm works, consider the PAR radar landing pattern. Obstacles H1. H2 

and H3 (see figure) - maximally intersect obstacle assessment surfaces at different flight phazes. Scheme 

consists of three surfaces, for each of which the rules for calculating the span height are set. For the 

scheme, a rule has been established - the analysis of span height is performed according to highest secant 

obstacle. The total flight altitude according to scheme is set as the maximum of all calculated altitudes, 
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provided that altitude cannot be less than 60 meters above THR. All obstacles that cross the surface along 

with heights, elevation above the surface and position are remembered for further analysis. 

In parallel, the search for the most elevated obstacle above the surface is performed, along which 

Calculate OCA / OCH will be performed. If no obstacle rises above the surface of final stage of approach, 

then the minimum safe height for landing is set equal to 60 meters. In the case of obstacles intersecting 

the surface, the height margin for the specified category of aircraft (A - 40 m, B - 43 m, C - 46 m, D, E - 

49 m) will be added to height of highest protruding obstacle. 

The same principle is used to calculate OCA/OCH at the initial missed approach surface 

(horizontal). In the intermediate missed approach surface, the clearance above the highest obstacle is set 

to 30 meters. If there are no obstacles that cross this plane, the OCH height will be set to 60 meters. In the 

above figure, the tallest obstacle that crosses the obstacle assessment surfaces with height H2 is at the 

initial missed approach surface. In accordance with the methodology of OCA scheme, it will be equal to 

H2 + dH (for the category), and OCH = OCA-H THR. 

 

3.19.1 Description of common interface for calculating OCA/OCH and MSA  

Analysis of flight phaze is performed by means of GIS mathematical functions on working 

aeronautical map with the connection of obstacle map. 

Work map is used for plotting obstacle assessment surfaces and performing analyzes and Calculates. 

At the first stage, using the task «Preparing API data» or using converters of import from ARINC or 

AIXM, obstacles are plotted on obstacle map in area established by designer. Dimensions of work area 

and the maximum height of analyzed obstacles are set by designer in accordance with the requirements of 

document Doc 8168. A complete analysis is performed provided that the objects are filled with the 

required semantic and metric characteristics. 

Obstacle assessment surfaces are plotted by task with reference to runway in database or referenced 

to map object. When drawing surfaces with a connected database, the THR parameters are transferred to 

scheme, which is selected in «Initial setting» dialog. 

When applied without connecting to database, THR is selected visually or with reference to an 

object on map. The THR height is set before creating the circuit and becomes the base height after being 

saved to map. Relative heights are analyzed relative to this value. Database method is used analyze 

existing aerodromes with all calculated routes and defined procedures. 

The no-database method is used for the design of a new non-existent aerodrome, as well as for a 

complete recalculation of an existing aerodrome in event of a major runway reconstruction. For departure, 

approach and landing surfaces, the height THRa is set as the base height, for straight sections, as well as 

surfaces that are calculated in absolute heights, the base height may not be indicated (for example, flying 

in a DME arc, FlyOver turns, FlyBy). 

Calculation dialog is invoked by button  on panel. After starting the task, the created schemes 

are read from the working card. Construction parameters are read from each scheme and transferred to 

tree on left side of form. The technology allows you to perform Calculate OCA/OCH without connecting 

to database using a prepared set of maps and height matrix. 

The left side of window shows a typical layout of NDB obstacle assessment surfaces. The tree 

contains a conditional code, true azimuth, main and two lateral surfaces. Positioning is performed by 

double-clicking on a tree element. 

At upper of form, a working map and an obstacle map are selected. By default, when opening a 

dialog, both cards are the same. When changing the working map, an analysis of presence of obstacle 

assessment surfaces is performed. Obstacle map is only used for calculation. 
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Figure 260 -  Dialog of calculate parameters OCA/OCH 

Section «General parameters» is displayed for all schemes and is used depending on type. For 

example, for calculate minimum safe altitude on a turn or racetrack scheme, «Acft Category», «Landing 

Course» and «Gradient» are not used. The section consists of following fields: 

Field «Acft category» is used to set the required aircraft category during the calculation. This 

parameter is mainly used for the OCA / OCH calculation at the landing stage. 

The «True Course» field is used to display the true course centerline of procedure. As a rule, for 

landing procedures it is the landing course, for departure procedures it is the departure course, for initial 

and intermediate flight procedures it is the flight course at the starting point. 

The «H THR (m)» field is used to display the base circuit height, which is equal to THR height. 

The field «Gradients» is used to display and select the angle of inclination of glidepath during 

approach or gradient of climb during departure, as well as gradient of climb during the missed approach. 

In central part of form, parameters for creating a circuit are displayed depending on its type. More 

details about the Calculate parameters are described below, in subsections concerning individual circuits. 

Obstacle table consists of following columns: 

 «Key» is the internal number of object on map and is used to perform positioning to an obstacle 

on map. Positioning is performed by double clicking; 

 «Name» is the proper name of object from Semantics 9; 

 «Surface» is surface within which the obstacle is located; 

 «H amsl» is the absolute height of obstacle, which is read from the metric of object; 

 «H obst» is the height of obstacle from semantics 1; 

 «Ho» is relative height of obstacle from base scheme height. As a rule, base height is height 

THR: H rel = H amsl - H pore; 

 «dH» is the height that obstacle is above or below the surface at a given point. If obstacle crosses 

surface, height will be positive and highlighted in purple, otherwise, the value is negative and 
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highlighted in green. The purple color indicates that there is not enough clearance in scheme. 

Green color means that the scheme is calculated with a margin. 

 

3.19.2 Calculate flight altitude margin and linear section  

Calculation is carried out in accordance with Part 1, Section 2, Chapter 1 of Doc 8168. Scheme 

consists of a main zone and two lateral obstacle counting zones. 

Clearance over obstacles (MOC) is set when creating a linear section within the main zone. In the 

additional side zones, the clearance above obstacles (MOC) decreases linearly from full clearance at the 

inner edge to zero at the outer edge. When reading the diagram, the following construction parameters are 

displayed in dialog. 

 

 

Figure 261 -  Straight segment clearance dialog  

Field «Section length» displays length of section of route. 

The field «Clearance (MOC) (m)» displays the clearance above obstacles with which the analyzed 

procedure was built. 

The «Zone width (km)» and «Height (m MSL)» fields display zone width and absolute flight 

altitude at start and end points when creating the procedure. In-line segment can be transitional or 

connecting between segments with different RNPs. In this case, its width at start and end points may 

differ. 

Calculate the clearance is performed taking into account the fact that the main surface is built taking 

into account the flight height at the start and end points parallel to flight profile at an altitude below the 

flight altitude by a value to MOC. The heights in lateral zones increase to height of flight point towards 

the edges, providing a decreasing clearance. 
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Analysis searches for all obstacles that cross any surface of scheme and the highest obstacle below 

the surfaces. If the surface crosses at least one obstacle, it is highlighted in purple in table. The MOC 

value of scheme is added to obstacle that crosses one of surfaces as much as possible, and Result is 

rounded up in multiples of 50 meters. This value is the minimum safe absolute height over obstacles in 

this flight segment. If site belongs to landing or departure stage, scheme contains base insert height equal 

to THR height. This height is used to calculate outline height, which is subtracted from calculated height. 

The flight altitudes at the ends of segment that do not meet the criteria and are below the minimum 

safe flight altitude are marked with a red background (see the figure above), and recommendations for 

adjusting the parameters are displayed in lower central part. 

 

3.19.3 Calculate OCA/OCH at phase of landing on a navigaid 

Calculation is carried out in accordance with part 1, section 2, chapter 3 and 4 of Doc 8168. Scheme 

consists of a main zone and two lateral obstacle counting zones. 

In longitudinal direction, additional zones are located symmetrically with respect to track of final 

approach segment. In non-FAF aerodrome VOR or NDB procedures, a reverse or racetrack procedure is flown 

before the final approach segment. The final approach area is extended to far edge of reverse or racetrack 

procedure area. Zone configuration is described in Section 3 - Building Navigation Aid Landing Procedures. 

 

 

Figure 262 -  Dialog for calculating OCA/OCH on landing using to navaid 

Task calculates minimum obstacle clearance, taking into account the presence or absence of FAF. In 

absence of a FAF, the minimum obstacle clearance in main area is 90 meters, and if available, 75 meters. 

The additional zone must maintain a clearance of 90 meters (75 meters from FAF) at inner edge, 

decreasing evenly to zero at the outer edge along the surfaces of current procedure. 

Navaid landing pattern consists of a main obstacle assessment surface and two lateral ones - right 

and left. Central part of window displays the parameters by which the building of surfaces was performed. 
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Field «Distance DER-NDB» part «along runway axis (km)» contains the distance from THR to 

radio equipment along the departure course. The field «along traverse (m)» is the distance with the size of 

vehicle relative to landing course. 

Field «Span THR RDH (m)» is set in range from 10 to 20 meters and contains relative height of 

span over THR. 

The «Length THR-FAF (km)» is a size limitation of procedure and contains distance from start of 

leg (FAF point) to THRa of runway. If circuit is designed without FAF, then value will be «without FAF». 

The calculation is performed according to following. All obstacles are searched for. If such an 

obstacle is found to its absolute height, the value is set to 75 meters or 90 meters, depending on presence 

of FAF, and the result is a roundabout up to 5 meters upward. The found value will be the OCA for 

navigation under the conditions of building surfaces. 

The relative height is calculated by subtracting the height THRa. Both values in the corresponding 

fields «OCA» and «OCH» in green bold font. If the surface does not cross any obstacle, the height of 

obstacle that overcomes the obstacle is calculated. In this case, there will be a recommendation on 

possibility of reducing the slope approach. 

 

3.19.4 Calculate OCA/OCH in approach with PAR 

Calculation is carried out in accordance with part 2, section 1, chapter 5 of Doc 8168. Scheme 

consists from obstacle accounting zones of intermediate and final approach and missed approach zones.  

OCA/H of scheme are largest values calculated for final leg, initial and intermediate missed 

approach. The value relative to height of obstacle should not be less than 60 meters.  

 

 

Figure 263 -  Approach with PAR parameters dialog for calculate OCA/H 

The final approach OCA / H value is calculated by adding category clearance to highest obstacle 

crossing the final approach obstacle assessment surface or to highest obstacle in initial missed approach 
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area, whichever is which is higher. Height reserves for aircraft categories: A - 40 m, B - 43 m, C - 46 m, 

D, E - 49 m. Clearance over obstacles at the end of initial approach phase is 150 meters. 

The OCA / H value in missed approach segment is equal to height of any object crossing the missed 

approach surface with a margin of 30 meters. The missed approach surface is created at the stage of 

formation of scheme and is a plane with a gradient of 2.5%. 

The distance from THRa to points «IAF», «FAF» and «MAPt», the height of THRa span in meters 

RDH and the width of end of zone are read from the scheme. Calculate OCA / OCH is performed 

according to read parameters. According to calculation results, two OCA / OCH pairs are formed - at the 

landing stage and at the go-around stage. According to results of OCA/H calculation at landing stage, a 

recommendation is issued for recalculating procedure indicating minimum distance to «MAPt» point for a 

given descent gradient on runway. 

In right central part of form, the general OCA / H for entire scheme is displayed in green bold font. 

 

3.19.5 Calculating algorithm for height sectors and MSA in reverse schemes  

In calculation uses criteria and requirements that are described in Doc 8168, Chapter 3.8, Section 4, 

Part 1. Minimum absolute altitudes for return procedures shall be at least 300 m (984 ft) above all 

obstacles within the relevant primary approach area. In additional zones, the minimum obstacle clearance 

is 300 m at the inner edge, decreasing linearly to zero at the outer edge. On flat terrain with heights of up 

to 900 meters, the value is 300 meters, on mountainous terrain with surface heights from 900 to 1500 

meters, the MOC value is 450 meters. In mountainous areas with heights above 1500 meters, the MOC 

value is 600 meters. Calculate can be performed with any other MOC values, if it is provided by 

regulatory documents. 

Minimum absolute altitude of reverse circuits is calculated by finding maximum obstacle that 

rises above primary or secondary zone. 

1) If such an obstacle is found, height of highest obstacle above surfaces (dH) is added to minimum 

calculated circling altitude (Ho), and resulting value is rounded up in multiples of 50 meters. This 

operation denotes offset of entire scheme by height of highest obstacle above any surface (see 

figure below). 

 

 

Figure 264 -  Calculate MSA on reverse schemes in presence of an influencing object 

2) If there is no obstacle, calculate is performed on highest obstacle that is below surfaces by 

subtracting from minimum height around circle height difference between top of obstacle and 

obstacle evaluation surface. Result of this calculation is of a recommendation nature and indicates 

the value by which height of circle can be reduced for safe flight according to scheme. 
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Figure 265 -  Calculate MSA on reverse shemes in absence of an influencing object 

MSA value is calculated by subtracting the MOC value from the non-rounded height (Lsch) and 

rounding result upward with a multiple of 50 meters. 

Circle height is the relative altitude of flight along the route in «Ippodrome» scheme, relative to 

altitude THR, which is calculated by subtracting the value of excess THR from Hcalc and rounding the 

Result up to a multiple of 50 meters. 

 

3.19.6 Calculate minimum safe altitude and circle heights in scheme «Ippodrome»  

Calculate is performed in accordance with part 1 of section 4 of chapter 3.8 of Doc 8168. 

Calculation mechanism is described in chapter «Algorithm for Calculating Circle Height and MSA in 

Reverse Schemes». The «Ippodrome» scheme consists of a main and additional obstacle counting area. 

 

 

Figure 266 -  Parameters dialog for calculate MSA in scheme «Ippodrome» 
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The azimuth of insertion and, if available, the base height is read from the diagrams into the tree. If 

Calculate was performed for holding routes on ATS routes, the base altitude is 0 MSL. 

The following parameters are read into the fields: 

The field «Straight line time (sec)» - Calculate flight in seconds in a straight line after the second 

turn, which was used when constructing the «Ippodrome» scheme. 

The «Clearance MOC (m)» field is clearance over obstacles with which scheme was calculated. 

The «Zone buffer (km)» field displays the presence of an additional zone and its width. If there is no 

additional zone, field value is «0». 

Calculation results are displayed in lower central part of form in green bold font. 

 

3.19.7 Calculate minimum safe altitude turn to landing course 

Calculate is performed in accordance with part 1 of section 4 of chapter 3.8 of Doc 8168. The 

calculation mechanism is described in chapter «Algorithm for Calculating Circle Height and MSA in 

Reverse Schemes». Turn to a landing course consists of a primary and secondary obstacle sensing area. 

 

 

Figure 267 -  Dialog of MSA calculation parameters on scheme «Turn to landing course»  

The azimuth inverse to landing course and base altitude are read from schemes into tree. Following 

parameters are read into the fields, which were used in Calculation: 

The «Entry angle» field is the relative angle of entry into the diagram. By default, the outline is 

calculated for 30 degrees. 

Field «Straight line time (sec)» - flight time in straight line. Value is usually a multiple of 10 

seconds. 

Field «Zone buffer (km)» - displays the presence of an additional zone and its width. 

Field «Clearance MOC (m)» - clearance over obstacles with which the turn was calculated. 

The calculation results are displayed in lower central part of form in green bold font. 
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3.19.8 Calculate minimum safe altitude and flight altitude in a scheme 45x180 

Calculate is performed in accordance with Part 1 of Section 4 of Chapter 3.8 of Doc 8168. The 

calculation mechanism is described in chapter «Algorithm for Calculating Circle Height and MSA in 

Reverse Schemes». Turn «45x180» consists of a main and an additional zone (buffer). 

 

 

Figure 268 -  Schema «45x180» parameters dialog for calculate MSA 

From the objects of schemes on map, azimuth of insertion and base height are read into tree. 

Landing course in this type of scheme is not taken into account in Calculation. The following parameters 

are read into the fields, which were used in calculation: 

Field «Zone buffer (km)» - displays the presence of an additional zone and its width. 

Field «Clearance MOC (m)» - clearance over obstacles with which the turn was calculated. 

Calculation results are displayed in lower central part of form in green bold font. 

 

3.19.9 Calculate minimum safe altitude and flight altitude in a scheme 80x260 

Schemes are calculated similarly to 45x180 scheme. The 80x260 reversal pattern consists of a main 

and an additional zone (buffer). 

Insertion azimuth and base height are read from diagrams into tree. The landing course in this type 

of scheme is not taken into account in calculation. 
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Figure 269 -  Schema «80x260» parameters dialog for calculate MSA 

Following parameters are read into the fields, which were used in Calculation: 

Field «Buffer (km)» - displays the presence of an additional zone and its width; 

Field «Clearance MOC (m)» is clearance over obstacles with which scheme was calculated; 

Calculation results are displayed in lower central part of form in green bold font; 

Field «Hmin (MSL)» displays the minimum absolute flight altitude along route within procedure; 

Field «H schema» displays the calculated minimum flight altitude in a circle; 

Field «MSA (MSL)» displays the minimum safe height based on set obstacle clearance (MOC). 

 

3.19.10 Calculate clearance for straight departure 

Calculate is performed in accordance with part 1, section 3, chapter 2.5 of doc 8168. Straight 

departure pattern consists of two main zones with a gradient 0.8% less than the departure gradient. First 

zone is built up to a relative height of 120 meters, the second zone is built up to distance or height set by 

designer. The safe obstacle clearance height during the straight departure stage is calculated for two cases. 

The true departure course and height THR are read into the tree from the procedures. The following 

parameters are read into the fields, which were used in calculation: 

Field «Line deviation» - deviation of flight path from departure course in degrees. 

Field «THR span height (m)» - is the minimum altitude at which the flight is crossed during 

departure. Default height is 5 meters. 
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Figure 270 -  Dialog for calculating OCA/OCH at stage of departure in a straight line  

Case 1 - no obstacle intersection with the OIS surface. If there is no intersection with OIS surfaces, 

the clearance is calculated over the highest obstacle on landing course. The relative height of obstacle 

with a margin of 60 meters is the OCH of departure pattern. 

Case 2 - OIS obstacles are crossing the surface. The highest obstacle is searched for. Calculate the 

distance from THR along the route axis and calculate the height of flight along the route. A 60 meter 

margin is deducted from the height. The resulting excess is checked with the obstacle exceeding. If the 

route is at a point more than 60 meters above the relative height of obstacle, it is considered that the 

parameters of procedure are correct and the criteria for flying over obstacles are observed in it. Clearance 

at the departure section above the highest obstacle that crosses the OIS surface is displayed in blue text in 

Result remark of report. The OCN and OCA are calculated by adding 60 meters to height of obstacle. 

 

 

Figure 271 -  Recalculation gradient of departure pattern under influence of obstacles 
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If clearance on route is less than 60 meters, a red warning is displayed in center section, indicating 

clearance above maximum obstacle. 

 

 

Figure 272 -  Illustration of low clearance over obsactle  

Procedure should be recalculated with a higher gradient, or with a higher departure altitude THR by 

shifting the farthest take-off point from the runway towards the return course. 

 

3.19.11 Calculate MSA in departure in any direction 

Calculate is carried out in accordance with Part 1, Section 3, Chapter 4.3 of Doc 8168. Scheme 

«departure in any direction» consists of four zones. 

 

 

Figure 273 -  Parameters dialog on departure in any direction for calculate OCA/OCH 

Before starting calculation, the true departure course and height THR are read into the tree from the 

scheme on map. Following parameters are read into fields: 

Field «Turn height (m)» is the relative height at which the turn is performed. 

Field «Zone radius N3» - radius of turning zone (zone 3). 
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Field «RWY length» is length of runway. 

Field «THR span height (m)» is minimum altitude at which flight is crossed during departure. 

Default height is 5 meters. 

Calculate is performed by zone. Zone 1 is divided into a horizontal zone and an OIS zone, which 

rises with a gradient 0.8% less from the departure gradient above the surface until reaching an altitude of 

120 meters. Zone 2 is an extension of OIS plane up to turn start altitude. Zone 3 is constructed as a circle 

of a specified radius, in which the minimum height of arrival of obstacles is 90 meters and decreases 

towards the edges according to formula 0.008 (d + do), where do is distance to obstacle from zone 1 or 2 

(which is closer), d is distance along route to point of intersection of zones 1,2 along shortest distance. 

All obstacles that cross the surfaces are searched for. If the maximum obstacle crosses the 

horizontal zone, and no object crosses rest of surfaces - OCH is set equal to 60 meters with the 

recommendation to publish the crossing obstacle (see figure above). 

 

 

Figure 274 -  MOC in zone 3 

If at least one obstacle crosses area 1 or 2, analysis is performed as for a straight departure (see 

previous section). If a headland (zone 3) is crossed, Calculate the minimum safe obstacle clearance at that 

point using the above formula. Calculated clearance is added relative height of obstacle. This value is the 

minimum safe obstacle flight height in zone 3, at which turn in direction of obstacle should be performed. 

 

3.19.12 Calculate safe height for the straight missed approach 

Calculate is performed in accordance with chapter 6.3, section 4, part 1 in Doc 8168, and missed 

approach route criteria apply to it. 

From the diagram on map, the true landing course and the height of THRa at which the landing is 

made is read into the tree. The following parameters are read into the f orm fields: 

Field «Point Type IAF» - assumes that a radio navigation aid is located at the IAF, providing 

guidance to decision point (MAPt). Select the type of radio equipment in field. 

Field «Length THR-FAF (km)» - distance from the beginning of segment (point FAF) to THR of 

runway. This is where the Building Scheme begins. 

Field «THR-MAPt (km)» - position of decision point relative to THR. 
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Field «Decision height (m)» - the relative height at the decision point «MAPt».  

Result of calculating safe height directly affects this parameter. 

 

 

Figure 275 -  Dialog for calculating safe height for a straight missed approach 

Calculate is performed in two zones: the initial missed approach zone and the intermediate missed 

approach zone. Each zone has its own safety margin over obstacles. At the initial stage of missed 

approach, MOC is 60 meters and decreases from 900 to end of runway to SOC point. At an intermediate 

stage, a minimum margin of 30 meters is established (see figure down). 

 

 

Figure 276 -  Missed approach obstacle counting area 
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Calculate is executed according to following algorithm. First, the maximum obstacle is searched for 

in initial missed approach phase. The value MOC = 60 meters is added to obstacle that crosses the 

obstacle assessment surface as high as possible in base or additional zone. The obtained flight altitude is 

checked in intermediate zone with the decision-making altitude in calculation. If the decision height is 

less, it is highlighted in red. 

At second phase, obstacles are searched for that cross intermediate missed approach zones, taking 

into account the calculated height at the initial stage. At point of highest obstacle crossing the surface, the 

relative flight altitude along the go-around gradient is calculated. If the flight height over the obstacle is 

less than 30 meters, a recommendation for recalculating the procedure with an indication of obstacle 

appears in result calculation window, height margin above which does not meet the criteria for a missed 

approach in a straight line. Obstacle itself is displayed in orange in table. The procedure designer may 

recalculate procedure by raising the decision height, increasing missed approach gradient, or applying 

other missed approach patterns. 

 

3.19.13 Calculate MSA and OCA in dead reckoning schemes DR - «U» and «S»  

Calculate minimum safe heights and obstacle safe heights in dead reckoning (DR) procedures is 

performed in accordance with Doc 8168, Chapter 1.5, Section 4, Part 1. The procedure applies obstacle 

assessment criteria at different stages of landing route. 

From the scheme on map, the true landing azimuth and height THRa, as well as the surfaces that 

make up the scheme, are read into the tree. The following parameters are read into the dialog fields. 

Field «Schema type» - set type of guidance. VOR/VOR - guidance to two VOR stations, VOR/DME 

- guidance to a VOR station with DME arc correction. 

 

 

Figure 277 -  Dialog parameters to «U»-scheme for calculate OCA/OCH and MSA 

Field «THR-FAF» - contains the distance from THRa to point of descent start (FAF). 
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Field «Span IAF (m)» - the value of initial absolute height of span of IAF point. 

Field «MOC initial stage (m)» - the margin of height over obstacles at the initial stage. 

The «OAS Category» field is the category by which obstacle assessment surfaces (OAS) were 

calculated at the final landing stage. 

Field «RDH (m)» - the value of span over THR. 

Externally, the dialogs for the scheme «U» and «S» do not differ. In the upper part of dialog there is 

an active checkbox «radio altimeter», which serves to indicate the use of a radio altimeter when 

calculating the OCA / H scheme. The OCA / H recalculation is also performed when the aircraft category 

and the glide path angle are changed at the landing stage. 

The main outer zone together with the side zones are constructed in accordance with paragraph 

3.3.4 of Section 4 of Doc 8168 and are the initial landing zones. Clearance over obstacles at this stage is 

defined by paragraph 2.1.3 of Section 4 of Doc 8168 and is at least 300 meters. The value of this 

parameter can be equal to 450 or 600 meters, depending on type of terrain. The minimum safe height at 

this stage is calculated as the sum of maximum obstacle in main zone and the initial stage MOC. 

Calculate is executed according to algorithm described in paragraph 4.4.5 of this manual. The Result is 

displayed in «MSA (Phase Start)» field. 

 

 

Figure 278 -  Dialog parameters to «S»-scheme for calculate OCA/OCH and MSA 

An intermediate approach leg begins at the intersection of DR track with the intermediate approach 

track. The main inner zone is the dead reckoning protection zone «DR» to which the intermediate landing 

obstacle assessment criteria apply (see paragraph c, paragraph c, paragraph 3.1.1 of Appendix A to 

Section 3 of Doc 8168). Calculate the minimum safe height is performed by adding the height of 

maximum obstacle in zone and the value of clearance in intermediate stage, which is equal to 150 meters. 
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Final safe clearance and clearance over obstacles are calculated in accordance with the criteria for 

standard conditions described, section 1, section 1 in Doc8168, Precision Approaches. The scheme uses 

the calculation method described in clause 1.1.5.3. In the absence of obstacles crossing the OAS and 

provided that the density of obstacles under the OAS is acceptable - OCA / H for cat. I and cat. II is still 

determined by reserves corresponding to categories of aircraft, and flights in cat. III remain unlimited. In 

the event of an obstacle crossing the OAS, the margin corresponding to aircraft category is added to 

height of highest obstacle that is relevant to approach. 

 

Table 8 -  Clearance loss of altitude / altimeter 

Aircraft category 
clearance when using radio 

altimeter (meters) 

clearance  when using barometric 

altimeter (meters) 

Category A – 169 km/h 13 40 

Category B – 223 km/h l8 43 

Category C – 260 km/h 22 46 

Category D – 306 km/h 26 49 

Category E – 167 km/h 8 35 

 

In table shows clearance above the highest obstacle above OAS surfaces when using a barometric or 

radio altimeter. This value is added to height of obstacle and is OCA/H value for assigned category of 

aircraft. From calculation, antenna of glidepath beacon should be excluded if its relative height does not 

exceed 17 meters or a distance greater than 120 meters from the center line of runway. 

 

3.19.14 Calculate minimum safe altitude when flying in arc DME 

Calculate is performed in accordance with Chapter 1, Section 2, Part 1 Doc 8168, as for a straight or 

TF segment. The scheme consists of a main zone and two lateral obstacle counting zones. 

 

 

Figure 279 -  Dialog parameters to flight by arc DME for calculate MSA 
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The «Clearance (MOC)» is set within the main area. In the additional side zones, the clearance 

above obstacles (MOC) decreases linearly from full clearance at the inner edge to zero at the outer edge. 

When reading the diagram, the following construction parameters are displayed in dialog: 

Field «Distance to DME (km)» - displays the radius of turn along the DME arc and is equal to 

distance of any point of segment to base DME. 

The «Height segment (m)» field - displays the absolute height at the beginning of segment. 

The «Height last segment (m)» field - displays the absolute height at the end of segment. 

The field «Clearance (MOC) (m)» - displays the clearance over obstacles. 

Analysis searches for all obstacles that cross any surface of scheme and highest obstacle below 

surfaces. If surface crosses at least one obstacle, it is highlighted in purple in table. MOC value of scheme 

is added to obstacle that crosses one of surfaces as much as possible, and result is rounded up in multiples 

of 50 meters. This value is minimum safe absolute height over obstacles in this flight segment. 

 

3.19.15 Calculate MSA and safe altitude in «T» and «Y» schemas 

Calculate is performed in accordance with Section 3 of Doc 8168. T and Y procedures are 

constructed with or without racetrack holding areas. The circuits consist of three zones - central, left and 

right. Each zone has its own buffer zone. 

Depending on composition of procedure, the module calculates the minimum flight altitude in 

sector for the highest obstacle in zone. If the scheme includes Ippodrome-type holding zones, Calculate 

the minimum safe heights in each zone. 

 

 

Figure 280 -  Dialog parameters to scheme «Y» for calculate MSA 
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The dialog is divided into three parts. Information on each sector is read from the diagram on map 

into the dialogue fields separately. 

Flags «Left FAF», «Right FAF» and «Central FAF» serve to signal the presence of sector zones in 

scheme. If the flag is set, the scheme was calculated with this sector, otherwise the scheme was created 

without taking into account the sector. 

The «H span (m)» field contains the minimum flight altitude in sector. 

The «Clearance (m)» field is the clearance margin (MOC) set when the sector was drawn. The 

default margin is 300 meters. In cases where the scheme is located in a mountainous or very rugged 

terrain, MOC can be set for individual sectors equal to 450 or 600 meters. 

«T» scheme parameters dialog is completely identical to dialog of «Y» scheme. Figure shows an 

example of a circuit that is calculated without a left holding area in left sector and without a right holding 

area in right sector. Corresponding fields are not visible. 

 

 

Figure 281 -  Dialog parameters to scheme «T» for calculate MSA 

The calculated data is displayed by sector in fields: 

The «TAA (sector)» field contains the absolute minimum flight altitude in sector. It is equal to sum 

of heights of maximum obstacle in sector and the MOC value established for the sector, rounded to 

greater value of 50 meters (see Doc 8168, 4.1.4). If the calculated height is less than the span height in 

sector, measures should be taken to eliminate the maximum obstacle. 

The fields «MSA (left)» and «MSA (right)» are the minimum safe heights in left/right zone of 

«Ippodrome» type in a particular sector. The sectors display only fields that correspond to «Ippodrome» 

zones. Below is a list of all obstacles that have been analyzed in diagram. 

Calculate MSA is performed by adding to altitude the maximum clearance (MOC) set for that zone. 
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3.19.16 Calculate safe heights for Fly-Over and Fly-By turns  

Obstacle assessment and safe height calculations are performed in accordance with Doc 8168, 

Section 2, Section 2, Chapter 2.5. Following fields are read into dialog fields from turn pattern on map: 

The «Absolute altitude (m)» field is the absolute flight altitude in turn. 

Field «MOC before waypoint» - obstacle clearance margin in area before waypoint. 

«Zone expansion (0-15)» field - zone expansion angle. If the parameter is zero, the width of zone at 

the beginning of turn and at the end are the same. 

 

 

Figure 282 -  Dialog for calculating safe heights at Fly-Over turn  

Obstacle assessment: 

Zone is conventionally divided along perpendicular to flight line in approach segment at the earliest 

turning point. It determines the end of straight section before turn and is used to estimate the distance to 

obstacles. In climb turns, the distance measurement is always the minimum distance from the earliest 

point where turn starts to obstacle 

Closely located obstacles at a distance of D = 9.3 kilometers are not taken into account when 

determining the minimum absolute / relative height (MA / H) of section after the Fly-By waypoint, when 

the obstacle elevation is less than or equal to: 

Maximum obstacle height ≤ OCA - MOC - D × 0.15, 

where D is the distance from the obstacle to yellow line perpendicular to bisector of turn; 

OCA - the absolute height of obstacle span of section in front of given waypoint. 

It follows that minimum turn height should not be less than sum of maximum obstacle height. 
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Figure 283 -  Obstacle assessment on turns Fly-By  

3.19.17 Calculate minimum altitude for ATS route 

Calculate minimum flight altitude on ATS route is performed in accordance with part 1 of section 3 

of paragraph 1.5 of Doc8168. 

From the scheme on map, the following are read into dialog fields: 

 field «Clearance MOC (m)» - the minimum absolute height of obstacle clearance on path; 

 field «Initial height MSL (m)» - the absolute height at the beginning of route; 

 field «Final height MSL (m)» is the absolute height at the end of route. 

 

 

Figure 284 -  Dialog of minimum flight altitude on ATS route  

This section contains the description of the areas used for en-route obstacle clearance purposes. The 

obstacle clearance areas consist of a primary area and a buffer area. The width of the primary and buffer 
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areas is constant from their width abeam the facility until a specified distance from the system giving 

track. From this point, the areas splay as a function of the angular tolerance lines of the applicable facility 

The minimum obstacle clearance value to be applied in the primary area for the en-route phase of an 

IFR flight is 300 m (984 ft). A minimum obstacle clearance altitude (MOCA) is determined and published 

for each segment of the route. The MOCA provides the required MOC above obstacles contained inside 

the obstacle clearance areas. Charting accuracies shall be taken into account when establishing minimum 

altitudes by adding both a vertical and a horizontal tolerance to the depicted objects on the chart, as 

specified in Doc8168, Volume II, Part I, Section 2, Chapter 1, 1.7, «Increased altitude/height for 

mountainous areas». In mountainous areas, the MOC shall be increased, depending on variation in terrain 

elevation as shown in the table below. The MOC in the buffer area is half the value of the primary area 

MOC for between 900 m and 1 500 m MOC = 450 m (1 476 ft). If greater than 1 500 m MOC = 600 m. 

 

 

Figure 285 -  En-route MOC - Primary and buffer areas 

The minimum altitude on an ATS route is determined as the greater of sum of maximum obstacle in 

main zone and MOC or the sum of maximum obstacle in secondary zone and half of MOC. Result is 

displayed at the bottom of dialog in «MEA» field.  

 

3.19.18 Calculate OCA/H in circle visual maneuvering zone 

Calculate is carried out in accordance with Doc 8168, Part 4, Section 4, Chapter 5. When designing 

the zone, it should be taken into account that the OCA / H must provide a minimum clearance over the 

highest obstacle by object category in accordance with the table specified in paragraph 3.4.9. 

Circular maneuvers are not available for helicopters. Where visual maneuvering follows an 

instrument approach to a helicopter, the OCH shall be assumed to be at least 75 m (246 ft). 

Calculation dialog parameters is shown in figure below. The following parameters are read from the 

diagram on map to dialog fields: 

field «Leg height (MSL m)» - the height of visual maneuvering in a circle. The field «(m AGL)» is 

filled in automatically as the difference between the maneuver altitude and the aerodrome altitude; 
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Field «Turning radius (km)» - Calculate radius when creating a zone; 

Field «Estimated RWY» - orientation of runways on which the area was calculated. 

In the lower part of dialog, the results of calculating the safe height of flight over obstacles are 

displayed. The calculated data is compared with the relative and absolute maneuver altitude. 

 

 

Figure 286 -  Circle visual maneuvering zone parameters dialog for calculate OCA/OCH 

In event that flight parameters do not provide a safe flight over obstacles in accordance with 

paragraph 5.4.4 of Doc 8168, the reason or reasons are indicated in red text. If the flight altitude in zone is 

less than the altitude required for safe maneuvering over the maximum obstacle, a message is displayed 

stating that the Calculate altitude does not provide a safe passage. If the relative maneuvering altitude is 

less than the minimum OCH for the specified category of aircraft than in table in paragraph 3.4.9, a 

message is issued stating that OCH is less than the lower limit established for this category of aircraft. 

In dialog above, Calculate of a deliberately erroneous visual maneuvering scheme was performed. 

When changing aircraft category in drop-down list, it is necessary to recalculate OCA/H of procedure. 

 

3.20 Navigation database coding  

Dialog is called when the button is pressed  on panel and is intended for coding schemes and 

saving them in database in form of arrival, departure and landing schemes. Route coding is carried out in 

accordance with the requirements of Chapter 5 of Doc 8168 «for a specific course of runway of an 

aerodrome, which is selected from the database. Route coding at a simulated aerodrome or without a 

database connection is not performed.  

Before starting the formation of flight procedures by coding individual maneuvers, it is necessary to 

create a network of main terminal points and upload them to database. The network of terminal points is 

formed by drawing on map with the task «Preparation of AI documents» or created manually in database. 
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When designing a new scheme, terminal points are created directly on map and exported to database using 

the «Find and save terminal points» task (see paragraph 4.1 this document). 

Route legs is performed with reference to selected points, except for the CA maneuver. The CA leg 

can be plotted at any point on map without the possibility of turning. The route coding form is divided 

into three parts. The upper part is used to select a working map, the lower part is a panel with buttons, the 

central part is a working area, which is conventionally divided into two tabs. 

 

 

Figure 287 -  Navigation database coding dialog 

The choice of main points or radio equipment is performed from two sources: 

 from map, with a button ; 

 from the database using standard dialog with button . 

 

The working area of «Drawing standard maneuvers» tab is divided into two parts. On the left side 

there are buttons with a graphical view of maneuvers, which must be encoded by complex. The 

maneuvers that are absent on form cannot be unambiguously coded and processed by complex and are 

manually entered directly into the temporary table. 

On right side there is a working area with input parameters. Depending on selected maneuver, the 

right part of form is filled with one or another field for entering parameters. The upper part of work area 

contains a textual description of current maneuver. After entering parameters correctly, the task performs 

a preliminary check of values and activates «Create» button. 

Button  - clears the selection. All three buttons are present in all tabs where a point or radio 

navigation aid is selected. When choosing an object from the map, it should be borne in mind that 

information about its identifier is selected from semantics «object identifier» (number 11). Before starting 
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the design, a base aerodrome and a landing / departure course should be selected. The ICAO base region 

for the entire session is the ICAO region to which the aerodrome belongs. Region change is performed in 

form of connecting and setting parameters. The base region you set will be used when reading point IDs 

from the map. Major points on map must match database records for current region. 

When choosing an object from the database, it should be borne in mind that the set of points for 

selection is limited by following conditions: 

 points must belong to current region. Points from other ICAO regions are not displayed in point 

selection dialog; 

 points must have an ICAO identifier. Points without identifiers, such as VFR space points, 

Calculate points, military aircraft turning points and recommended route main points, cannot be 

processed. 

 

 

Figure 288 -  Standard dialog of selected significant point 

Mandatory parameters and limitations of value ranges are described below in text for each type of 

trajectory end indicators separately.  

In upper part of work area there is a field «Metric» (see figure): 

 

 

Figure 289 -  Metric setting 

Depending on type of circuit, different parameters are activated in accordance with the segment 

construction algorithm. 

The «Start leg» and «End leg» fields are characterized by minimum location span and the width of 

inner main zone. When building maneuvers of departure routes, the heights at the initial stage are replaced 

by THR height without the possibility of changing. When building maneuvers for which the start or end 
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length is predefined (departure procedures) or absent (racetrack, reverse procedures), both width fields 

become inactive. When building charts of routes for area navigation, you should control the width of route 

at the beginning and end of maneuver. 

The parameter «Clearance (MOC)» is used for the correct construction of main and additional zone 

or buffer in vertical plane. 

 

3.20.1 Leg TF 

Main straight leg of route is TF leg. Leg is defined by geodetic path between two track points. First 

of two waypoints is either endpoint of previous leg or the start control point. Intermediate and final 

approach legs should always be TF leg. 

 

 

Figure 290 -  «TF» leg params  

The «Starting point» and «End point» fields are used to select and indicate the selected main points 

that limit the maneuver. 

Drawing a scheme is possible provided that both points are selected. 

 

3.20.2 Leg AF «Fly in arc DME» 

Leg is defined by a path along an arc with a specified radius centered on DME meter. 

 

 

Figure 291 -  «AF» leg params  

Field «Base Station DME» is used to select the position of DME station. 

Field «Distance to DME» field - arc radius, should not be less than 5 kilometers. 

The «Azimuth from DME» and «final» fields are used to limit the DME arc. As a rule, the maneuver 

is built in presence of a combined VOR/DME radio navigation aid. 

Drawing a diagram is possible with a selected base station, a radius of more than 5 km and a 

difference in azimuths modulo at least 15 degrees. 

 

3.20.3 Leg DF «Straight to control point» 

Leg is used to define a leg from an unspecified location on aircraft's current track to a target point. 

Leg is built around the Fly-Over reversal. 
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Figure 292 -  «DF» leg params  

Field «Aircraft» is used to indicate the indicated airspeed of aircraft or category. When specifying a 

category, the average arrival speed is applied. 

The «End point» field is used to select the end point. 

The «ATT point tolerance» field contains the pivot point tolerance, which is used to draw a wind 

spiral for the DF scheme. 

The field «Course to point» sets the orientation of maneuver on map. Field «Course» is used to 

indicate the initial orientation of aircraft. The difference between the initial and final courses, together 

with the aircraft's flight speed, determines the type of procedure being created. 

Application is possible at a selected point, non-zero aircraft speed and point tolerance. 

 

3.20.4 Leg CF «Course to fix» 

Leg is defined as the direction of travel that ends at a waypoint followed by a specific leg of route. 

The maneuver was originally used as a trajectory end indicator on final approach segment. Currently used 

on RNAV routes, departures and missed approaches where it is effective to limit track spread. 

The «Aircraft» field is used to indicate the indicated airspeed of aircraft or category. 

The «End point» field is used to select the end point. 

The «Section length» field is used to indicate the length of section after a possible turn to end point. 

The field «Course to point» sets the orientation of maneuver on map. 

The «Initial course» field is used to indicate the initial orientation of aircraft. Depending on 

difference between the initial heading and the heading, zones of a straight section or a turn with flight to a 

point are plotted on point. 

Base point is set at the end of created segment, in Result of which, the initial position of circuit is 

not defined. When coding routes with a similar section, route should be built from end to beginning. 

 

 

Figure 293 -  «CF» leg params  

Application is possible at a selected point, non-zero aircraft speed and length. When the heading 

difference is less than 15 degrees, a straight-line section is built, oriented along the course to point. 
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3.20.5 Leg FA «Course from fix to absolute altitude» 

Leg is used to define a leg of a route that starts at a fix and ends at a point where the aircraft is at or 

above the set altitude. The location of point of reaching the absolute height is not indicated. FA does not 

provide a predictable flight path due to fact that its end point is unknown. 

 

 

Figure 294 -  «FA» leg params  

The field «Flight phaze» is used to select type of created procedure. 

The «Starting point» field is used to select the starting point. 

The «Gradient (PDG%)» field is used to indicate the gradient of rise / fall in area. 

The «Course» field is used to indicate the heading of aircraft being climbed or descended. 

Drawing is possible with a selected point and a non-zero gradient. 

 

3.20.6 Leg CA «Reaching absolute altitude» 

Leg is an arbitrary straight section of route without a fixed start and end with a given heading and 

heights at beginning and end of path. Leg is built similar to FA leg, except for possibility of insertion at an 

arbitrary point on map. Circuit is locked against rotation. The course value is set before its Buildings. 

Field «Flight phaze» is used to select the type of created procedure. In contrast to FA leg, this 

maneuver cannot be built according to «take off from the runway» scheme due to fact that THR is fixed 

and is selected when setting the parameters. 

 

 

Figure 295 -  «CA» leg params  

Field «Gradient (PDG%)» is used to indicate the gradient of rise / fall in area. 

Field «Course» is used to indicate the heading of aircraft being climbed or descended. 

Application is possible with a non-zero gradient. 

 

3.20.7 Leg FD «Reaching set distance from DME» 

Leg is creating from current point with the specified course, until it reaches distance from base 

rangefinder. Leg is used to create a stepped descent or climb route and to determine calculated terminal 

points in terminal area. 
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Figure 296 -  «FD» leg params  

The «Starting point» field is used to select starting point. 

Field «Base station DME» is used to select base rangefinder. In the lower right part, the calculated 

azimuth from the starting point to rangefinder is displayed in bold type for a preliminary assessment of leg 

when selecting the parameters. 

Field «Range to navaid (km)» is used to indicate distance from rangefinder at which end legs. 

The «Acft course» field is used to indicate the initial heading of aircraft. 

The «Create» button is activated if it is possible to build a flight path from current point with a 

given course to intersection of path line and circle with radius specified in «Range to navaid» field. 

Otherwise, button is inactive, and at bottom of form there is a message «No intersection with DME arc at 

course». 

 

3.20.8 Leg FC «Reaching a given distance from the current position» 

Leg is plotted from the current point to specified range with the specified course. Leg is used during 

the departure phases, flight to a given distance in a straight line in a non-standard holding area, or during 

the landing phase. 

The field «Flight phaze» is used to select type of created procedure. Standard phaze involves 

creation zones of straight section according to rules of instrument flights. Departure from runway implies 

creation of a departure procedure in a straight line up to specified range. The RNAV route implies 

creation of a straight-line section according to algorithms for constructing area navigation schemes. 

 

 

Figure 297 -  «FC» leg params  

Field «Starting point» is starting point of diagram. 

Field «Distance (km)» - length of created section. 

Field «Course» - aircraft heading. 

Drawing is possible at a selected point and a non-zero range value. In Runway Departure mode, the 

range should not be less than the distance at which the aircraft reaches altitudes of 120 relative to THR. 
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3.20.9 Leg RF «Arc of constant radius to control point» 

An RF leg is a circular path around a defined turning center that ends at a waypoint. The beginning 

of arc section is determined by end point of previous section. Radius is calculated by complex as the 

distance from the center of turn to end point of path. One arc can be defined for any turn in range 2°-300°. 

 

 

Figure 298 -  «RF» leg params  

The «Starting point» field is used to select the starting point. 

The «Base Station DME» field is used to select the position of DME station. 

The «Final course» field contains the aircraft's heading to its final point. 

Turning radius and azimuth on DME are calculated between starting position and DME station. 

Tangent to arc at the start point is considered the start heading. The scheme is built using the DME arc 

flight algorithm until the final course is reached. Building is possible if the starting position and the DME 

base station are selected, distance between them is more than 5 km, and if the arc is more than 15 degrees. 

 

3.20.10 Leg CI «Course to Intersection» 

A leg is coded when an aircraft is directed before crossing next leg. Field «type of protection zone» 

allows you to select four options for building type of protection zone. 

«Standard turn» – a turn is constructed to a given course in a specified direction. Beginning of 

diagram is used as a base point. The final course is set in parameters. 

«Departure with aturn» – a departure scheme with a turn at an absolute height is constructed. 

«Fly-By» – turn «Fly-By» which is shifted to turning point. Heights on site do not change. 

«Fly-Over» – turn «Fly-Over» followed by a straight-line segment that shifts to turn. Its shape 

changes depending on value of turning angle. 

Field «Aircraft» is used to indicate the indicated airspeed of aircraft or category. 

The «Starting point» field is used to select the base point of pivot. 

The «Course to turn» and «after turn» fields are used to set initial position of aircraft and heading 

after turn. Difference between values affects appearance of circuit that will be built. When constructing a 

standard turn with a turn of less than 15 degrees, a straight section diagram will be drawn. 

The «Side» field is used to indicate the side of turn. If the value «any» is selected, scheme will be 

built with minimum difference between the rates, otherwise - in direction indicated in this field. 

The «Gradient» field is used to indicate the gradient of rise / fall in area. 
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Figure 299 -  «CI» leg params  

Application is possible with a selected point and a non-zero value for speed and length, as well as 

with correct reversal parameters for each type of protection zone. 

 

3.20.11 Leg CR «Reaching the radial from navaid» 

When using flights on NDB beacons (driving radio stations), the maneuver can be used when 

calculating navaid course angle (NCA) to navaids VOR, DME, TACAN or NDB. Leg is created from 

current point with specified course until it reaches the azimuth intersection from the base rangefinder. 

 

 

Figure 300 -  «CR» leg params  

The «Starting point» field is used to select the starting point. 

The field «Base station VOR» is used to select the base rangefinder. 

The «Radial from VOR (km)» field is used to indicate the radial or NCA from the VOR station. 

Field «Initial course» is used to indicate the initial heading of aircraft. 

The «Create» button is activated if it is possible to build a flight path from the current point with a 

given heading to intersection of beam with the azimuth specified in «Radial from VOR» field. Otherwise, 

the button will be inactive, and the message «No intersection of track line with VOR radial» will be 

displayed at bottom of form. 

 

3.20.12 Leg PI «Turn to back course» 

Leg is used during embarkation and transition from holding to boarding. Depending on value of 

«Turn type» field, one of three types of reverse schemes is built. 

Field «Aircraft» is used to indicate the indicated airspeed of aircraft or category. 

The «Base Point (Nav)» field is used to set base navaid point. 
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The «Flight on a straight line» field defines the length of straight segment in «landing» mode. In 

45x180 and 80x260 modes, the field is not active. If the «DME» type is selected, the flight in a straight 

line is performed only «By distance», otherwise - «By time». 

The «Initial Course» field sets the orientation of protection zone and baseline. 

 

 

Figure 301 -  «PI» leg params  

The «Entry angle» field is used to define the line of wind spiral when calculating the scheme. 

The «Left turn» flag is used for mirror orientation of circuit relative to base axis. When the flag is 

set, the route is built counterclockwise. 

The «Create» button is activated when a base point is selected. 

 

3.20.13 Leg HA, HF «Holding to altitude / to Fix» 

Leg HA is used to descend or spiral climb into an area with dense traffic or limited airspace 

(mountain gorge, limited airspace, etc.). Leg HF is used in design of waiting area. 

 

 

Figure 302 -  «HF» and «HA» leg params 

Field «Aircraft» is used to indicate the indicated airspeed of aircraft or category. 

The «Base point» field is used to set the base point. 

The field «Flying on a straight line» defines the length of straight leg. When the «By time» mode is 

selected, the time in seconds is indicated in window next to flag; when «at distance» is selected, the 

distance is indicated in kilometers. 

The «Orientation of straight section» field sets the orientation of protection zone and baseline. 
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The «Left turn» flag is used for mirror orientation of circuit relative to base axis. When the flag is 

set, the route is built counterclockwise. 

The «Create» button is activated when you select a base point. 

 

3.21 Saving designing flight routes to database  

Flight routes are saved to database through a temporary table. The structure of temporary table 

completely repeats the permanent table of maneuvers combined with the route table. 

 

 

Figure 303 -  Dialog for editing temporary route table 

Information in table is delimited between aeronautical users and is not subject to logging in data 

security subsystem. Sharing information allows you to create customized workspaces for the schematic 

designer. When the task is started, the temporary route table contains only the information that was 

created and designed by current aeronautical user.  

Working dialog with the temporary table is on second tab of «Route coding» form. Saving 

information into permanent tables is done by pressing the «Save» button.  

On left side in dialog are main fields of temporary table, available for editing. The navigator at the 

bottom of form adds, updates, or removes records. At the top there is a filter by type and route. Correction 

of name, selection of type of route, serial number and type of maneuver are carried out directly in table.  

The button «Select from the map» is located in lower part. The button is active if there is at least one 

record in table and an active map is connected in upper part of form. When you click on button, the form 

is hidden, and the task prompts you to select a section of route that was created when coding schemes. 

After selecting a site, the information from the object is decrypted and transferred to fields of table in 

current row.  
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Transfer information technology consists in fact that when encoding a route, all basic parameters are 

stored as an information part of an ARINC string in a special semantic number 720. When such an object 

is selected, the row is read, decoded and transferred to table row.  

On right side there is a form for correcting the maneuver parameters. Navigational information 

about the routes of arrival, departure and landing in ARINC format is fed to on-board computer systems 

of aircraft of various types and is calculated for each specific model individually. When transferred to 

database, each diagram must be oriented for a specific aircraft in order to be able to be graphically 

displayed on map. 

«Parameters of aircraft when maneuver» contains the following fields:  

«Turn» - to indicate the side of turn;  

«Bank» - bank angle when turning. If the parameter is not specified, the standard rolls are set.  

«Course» - for each type of maneuver, an initial or final flight course is set.  

«Gradient (PDG)» - is set on maneuvers that involve climbing or descending.  

«Length» - length of segment in maneuvers that provide for this parameter.  

«Time» - the time of flight within the maneuver or part of it. Used when coding wait maneuvers and 

reverse circuits.  

The «Base point» field is intended for storing the initial one and contains the following fields:  

«Name» - allows you to select the main point from the points selection dialog (see above in text).  

«Role» - contains the role of point during the flight stages of landing route. The field is filled in 

manually.  

«Report» - point type. With or without a report. On RNAV routes - with or without hop. 

The «Base navaid (turning point) « field is used to store the reference navaid or end point and 

contains the following fields:  

«Name» - allows you to select the main point from the point selection dialog.  

«Radial» - the radial or heading angle of radio station in maneuvers VI, CI.  

«Distance» - distance to DME in FD, CD maneuvers.  

The «Levels» field contains information about the maneuver in vertical plane:  

«Lower» - lower height with indication of type and units of measurement.  

«Upper» - upperheight with indication of type and units of measurement.  

«condition» - a condition for crossing heights.  
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

AGL - Above Ground Levell  

AICM - Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model  

AIXM - Aeronautical Information eXtended Metadata  

AIP - Aeronautical Information Publication 

AIRAC - Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control 

AMSL - Above Mean Sea Level 

APV - Adjusted Present Value 

ARINC - Aeronautical Radio INC 

AW - Airway width 

AI - Aeronautical infromation 

ATT - Along-Track Tolerance 

ATS - Air Traffic Service 

ARP - Airport Reference Point 

CA - Calculated angle 

CTR - Control Tower Region 

DB - Database 

DBMS - database management systems 

DER - Departure end of runway  

DME - Distance Measuring Equipment 

Doc XXXX - ICAO Document Number XXXX 

DR - Dead Reckoning 

FAF - Final Approach Fix  

FAP - Final Approach Point 

FATO - Final Approach and Take-Off areas 

FIR - Flight Information Region  

FL - Flight Level 

Fly-By - Flight By point 

Fly-Over - Flight Over  point 

GP - Glidepath angle 

GOST - State standard 

GNSS - General Navigation Satellite System  

GPS - Global Positioning System  

IAF - Initial Approach Fix  

IAP - Instrumental Approach  

IAS - Instrumental Aircraft Speed 

ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organization 

IF - Initial Final  

IFR - Instrument Flight Rules 

LMM - Inner Non - Directional Beacon 

ILS - Instrumental Landing System 

LOC - Localizer in ILS 

MAHF - Missed approach holding Fix 

MAPt - Missed Approach Point  

MATF - Missed approach turn Fix 

MCR - Magnetic Course 

MEA - Minimum Enroute Altitude  

MOC - Minimum Obstacle Clearance 
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MSA - Minimum Safe Altitude 

MSL - Mean Sea Level  

NCA - Navaid course angle  

NDB - Non - Directional Beacon  

NSE - Navigation System Error 

OAS - Obstacle Altitude Surface  

OCA - Obstacle Clearance Altitude  

OCH - Obstacle Clearance Height  

LOM  - Outer Non - Directional Beacon 

OIS - Obstacle Information Surface  

PANS - OPS - Procedures for Air Navigation Services – Aircraft OPerationS (Doc8168) 

PAR - Precision Approach Radar 

PBN - Performance Based Navigation  

PDE - Path definition error 

PDG - Procedure Design Gradient  

RDH - Reference Datum Height  

RE - radio equipment 

navaid - Radio Navigation aid 

RNAV - aRea NAVigation  

RNP APCH - Area navigation approach routes 

SMAA - Surveillance Minimum Altitude Charts  

SBAS - Satellite-based augmentation systems 

SID - Stardard Instrumental Departure  

SOC - Start of Climb at Missed Approach 

STAR - Stardard Instrumental ARrival  

TA - Turn to absolute altitude 

TAS - True Air Speed 

TH - Turn to height  

TMA - Terminal Manoeuvring Area  

TP - Turn point 

UTM - Universal Transverse Mercator 

VFR - Visual Flight Rules  

VNAV - Vertical NAVigation 

VOR - VHF Omni - directional Radio Range 

VPA - Vertical Path Angle 

WCS - Web Coverage Service 

WGS - World Geodesic System  

XTT  Cross-Track Tolerance 
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